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POWERS OF NATURE
Molten rock glows through the collapsed crust of a lava tube, or tunnel, on Hawaii's
Mauna U/u . Geologist Donald Swanson carries a surveyor's rod as he studies the
volcano. Volcanoes are one natura/force explored in the National Geographic Society's
new book, '"Powers of Nature . " Copies of the book may be purchased by mail from the
National Geographic Society, Dept. 100, Washington, D.C. 20036, for $5.75 each when
payment by check or money order accompanies the request.
Photo by Jeffrey B. Judd
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
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From Beaver House To The Golden Gate:
The Hudson's Bay Company In California
By Ronald Genini
The Hudson's Bay Company, H .B.C. To its British owners and
officers and Canadian Metis employees. this was the Honourable
Company and, whether or not one liked it (or thought it particularly
honorable) the initials did stand for the enterprise's name . But to an
unidentified American pioneer in California - who, perhaps, had
lived in Oregon - the initials equivocally stood for "Here Before
Christ." And, from his perspective, it probably had been .
Incorporated on 2 May 1670 as "the Governor and Company of
Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay" it was mandated
to seek the Northwest Passage, to occupy and to trade with the lands
adjacent to Hudson Bay. Establishing itself firmly in the area by the
Treaty of Utrecht (1713) it went inland after 1763 because of
competition from the antecedents of the Northwest Company, which
in 1813 bought Astoria in Oregon. In 1821 the HBC absorbed the
Northwest Company and in 1825 established Fort Vancouver on
the Columbia River.
In 1828 Jedediah Strong Smith, the 29-year-old adventurer who
had made the first known crossing of the Sierra Nevada Mountains ,
arrived at Fort Vancouver after trapping in California' s Central
Valley. Pit River region and Redwood forests. On the Umpqua River
in southern Oregon, 17 of his party of 20 were massacred by the
Kelawatset Indians; Smith and two surviving companions then fled to
Fort Vancouver. presided over by the "White-headed Eagle," Dr.
John McLoughlin .
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McLoughlin, Vancouver's Chief Factor, ruled over an area which
extended from Yukon to Oregon and from the Rockies to the Pacific,
an area larger than many European nations, as a generous and
benevolent despot. For several years he had been sending trapping
brigades into the Snake River country of Idaho and Nevada. In 1827
the brigade led by Peter Skene Ogden went into northeastern
California's Pit River country . But until Smith's arrival at Fort
Vancouver this penetration of California was insignificant; the Snake
country remained the fort's principal source of beaver skins .
Outraged that Indians should rob and kill trappers, even if the
victims were competitors of the HBC, McLoughlin sent a punitive
expedition under John McLeod to the Umpqua country. McLeod,
guided by Smith and his companions, reached the scene of the
massacre, punished the Indians and retrieved most of the furs. Back
at the fort , McLoughlin paid Smith $20,000 for the furs (a tidy sum
even in those days) and allowed him to live at the fort for the
remainder of the winter.
Through the winter, Smith amused and enthralled McLoughlin and
Sir George Simpson, the visiting Governor of the Company, with his
reports of the richness of California's beaver streams . In the spring of
1829 McLeod was sent in charge of a brigade into California's Central
Valley, beginning a penetration that would last 16 years and would
not only affect the fur trade but international relations as well. They
also left an unsolved mystery.
The California with which the Honourable Company engaged in an
economic intercourse was a combination of political anarchy and
social elegance . Rival factions jockeyed for power, fighting battles of
the comic-opera type, mainly for appearance rather than bloodshed.
As a rule. Mexican governors, appointed for political reasons, were
inferior to those of the Spanish regime, who had been appointed on
the basis of merit. Such venal governors as the hypochondriac Jose
Maria Echeandi'a (1825-31), the reputedly cowardly Manuel Victoria
(1831 -33) and the head of the army convicts, Manuel Micheltorena
(1842-45), were all thorns in the side of the Company.
It was a pastoral society, the background of such legends as those
of Zorro and Ramona. The economy centered on the hide and tallow
trade, involving resident British and American rancheros and
traders. One such expatriate Englishman was William Hartnell, who
arrived in 1822, received the first hide and tallow contract from the
missions, became a Mexican citizen and a Catholic, and was granted
a huge rancho near Monterey where he raised 8000 head of cattle and
a huge vegetable garden between service in various civic offices and
as an agent for the Russian American Fur Company; marrying a
beautiful daughter of the de Ia Guerra family, he had 25 children.
A major reason for the thorny role played by some California
governors towards the HBC was that hunting furs without procuring
the required licenses was poaching. Ogden was nonchalant about his
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frequent strayings across the border into Mexican or American
territory and, despite the illegality, never made any effort to limit his
operations to the Oregon Country. In 1829-30 Ogden went as far
south as the Gulf of California and as far east as the Bear River in
Utah. Generally, the Company's officers were contemptuous of
Mexican authority in California, imitating American trappers by
making no inquiries about the territorial rights of Mexico . As the
United States posed no more formidable threat to the HBC than did
Mexico, the same attitude was held toward American
territorial claims.
Naturally, the violated nations were aware of these penetrations: in
1826 U.S. Secretary of State Henry Clay formally protested to
Simpson about the incursions within American borders; and in 1831
Governor Victoria complained to his superiors in Mexico City that
without adequate soldiery he was powerless to bar these foreign
"thieves who have no respect for the law."' (On its side of the
borders, the HBC firmly and judiciously overcame foreign attempts to
trap furs). But the Company's attitudes towards the borders was not
entirely cavalier: Simpson's American policy was to cross the line
only when the Company's interests were served and his Mexican
policy - formalized by an agreement in January 1841 - was to avoid
conflict with the local authorities by avoiding the coastal settlements .
For all of Governor Victoria's rhetoric about foreign thieves, the
Hudson's Bay men, by concentrating in the interior, were a minor
threat when compared to Fort Ross, an outpost of the Russian
American Fur Company established in 1812 on Bodega Bay, north of
San Francisco. Never welcomed by Spanish or Mexican authorities,
Ross' whole function was to raise food for Sitka after the Russians
rapidly exterminated the California otter. But when the Russians and
the HBC entered into a food trade agreement, Ross' importance
began to decline .
Soon British interest in California, represented by the HBC, was
quickening. Drake in 15 79 and Vancouver in 1791 -93 had acquainted
Britain with California; in 1746 the christening of an HBC merchant
ship, the California, had confirmed its status among the English as an
exotic region. But it was to be the Hudson's Bay Company - and
Simpson, in particular - who directed British interest toward
California and almost caused the Mexican Eagle to be replaced by the
Union Jack rather than by the Stars and Stripes .
The history of the Hudson's Bay Company in California can be
conveniently divided into two periods: trapping and exploring
(1827-41) and direct mercantilism (1841 -45) . The dividing point can
be conveniently located on 24 May 1841, when an HBC store was
opened at San Francisco.
During the first period, trapping parties ranged throughout
California's interior, traversing 30 of the state's present 58 counties.
In February 1827 Ogden named Mt. Shasta ("equal in height to Mt.
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Hood'· ' ) and a month later recorded the first known crossing of the
Siskiyou Mountains. "a lofty range" according to his journal, written
on poorly cured slabs of beaver skins. He also penetrated
northeastern California, bestowing the name of Pitt's River (now Pit
River) on a stream flowing into the Bonaventura (now the
Sacramento). In 1830 he opened a new route via Klamath Lake and
the Sacramento River.
The Company was quick to take advantage of the route Smith had
opened across the upper Coast Range. consisting of trails over steep,
rugged and fog-shrouded mountains. Initially, by using a former
Smith employee. McLeod tried to follow Smith' s trail but finally came
southward via the Umpqua Valley and Klamath Lake; thus, the
parties were th ereafter known as the Umpqua Brigades . In leaving
California. McLeod was forced by winter's approach to cache his furs
on the North Fork of the McCloud River, at what is now Bartle's
Ranch in Siskiyou County; on his return the following spring. he
found them spoiled . a circumstance leading to the termination of his
employment by the Company. Two more successful cache points in
the Sacramento Valley were Soda Springs. noted for healthful pure
waters. and Cache Creek . among the oak groves immediately east of
the town of Yolo (formerly Cacheville) . Hudson's Bay men also
trapped along the Merced and Chowchilla Rivers of the San Joaquin
Valley . Along the San Joaquin and its adjacent sloughs , HBC
trappers hunted the beaver, mink and bear for furs.
Enthusiasm about California as a source of furs fluctuated
throughout the 1830s. Save for the Russian concentration on the north
coast. there was no one - American or Mexican - who could
possibly compete in the same league with the HBC. It must be borne
in mind, however, that the great days of trapping were on the wane.
John Work's third expedition, 1832, yielded only 1023 beaver and
otter skins . This seemed to justify McLoughlin's earlier assessment
that California appeared to be a poor fur source . Work's journey had
taken him down the Sacramento Valley to San Francisco Bay, thence
to Fort Ross and Cape Mendocino, whereupon he re-entered the
Sacramento Valley and returned to Fort Vancouver via the
Willamette . Governor Simpson liked the young Irishman's steady,
painstaking character, but found his appearance and manners
clownish and simple almost to the point of idiocy .
In 1833 Michel La Framboise returned to Fort Vancouver, loudly
praising the resources of the four missions in the San Francisco Bay
Area . He declared "that the Bay of San Francisco abounds more in
beaver than any part of the country'' 3 he saw between the Colu mbia
and the Bay . Padre Gutierrez of Mission Solano, however, did not
return the praise; he complained of the hunters' presence, for they
corrupted the Indian neophytes by their willingness to buy stolen
cattle . As a whole, however, the trip was uneventful.
During the 1835-36 season in the Sacramento Valley, LaFramboise
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was very successful, clearing profits of over£808 in furs . However,
his equally successful hunt of 1838 was dampened when he and his
party were lost on the north coast. Captain William Brotchie, then of
the H.B. Cadboro, waited at Trinidad Bay for the scheduled
rendezvous, but La Framboise was waiting 96 miles to the south,
evidently believing that Point Delgada (Shelter Cove) was Trinidad
Bay. His hunting season had been otherwise eventful: in return for
the first metal knives they had seen . the temporarily-friendly Shasta
Indians escorted the trappers into the Valley, hunting in the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and catching 2700 animals . Awaiting
the Cadboro, he never suspected that he was in error, although
certain that an error had been made. Leaving most of his party, he
went overland to Fort Vancouver wither, by this time, the Cadboro
had returned . With Alexander McLeod , he returned to retrieve
his party and catch.
The odyssey was not yet in its last act. The men of LaFramboise's
brigade had gone inland about 30 miles and, La Framboise not seeing
them at either Trinidad Bay - with whose location he was now
familiarized - or at Shelter Cove, went on to Fort Ross . There he was
given a warm welcome and was introduced to Captain Kaupryanov,
the visiting Governor of Russian America, who had expressed a
desire to meet "the person so celebrated in California." • Though
the Russians were more than happy to provide horses to aid in the
search, they had only a dozen. General Mariano Vallejo,
Commandant of Northern California, was as yet in his early,
xenophobic, stage . Appealed to successfully, his sale price was met.
With the aid of these horses, the party was found and returned to the
coast to await the ship which McLeod piloted north from Fort Ross.
Plans were made to return in the next year because ''from the
abundance of beaver. there is still a fair prospect of success ."'
Statistics seemed to justify such sanguine hopes. For the 1838-39
season, a profit of nearly £981 was netted from 1568 beaver, two
pounds of beaver coating and 884 land otters (the Americans and
Russians having virtually exterminated the marine species prior to
1825). The 1839-40 season brought a profit of nearly £1112 from 1611
beaver, one-and-a-half pounds of beaver coating and 695 otters. The
1840-41 season scored an increase to more than £1408 as provided by
1590 beaver and two-and-a-half pounds of coating. In an example of
Scots understatement, McLoughlin reported in 1839 that "the party
hunting towards Calefornia [sic] made better Returns than usual." •
Previously, Mexican officials in California had been too lazy to
collect license fees and many tariff duties . Vallejo, as noted above,
had as yet to transubstantiate his xenophobia into xenophilia, a
miracle which would take place after 1842. He therefore harrassed La
Framboise when the "Frenchman" [sic] attempted to hunt in
Vallejo's bailiwick, threatening confiscation within various 24-hour
deadlines . Petty swindling traders and hostile Indians also made La
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A diorama "Laframboise leaving Fort Vancouver for California"
Courtesy Hudson's Bay Company

Framboise's life miserable and, in a gesture of pure desperation, he
appealed to Governor Juan Bautista Alvarado. one of Mexican
California's few honest governors .
That worthy. professing friendship for the HBC, formed an alliance
with La Framboise to browbeat the Indians. McLoughlin being in
Montreal. James Douglas was temporarily in charge at Fort
Vancouver. Douglas had been interested in opening up trade
relations with California and was even considering investing his own
funds in such a venture which. he was confident, would yield 4000
beaver annually and inexpensively . He was not particularly pleased
by the "alliance" but, nevertheless. instructed La Framboise to
utilize it to the Company's benefit.
Douglas had planned to imitate the Russians in avoiding onerous
tariffs by using a local citizen as the dummy holder of their ships .
Hartnell served the Russians and, for lOo/o of the trade volume,
offered to serve his erstwhile countrymen likewise. The Company,
however, with a preponderance of Scottish stockholders, felt that
such a fee was excessive. John Alexander Forbes, a Californio with
business connections as far away as Mazatlan , in Mexico, was
Douglas' choice. Leaving nothing to chance, though less than
optimistic, Douglas sought the help of the British Minister at Mexico
City .
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Through all of these maneuvers, Alvarado alleged no knowledge of
what had transpired. However, he was willing to help with
influencing his superiors in Mexico City who, because he had come to
power by overthrowing a Mexican appointee, were hostile toward
him. Alvarado's help was secured because the Company was willing
to pay the license fees of $0.50 MN per beaver and 20o/o of the otter
catch in goods, and because he desired to have friendly whites
in the interior.
Douglas visited California in 1840 and was successful in direct
negotiations with Alvarado, despite the apparent illegality of the
governor's action according to Mexican law . The Company was to be
allowed to trap beaver and was to be granted a lot in San Francisco for
a depot. In departing California, he expressed mixed feelings in a
letter to Governor Simpson: "California is decidedly one of the finest
countries in the world, surpassing all that the Poets dream of in
beauty and fertility. The Government is arbitrary and feebly
administered, otherwise I would make it my home in preference to
any country I know of."'
Alvarado, though acting illegally, was accepting a fait accompli. In
1832 HBC trappers had established a semi-permanent settlement at
French Camp, about four miles south of the present city of Stockton.
(Today, there are about 75 place names in California beginning with
the words "French" or "Frenchman," a tribute to the Frenchspeaking trappers). French Camp, a collection of tule and willow
brush cabins plastered with mud, was alive from spring until autumn
each year unti11845. Every year LaFramboise or Francis Ermatinger
led the hunters and their families from Fort Vancouver to this site,
the southern terminus of the California-Oregon Trail. Today, the site
is commemorated by one of nearly 900 State Registered Landmark
plaques. No. 668. In the same county, near the town of Woodbridge,
huts of river oak probably belonging to HBC trappers, were found by
American settlers in 1850.
In 1856 three boys at the Fre~ch Camp School dug up about 40
sabers and muskets which were long believed to have been cached by
the trappers when they abandoned camp for the last time. In 1874 at
Bartle's Ranch a wooden trough and some guns were uncovered and
these were long believed to have been part of John McLeod's
unfortunate cache.
While these discoveries were, in recent years, proven to be not
connected with the Hudson's Bay Company, the trappers did leave at
least two authentic souvenirs, in the name of a small town and in a
mysterious statue.
The name of the town of Lebec, 75 miles northeast of Los Angeles
in the Tehachapi Mountains of Kern County, preserves the memory
of Pierre Lebeck, a trapper who met a truly grisly end by
encountering a grizzly bear with results fatal to both. The bear
mauled Lebeck while the latter stabbed and shot his adversary. They
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died nearby each other in October 1837. A few days later, his
comrades came upon the two remains and buried Lebeck under a
nearby tree, carving his name, the manner and date of his demise on
the bark; the bear's fur they added to their collection . The tree still
grows, although a few years ago researchers found that the bark had
grown over the inscription. Cutting it away, they found that it had
become a mirror image; it was placed on exhibit in the local historical
museum in Bakersfield, the county seat, 32 miles north of the
scene of battle .
In the vicinity of Kelshaw Corners, about 33 miles north of Fresno
in the Madera County foothills, a rock carving is located on the
Herrick Brown Ranch. First noted in 1898, it appears to be the bust
and head of a woman . It has come to be known locally as ''The Lady of
the Rock" or "The Mystery Angel." It bears the inscription "To J.M.
1841." Though the Brown family has tried to preserve it, uncouth
locals have progressively vandalized it since 1900. It is generally
accepted as having been carved by an HBC trapper in 1841, but its
object of dedication is disputed . Some believe that it was dedicated to
the trapper's dead loved one; supporting this theory are the generally
female features . Others believe , on the basis of the initials and the
man's popularity with his subordinates, that it was dedicated
to McLoughlin .
A more scholarly souvenir was a Company-published map,
compiled from trappers' reports , which increased geographic
knowledge by showing the Klamath River's course from below the
Shasta to the Rogue River. These trappers were also responsible for
additional trail -blazing in Northern California, some of which resulted
in paved highways in the 20th century : S.R . 299 was once the Old
Trinity Trail, traversing the Trinity Alps; U.S . 199 was the western
branch of the California-Oregon Trail, following Smith ' s explorations;
U.S . 99 was the eastern branch of the California-Oregon Trail,
winding down from Fort Vancouver, around the west side of Mt.
Shasta and down the Sacramento Valley to French Camp, in
the Delta.
Before continuing with the fur trade aspects, mention should be
made of the maritime arm of the Company . Throughout the period of
HBC interest in California, a sort of triangular trade existed between
Fort Vancouver, Honolulu and San Francisco; occasionally this
became quadrangular with Sitka being visited after departure
from Fort Vancouver .
But the Hudson's Bay Company maritime division was never an
important factor in California. Examining the Monterey customs
records, Hubert Bancroft's California ghost-writer, .tlenry Oak, found
that between 1832 and 1835, 99 ships called at California ports; only
eight of these sported the Union Jack and only two of these, the
Dryad and the Llama were part of the Honourable Company's fleet .
As early as 1825 McLoughlin proposed sending a trading vessel to
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San Francsico and Monterey to take whatever otters might be
available from independent trappers. In the next few years he
formulated a plan of salting 1000 barrels (at 200 lb s. per bbl.) of
Columbia salmon annually and selling it in Monterey; he warned th e
directors that it is "certain if the Americans come they will attempt
somethin g in this way."' With unprecedented delay - explainable
only by Governor Simpson's lack of innovative imagination - the
Dryad under Captain Alexander Simpson, was finally dispatched in
November 1830 with a cargo of 35,000 board feet of lumb er and
12,000 pounds of salmon for Monterey. The Llama's visit in 1834 was
to trade for tallow, in which Captain McNeill was successful. In the
next few years records reveal that the Columbia and the Cadboro
called in 1836, the Cadboro returned in 1837, the Nereide called in
1838 and the Columbia returned in 1840.
Though th e fur trade continued to b e the HBC' s prime motivator,
interest in California continued to center on its hides and tallow
(witness the Llama's orders) and on its live cattle and sheep. In 1838 a
treaty between the Hudson's Bay Company and the Ru ssian
American Fur Company provided that the HBC would provide, at a
fixed price, 14,000 bushels of wheat and various measures of other
argicultural produce annually . To provide for the Columbia District
and to assist in fulfilling this treaty, the Puget Sound Agricultural
Company, a subsidiary of the HBC, was formed in 1839. California,
whose annual exports were valued by Douglas as $24 1,000, was
selected to assist the Puget Sound Company, which held only
10.000 acres.
This PSC optimism stemmed from a decade-old agricultural trade
relationship between the Columbia District and California. In 1827
McLoughlin had proposed that cattle be used to pay an
eleven -year-old debt of $3750 MN owed by a Monterey ranchero to
the defunct Northwest Company; as a realist, McLoughlin was aware
that such an old debt might be non-recoverable, since the California
custom was apparently to pay such debts upon collection notice the
following year and then forget about them while contracting new
ones . The cattle would be used for food while the few cattle at Fort
Vancouver would be allowed to multiply; thus, in the management of
cattle, the Chief Factor seemed possessed of greater foresight than in
the management of fur-bearing animals. No further mention is made
of California cattle until 1837 when La Fromboise was ordered to
bring 600 head if the hunt failed.
In 1838 Captain Brotchie, sailing the Nereide, was instructed to
purchase sheep . Failing at Monterey because of a scarcity, he went
on to San Francisco. There a Spaniard offered to sell sheep at $1 .50
each but the authorities representatives of "an ignorant
government, alike destitute of energy and notorious for ...
unprincipled rapacity " • - insisted he get Vallejo's permission,
since Mexican law forbade private export of livestock. Since the
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matter was in the General's hands, the Spaniard quietly withdrew his
offer, knowing it was futile . Vallejo, as a representative of the
government, offered to sell the sheep and, since he had none of his
own. rifled the two North Bay missions (San Rafael and Solano) of
their flocks - "a measure quite in unison with the character of the
Government.·' ,. For future reference, Vallejo offered to_sell cattle for
the then-exorbitant price of $7 per head. Brotchie finally sailed away
with his sheep, the affair having consumed thrice the normally
required time.
In 1840 Alexander Simpson of the Columbia is recorded as having
made four agricultural trips to California, in March, May and August
for a cargo of sheep and in November for 4000 bushels of wheat to
help fulfill the Russian contract. On the third trip Captain Simpson
bought 700 ewe lambs from Alvarado and contracted with the Vallejo
brothers and Yankee-turned-California Nathan Spear to buy 2000
fanegas [5140 bu .] of wheat; in an out-of-step remark for a Company
officer. he included General Vallejo among "three responsible
individuals.'' " As a footnote to this purchase, the sheep had to be
driven overland as no ship in 1840 could haul such a large,
odoriferous cargo.
The San Francisco lot which Alvarado had "granted" in his
meeting with Douglas was not free of charge . Jacob Leese, an
expatriate American merchant who had built the first substantial
house in San Francisco, sold one of his lots with a store to the
Company. in the person of William Glen Rae, husband of
McLoughlin's daughter, Eloisa, and Chief Trader at San Francisco.
The building was located on what is now Montgomery Street between
Sacramento and Commercial Streets. At the time it was on the
waterfront but, because of subsequent landfill, is now seen blocks
inland; the site is commemorated by State Registered
Landmark No. 819.
When Rae arrived, he was 32 and had worked for the Company
since the age of 18 when he received an annual salary of f;20 as a clerk
in Montreal. An eye injury the next year, sustained in Company
service, caused him to take several trips to England for treatment. In
1834 he was assigned to McLoughlin, who used him in different forts
and once sent him as a supercargo on a trip to San Francisco. Since he
allowed his daughter to marry him, McLoughlin obviously approved
of Rae and, strangely, so did Simpson. The Governor rarely agreed
with McLoughlin's impressions of people but of Rae he had written
that "he is a very fine high spirited well conducted young man ...
quite a mechanical genius ... [who] promises fair to become a rising
man in the Country." "
At San Francisco, Rae was responsible for selling salmon, rum and
flour in return for hides . It seemed to be an ideal balance. But ten
months after the store opened, Simpson ordered it closed .
In view of the store's profits after its initial year, McLoughlin made
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the error of disregarding Simpson's order. Later Simpson, in a pique,
demanded of McLoughlin a copy of any orders to open a post. No such
orders had ever been given and Sir George, for all the greatness of his
position, was all too human in his small man'.s dislike of a big
man . Despite all of McLoughlin's efforts and stubborn optimism, in
the end he was forced to bow and close the post. As mentioned
earlier, Simpson was no innovator and the Company Committee,
unfortunately, was isolated in London and wholly dependent for
advice on him .
But it was a long battle of wills . Convinced that the San Francisco
post offered excellent prospects for success, McLoughlin was
naturally shocked by Simpson's order and changed opinion of Rae .
At first, Simpson had concluded that the greatest profits to be
realized in California were in the purchase of hides and the hunts for
otters . From the California coast, hides could be shipped to a planned
depot on Oregon's Rogue River. But further observation convinced
him that such a business was doomed. Observing the laziness of the
Californios and the corruption of their officials, he reported that the
region was not as good a business outlet as first thought, and he
concluded that "the sooner we withdraw the better as perseverance
therein can be productive only of vexation and loss." 13
Rae, he now thought, was an incompetent. Rae's slipshod business
practices involved making too many sales on credit and allowing
himself to be victimized by dishonest traders. Simpson felt that Rae
had often paid excessive prices and had accepted poor materials such
as rotten skins passed as first class. But if Rae was a poor manager,
he was supplied with an unreliable staff - a drunk, an adolescent
and an ex-convict - and was faced with Vallejo's hostility, as well as
competition from American, French and Russian concerns.
In justice. Rae cannot be accused of mismanagement. Both
Simpson and McLoughlin promised him a ship to pick up a cargo of
hides and tallow in mid-1842. Accordingly, Rae prepared his cargo,
but a change of plans in London caused the ship to be so tardy that
the cargo could not be held. Douglas and McLoughlin planned to use
a vessel flying the Mexican colors to spend most of its time in
California waters. Douglas wanted to convert the Beaver from steam
to sails for this purpose, using the engines in a lumber mill. But
Simpson forbade such a conversion and so only once did a small
vessel, the Vancouver in the spring of 1843, bring the returns and
accounts from San Francisco to Fort Vancouver. No other direct
communication passed between Rae and his father-in-law; indeed, in
mid-1844, when the H.M.S. Modeste visited San Francisco, its
captain forgot to transmit to Rae a letter McLoughlin had given him
when the ship called at Fort Vancouver.
Simpson's hostile impression stemmed from his visit to California
in December 1841-January 1842, in the course of a round-the-world
voyage. It seems to have been the direct result of excessive tonnage
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tariffs and poor reports from interior trappers coming at him almost
simultaneously . Accordingly, he ordered Rae to close the business by
the autumn of 1843 and to get whatever price he could for the
Company's assets. Four months later, the deadline was extended
by a year.
Simpson also had nothing but contempt for California's
foreign -born population. He peppered his accounts of various genial
personalities with vitriol. Thus, he characterized John Sutter, a Swiss
bankrupt and dreamer who had become the quasi-independent ruler
of the Sacramento Valley, as "a villain who had cheated his
creditors" of almost "$100,000" and could defy them because of a
personal army "composed of the scum of society.",. As an
independent trapper. Sutter had interfered with and threatened the
Company's fur brigades, although Alvarado told Douglas to ignore
the threats; he had refused to pay a $4000 debt to th e Company; and
he had purchased Fort Ross from the Russians, checkmating Simpson
and Vallejo, who had each planned its purchase. Simpson had never
met Sutter but. as has often been observed, when you trim the
capacity of a man's purse there is little chance he will love you. And
Sir George was hardly an exception .
Not everything about Simpson's visit to California was negative .
He ended 35 years of doubt for Concepcion Arguello by reporting the
Siberian death of her fiance, Count Nikolai Rezanov . This,
California's most famous love story, has been retold so often as to not
require another repetition.
After an official reception at Monterey, during which he reported
Rezanov's fate . Simpson sailed on to Hawaii as part of his cruise . He
never returned to California. His opinion of California's business
prospects seems a little hasty . While true that the Company's store
lost about £900 in 1841 , it was due to the late arrival of goods, as well
as necessary overhead expenditures. In 1842, the San Francisco store
netted a profit of£2363. Thus, McLoughlin ignored Simpson's order.
McLoughlin's attitude toward Simpson's report was to cautiously
advise the directors to be content with moderate - but steady profits. In that same year Simpson and McLoughlin would reach the
depths of their mutually personal antipathies. The personality clash
which had existed for several years took a new turn when Simpson
refused to prosecute the killers of McLoughlin's son in a drunken
brawl at Fort Stikene . This report of Simpson's only further alienated
the Chief Factor, especially in view of its eventual effect on Rae .
The Company's Governing Committee shared Simpson's premature disenchantment with California, for th ey described the 1842
returns of "5000 Hides, 500 Beaver and other skins, 20,000 lbs.
Tallow. 3000 fanegas of "Wheat" as "a more complete failure than
we could have anticipated" and characterized this as "vexatious"
and "owing ... to mismanagement."" In view ofthe recouping ofthe
previous year's losses and the resulting net profit, this view seems
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unduly influenced by Simpson and shortsighted at best.
McLoughlin, by not communicating with Rae after 1843, could not
really reply to such otherwise ill -founded accusations. To make up for
lost time. in March 1845 McLoughlin was able to spare the Cowlitz for
a voyage to San Francisco. On its return three months later, it
brought the news that Rae had committed suicide in January and that
Thomas McKay and his trappers had quickly abandoned
French Camp.
Before examining the tragedy, the effect of the post on
Anglo-American relations should be analyzed. Simpson saw the
inevitability of California passing from Mexican to Anglo-Saxon rule;
fearing that the Anglo-Saxon type would be American, he
nevertheless. hoped that it would be British. He echoed the
prejudices of American observers who felt that, with stable
government and an energetic population, California would prosper.
This hope Simpson shared with Richard Packenham, the British
Minister to the United States . Packenham suggested that an 1837
Anglo-Mexican bond agreement for repayment in land should have
the coll ateral grants located in California; thus, when Mexican rule
inevitab ly collapsed, California would pass to British rule. However,
the British ·government under Sir Robert Peel was utterly
disinterested in adding new colonies to Queen Victoria's
greater glory.
Peel's attitude was unknown to the American government which,
since 1835, had been interested in Northern California. In 1841
President John Tyler had appointed Thomas Larkin, an American
merchant in Monterey, as U.S. Consul to California. This
appointment was renewed by President J ames Polk in 1845 and
continued until the American conquest the following year. Polk, like
many of his countrymen, was an Anglophobe and saw the
establishment of the HBC store in San Francisco as an ulterior motive
in a plot to add California to the British Empire. The appointment of
James Forbes as British Consul at Monterey and the offer to settle
British and Irish Catholics in the San Joaquin Valley encouraged
this fear.
These fears had been communicated to Polk indirectly by Ethan
Estabrook. the unofficial American consul at Monterey. While Larkin
was in Mexico on commercial business, he had left Estabrook in
charge. To Larkin he wrote that " ... The Hon. Hudson Bay Co. are
playing the Dive! with Calif. cattle, if not with Cal. itself. .. " 16 The
post's establishment. therefore, as much as any factor after Texas,
led to the American conquest of northern Mexico.
To return to Rae's suicide, such an act was viewed in very different
terms then than now; in England, as in all Christian countries, suicide
was regarded as cowardly and damnable and, indeed, a suicide was
likely to be dragged through the streets and repeatedly stabbed with
a wooden stake. Rae's situation was unenviable, yet it would not have
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proven suicide-inducing to a person of stronger character.
In view of non -commun ication from Simpson or McLoughlin, he
would have been justified in believing himself abandoned . At the
same time there were staff problems and the eternal antipathy of
Vallejo for the "interloping Colombians" to add to his mental
pressure. but hardly enough to drive a man to self-destruction . Other
factors were probably responsible.
Rae was an alcoholic, according to the testimonies of Montrose
McGillivray and Ogden, and had often threatened the lives of his wife
and children. McGillivray was the drunken clerk whom Rae had
discharged for intemperance and so was probably prejudiced in his
account; in an 1844 letter to Simpson he asked why, if drinking were a
crime, the Company retained Rae, "who from the very first day of my
landing in Calefornia till the day of my Departure, has not been to my
knowledge , sober two days of a week." " Three years later Ogden
opined to Simpson that the "great mystery attached to Rae's death
so far as I can learn was the dissapated [sic] life he led and to such an
excess was it carried as to deprive him of reason." 18
To cap off these problems, Rae was involved in politics and petty
amorous affairs. He backed the losing side with ammunition, lances
and his presence when Alvarado unsuccessfully tried to overthrow
Governor Micheltorena. With the crushing of the rebellion in January
1845, Rae feared execution and the confiscation of the Company's
property - neither of which materialized . As to the other thing, it
seems that he succumbed to the attractions of a certain senorita
named Carmencita, which fact led to a quarrel with the
again-pregnant Eloisa who, it should be remembered, was the
daughter of the dourly monogamous McLoughlin.
Rae. the former man -about-town, was now morose . Sutter
remarked that at one time, during a visit to San Francisco, he talked
to Rae. "A fine day to cut one's throat," the Scot gloomily remarked .
Suspecting dry Scottish humor, Sutter later recalled that "He did not
smile as he said it.'' 19
The day after Rae took his life, 20 January 1845, an inquest was
held. Henry Oak, who wrote Bancroft's six-volume History of
California, summarized the inquest report as follows : "It appears
that about 8 A.M., Wm. Sinclair, a servant, and Mrs . John Fuller
were attracted by loud words to Rae's room, where they found him
with his coat off and a pistol in his hand, declaring his intention to kill
himself. Mrs. Rae fainted, but Sinclair succeeded in seizing the pistol
before it could be discharged, and hastened to call Hinckley. Rae,
however . obtained another pistol, probably from his coat in another
room. and accomplished his purpose, being dead when Hinckley and
the rest arrived . It was shown that he had taken a strong dose of
camphorated tincture of opium, or paregoric, just before the act.""'
Hearing seven witnesses testify to his depression and death, being
familiar with the analgesic effect of opium and examining Rae's
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post-dated will, the Mexican judge declared the death "Suicidio."
McLoughlin was deeply hurt by the suicide and, combined with the
earlier murder of his son at Fort Stikene, it only served to further
alienate him from his employers . He soon took a leave-of-absence
and, in June 1849, retired.
Consul Forbes, executor of Rae's will, took charge of the San
Francisco post (total value: $85,000) as soon as he heard of the
suicide. In December 1845 Dugald McTavish was sent out by
McLoughlin on the Vancouver - two years after Simpson's deadline .
He sold the lot for a profit of $1000 but lost $326 in selling the goods;
however, bad debts amounting to $10,000 were not included in this
accounting. In the final reckoning the Company was out for $2926.
In September 1846 - two months after the American conquest the HBC San Francisco operations came to an end. Rae's remains,
family and effects returned to Fort Vancouver with McTavish and the
Company lost a chance to get a share of the California Gold Rush's
inflated prices a few years later. Viewing the change wrought by
gold, Simpson was perhaps chagrined at having ignored the old
maxim that haste makes waste .
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THE ANCESTORS OF
JEDEDIAH STRONG SMITH
By Mathew Smith
1. Lieut. SAMUEL SMITH (1602-1680)
The earliest ancestor of Jedediah Strong Smith to reach America
was Samuel Smith who arrived at the Massachusetts Bay Colony in
1634. Little is known of his family background. One line of his
ancestry has been traced to a Huguenot who had fled from
persecution in France. It is believed that Samuel Smith and his family
had been living in Hadleigh, a small town seventy miles northeast of
London. They took passage for America from the nearby port city
of Ipswich. '
Samuel Smith lived at a critical period in history. He was a Puritan
in England at a time when great issues hung in the balance . The fairly
recent Renaissance and Reformation had brought about great
advances in the life of mankind . But the Reformation in England had
apparently come to a standstill. When Charles I came to the throne he
threw the weight of his royal authority behind Bishop Laud, head of
the clergy, who wished to order and discipline the Church of England
on an Anglo-Catholic high church pattern.
In opposition to this program arose the Puritan protest which
became widespread among the people of England and Scotland. King
Charles was determined to crush this 'heresy' among his subjects and
took measures to do so. These Non-conformists were therefore being
subjected to many restrictions, confiscation of property and
even imprisonment . 1
In the face of this persecution the Puritans sought a way out. Just
at this time mercantile companies were seeking settlers for the New
World. And the Puritans found a way of escape from an intolerable
situation. The first of these immigrants arrived in New England in
1628. But the main migration began two years later. They arrived
first in Salem, but later formed large settlements around
Massachusetts Bay. 3
Samuel Smith came in 1634 on the ship "Elizabeth." He brought
with him his wife, Elizabeth Smith, and their four children: Samuel,
Jr., aged 9, Elizabeth, aged 7, Mary, aged 4, and Philip, aged 1. Like
many of the Puritans who joined the migration, the Smiths were
people of substance and importance, as shown by the place of
leadership which Samuel assumed in the new community.'
Rev. Thomas Hooker and Rev. Richard Denton were the ministerial
leaders of the group to which Samuel Smith belonged. Although the
Puritans had come to the New World in order that they might worship
God in accordance with their own convictions. They were not willing to
grant that same freedom of worship to others who did not agree with
the main leaders, such as John Endicott and John Winthrop who
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established the Congregational policy . Thomas Hooker and Richard
Denton were independent thinkers whose theology was more like the
Presbyterian theology of later days . A few such independent leaders
like Roger Williams an d Anne Hutchinson, were banished from the
Massachusetts Bay Colony and went south to form their own Baptist
groups in Rhode Island . '
The theological differences which separated Thomas Hooker and
Richard Denton from the main group of Puritans were not as great as
those which had arisen with the Baptists. They and their followers
were given permission to establish new colonies in the valley of the
Connecticut River on condition that they remain under the
jurisdiction of Massachusetts Bay Colony. •
In 1634 the leaders journeyed to the Valley and selected the sites
for the three colonies at the same time. Then a small group of settlers
went out that first year to lay out the town sites. Ten of them went to
Wethersfield an d thus became the founders of that town. Some
historians have called Samuel Smith a founder of Wethersfield. But
his name is not on that list of ten , according to the Wethersfield
Historical Society.' But he did form part of the main body of citizens,
a group of sixty, who arrived in 1636. Samuel Smith's name appears
on a map of the town, dated 1640, showing the piece of land which
was alloted to him. •
It is very probable that these first settlers in Wethersfield came
overland by Indian trails, driving their livestock, but sending their
household goods by water. • The hardships and dangers which these
pioneer settlers had to undergo is well described in a letter written in
1699 by the son of their first pastor, Rev . Henry Smith. The following
paragraphs are quoted from it :
''Ye firste meeting house was solid mayde to withstand ye wicked onsaults of ye
redskins. Its foundations was Iaide in ye fear oft he Lord. but its wales was truly !aide in
ye fear of ye Indians for many and grate was ye terrors of em. I do min de me yt aile ye
ablebodyed Men did work thereat & ye olde and feeble did turns to espie if any
salvages was in hidinge neare & every Man keept his Musket nighe to his handle. I do
not myself remember any of ye Attacks mayde by large bodeys of Indians whilst we did
remayne in Wethersfield , but did oftimes hear of em . Several Families wch did live
back a ways from ye River was either Murderdt or captivated in my Boyhood & we all
did live in constant feare of ye like. My Father ever declardt there would not be so
much feare iff ye Red -Skins was treated with such misture of Justice & Authority as
they cld understand. But iff he was living now he must see that wee can do naught but
fight em & that right heavily.
"After ye Redskins ye grate Terror of our lives at Weathersfield & for many yeares
after we had moved to Hadley to live was ye Wolves. Catamounts were bad eno' & so
was ye Beares, but it was ye Wolves yt was ye worst. The noyse of theyre how lings was
eno' to curdle ye bloode of ye stoutest & I have never seen ye man yt did not shiver at
ye sounde of a packe of em. What with ye way we hated em & ye goode money yt was
offered for theyre Heade we do not heare em now so much. but when I do I feel again
ye younge Hatred rising in my Blood & it is not a Sin because God mayde em to be
hated . My Mother & Sister did each of em shot a Beare yt came too neare ye House . He
was a goode Fatte onne & keept us all in Meate for a good while. I guess onne of her
Daughters had got ye Skinne." 10
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The leader of the group who settled the town of Wethersfield was
one of their pastors, Rev. Richard Denton. He seems to have been of
a rather restless nature for he did not stay there long . In 1640 there
was a serious quarrel among the members of the Wethersfield group,
and so he led a number of these colonists to a new location at
Stamford, Conn. And some time later he and his followers crossed
over to Long Island and established the town of Hempstead. The
Church which Richard Denton founded there took the name of
Presbyterian, one of the first in America to do so." Since Samuel
Smith had at one time been so closely associated with Rev. Richard
Denton, one naturally assumes that he and his family became
Presbyterian about this time too, as did so many of the Puritans who
settled in the Connecticut Valley.
But Wethersfield remained the home of the Samuel Smith family
for at least fifteen years. He is called ''the fell monger'' in the early
town records, meaning that he was a tanner by trade and a dealer in
the skins and furs of animals. By 1646 he had become one of the
wealthiest men in Wethersfield. His name figures in a large number
of land purchases and sales in the town."
Samuel Smith also became very active in the political life of the
town and the colony, too . He represented Wethersfield as a deputy to
the General Court almost continuously from November, 1637 to May,
1651 . 13 This was the chief governing body of the Connecticut Colony
and in the early days was made up of the Governor and at least seven
chosen assistants and four deputies from each town. It performed
executive, legislative and judicial functions at first, and also
conducted the elections.'•
On December 28, 1649, Samuel Smith became one of a committee
of three to "seat men and women in the meeting house." This was a
very important assignment in those days when social rank as
practiced in old England still influenced the settlers. Seating in
church determined one's standing in the community and "could be
done peaceable only by freemen most highly regarded both for
integrity and social rank ." ''
Further evidence of the many public activities of Samuel Smith is
given in the following quotations from Hook's Life of Samuel Smith :
On Mar. 28. 1653 in a town meeting Samuel Smith was one of those chosen to meet
with a committee from Mattabeseck (Mittletown) to fix the boundary line between the
two settlements . Boundary matters were troublesome in those days and required many
adjustments to settle overlapping and infringement problems that arose among
the settlers.
In May 1653 Samuel Smith was made a member of the Committee for War in
Wethersfield and sometime before 1658 was commissioned a Sargeant of the
Wethersfield Trainband . The Trainband was an organization formed to defend the
town and its officers were chosen by the soldiers . subject to confirmation by the
Particular Court which dealt with the lesser cases, offenders having the right of appeal
to the General Court. Wethersfield sent a contingent of men under the command of
Lieutenant Robert Seeley to fight the Pequots in 1637 and it is said that Samuel Smith
was one of the group.... 16
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Another church quarrel occured among the citizens of the three
towns in 1659 and resulted in the decision to separate and found
another town. This time the separating group moved up the valley of
the Connecticut River and back into the jurisdiction of Massachusetts.
They selected the name of Hadley in honor of the town (Hadleigh) in
England from which some of them had come. Quoting again from
Hook's account: "The meeting at which this latter removal was
decided upon was held at Goodman Ward's house in Hartford on
April 18. 1659. Here a compact was signed by 59 men, 20 of whom,
including Samuel Smith, Sr., Samuel Smith, Jr., and Philip Smith,
were from Wethersfield . The signers agreed to remove themselves
and families to the new settlement on the east side of the River from
Northampton and be dwelling there by the 9th day of September,
1660. The Rev. John RusselL Jr. of Wethersfield was their spiritual
leader and became their first minister at Hadley." 17
In the archives of the City Hall at Hadley there exists today a
document which shows that Samuel Smith was one of the eight men
who became the founders of the town. Presumably the eight men
designated in this document went ahead of the main group and laid
out the plat for the new settlement and arranged the orderly division
among those who followed."
Samuel Smith was immediately chosen as one of the five townsmen
or selectmen and was re-elected almost every year until his death. In
those years when he did not serve his son Philip was elected in his
stead . He was also chosen as one of three deputies to represent
Hadley in the General Court of the entire Massachusetts Colony . 19
Ties ~ · ith the Mother Country could not be disregarded . As a leading
Puritan and sympathizer with the followers of Cromwell, Samuel
Smith gave protection to the two "regicides" (Whalley and Goffe),
who had fled to New England after the Restoration in 1660, when
their lives were endangered. Samuel Smith's home was said to have
served as a hiding place for them while they were in Hadley ."'
This town was at that time on the frontier of white settlement and
therefore had to maintain a military guard against the warlike
Indians. It was at this time that Samuel Smith received his
appointment of Lieutenant of the Hadley Trainband in 1663, a post
which he held until 1678. Because of his advanced age he served
inactively in King Philip's War (1675)."
It would be difficult to list all of the public duties which Samuel
Smith was called upon to perform. He was chosen rate maker or
assessor . arbiter of disputes with the Indians and with neighboring
towns over boundaries and was even granted license to sell wines and
strong liquors, a right given sparingly by the selectmen in
those days. n
His great interest in education is shown by the fact that he served
on the "Hadley School Committee" from 1669 until his death. In 1667
Samuel Smith was appointed on a committee of three to administer
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the Hopkins Fund left by the will of Edward Hopkins for the
establishment of a grammer school in Hadley. This duty he
faithfully performed. n
When in 1678 Samuel Smith asked to be relieved of some of his
public duties he had good reason for doing so, because the burden of
caring for his private affairs must have been heavy. When he died in
December. 1680, and the inventory of his estate was taken it indicates
that he was justified in seeking some repose "after so extended and
active a career in the wilderness of a new world.",.
Little is known about the wife of Samuel, Elizabeth Smith who
outlived him by six years. She of course came over from England with
her husband and the four children who composed the family at that
time. Two more children were born to her after their arrival in
America. Chileab and John . Since John was the direct ancestor of
Jedediah Strong Smith we will now turn to his life story. "
2. JOHN SMITH (1637-1676)

John Smith was the youngest of the six children of Samuel and
Elizabeth, born in the year 1637 shortly after the family had settled in
the new town of Wethersfield . ' 6 He therefore grew up in that town,
apparently moving with the family to Hadley in 1659. He followed his
father's occupation as a tanner and like him engaged in a good many
other businesses as a man of means naturally would.
John remained single until he was 26, when he married Mary
Partridge, member of another family of original settlers in Hadley.
Hook states that "John Smith, son of Samuel, has been hard to follow
in the records. It appears that he lived alternately in Wethersfield and
Hadley or that he retained property and operated businesses in
both places." 27
The land records show that John and his older brother Philip
bought their father's original homestead in Wethersfield in
December, 1668. About this time John Smith and Samuel Porter
purchased a boat and carried grain and other merchandise from
Hadley to Wethersfield and in fact did a hauling business for all the
other river stops between those two towns.'"
At the same time John owned a flour mill in Hadley and carried on
his trade of tanning in Wethersfield. He and his brother, Philip, were
authorized wolf killers in Hadley, also at this time, for trapping and
fur trading were lucrative enterprises in the colony. 29
But trouble with the Indians had become more serious throughout
the Colony. Actual fighting on a large scale began in 1674. John
joined the militia and took part in fighting at the Falls on May 19,
1676. However, the members of the militia had dispersed when the
Indians made an attack on Hatfield and caught the settlers unawares.
About two dozen men from Hadley rushed to their aid . John Smith
was one of them, and in the fighting that followed he was killed along
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with several others on May 10, 1676. 30
This sudden Indian attack aroused the settlers in the Connecticut
Valley . A force of 450 militia was organized . The campaign that
followed brought a successful end to King Phillip's War. But the
towns along the river became more thoroughly fortified as a result.
Laws were passed requiring all male inhabitants to carry arms at all
times, even when they attended Sunday meetings. ' 1
Three children were born to John and Mary Smith and given the
names of John, Samuel and Joseph . The line of descent continues
with the eldest son, John.

3. JOHN SMITH II (1665-1724)
John Smith II, born May 15, 1665, was barely eleven years old
when his father was killed in King Phillip's War in 1676." Thereafter
he was known as Orphan John to identify him among his relatives of
the same name . His entire life centered around Hadley where he was
born and where he died. He owned land around Hadley and also in
Wethersfield, and was considered a substantial citizen of his home
town, being elected a townsman (selectman) on five different years
between 1702 and 1723."
The dangers of Indian attacks continued during the entire
seventeenth century. Another outbreak occurred at Deerfield. At that
time Elizabeth Foote Belden, a granddaughter of Lieut. Samuel
Smith, and six of her fourteen children were either killed, wounded or
captured by the hostile Indians on September 16, 1696. ,.
Orphan John married Mary Root, member of a prominent family of
Westfield, on February 23, 1687. Eight children were born to them;
seven ofthe eight grew to adulthood and became respected citizens of
the community. John and Mary died the same year of 1724, he on
January 24 at the age of 58, and she a short time later, at the age of
56. 35 The line of family descent continues through John, their
oldest son.
4. JOHN SMITH III (1697-1784)

John Smith, the third, was born to Orphan John and his wife, Mary
Root, in Hadley on February 1, 1697. John became such a leader in
the church of his day that he was called Deacon John. 36 That fits in
with the spirit of the times, for the early seventeenth century was a
period of great turmoil both religiously and politically. It was the time
of the great preaching of Johnathan Edwards and George Whitefield
which resulted in the "Great Awakening" that swept through New
England and all the other colonies." It was not called a revival but a
stir. Indirectly it laid the groundwork for the American Revolution,
for the religious convictions of these men magnified the importance of
the common man and caused him to question the right of kings to rule
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without the consent of the individual. The seeds of democracy were
being sown in fertile soil.
But the fires of the Revolution produced a sad division within the
ranks of the Smith family . For two of the seven living children of
Deacon John Smith decided to remain loyal to the King of England
and were therefore forced to leave New England for a new home in
Canada, while the other five along with their parents espoused the
cause of the Colonies, and continued to live in New England .
One of these Loyalist sons of Deacon John was Titus who graduated
from Yale College and at first became a minister of the
Congregational Church. But later he accepted the Sandemanian faith
(a sect which sought to return to strict apostolic practices). But at the
same time they believed that the King ruled by divine right and must
therefore be obeyed . So he and one brother fled to Canada during the
American Revolution . 38
Deacon John was the first child of Orphan John and Mary Root .
According to family tradition Orphan John's brother, Benjamin
visited at the family home while John was growing up and young
John slept with him . In the night he told his nephew that he had a
daughter who would make him a good wife . And so it proved, for
John married Benjamin's daughter, Elizabeth. 39
Deacon John became a townsman (selectman) in Hadley, like his
father before him, and later acquired considerable land in the south
precinct ofthe town. This section was set off as South Hadley in 1753.
John was a deacon ofthe Church here and when the second or eastern
parish of South Hadley was formed in 1762, he probably became one
of the first deacons of the new church that was built in the same year.
This part was given the name of Granby. 40
In 1774 Deacon John became interested in new land that was
opening up in what is now Vermont, and moved with his sons Israel
and Seth to the town of Brattleboro . This became the residence of
several members of the Smith family for many years . One descendant
of Israel was Rutherford B. Hayes, who became the nineteenth
President of the United States."
Deacon John and his sons received their land grants in the Vermont
area from the New York State government. But New Hampshire also
claimed title to the Vermont lands and issued conflicting land grants.
After the Revolutionary War this dispute was finally settled in favor
of New Hampshire, and New York State ceded the lands claimed
within the new bounds of Vermont:2 In recompense these "Vermont
Sufferers" were given title to new lands across the border in New
York State. This is what started the westward migration of the
Smith Family .
But Deacon John did not form part of that westward journey. He
died in Brattleboro, Vermont in 1784 a wealthy man . According to the
will his properties around Granby, Mass. and Brattleboro, Vt. were
disposed of to five of his living children . But the two who had
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remained loyal to the King received nothing. 43
5. SETH SMITH (1736-1820)

Seth Smith was the fifth child of Deacon John and Elizabeth Smith .
He was married twice, the first time to Thankful Burt and the second
time to Eunice Clark. 44
Chloe Smith Hayes, ancestor of President Rutherford B. Hayes and
scion of the Smith family tree wrote in her diary as follows about her
Uncle Seth:
"My Uncle Seth was a very pleasant man . Shifted his manner of
living several times - and as one said was always on the edge of
good luck. He began life in Granby and was what was then called a
merchant. He moved to Brattleboro, from there to Spencertown and
after he was an old man got back to Granby again. He lived to be
more than 80, for a few years lost his mind very much but his old
habits he retained. never neglecting family prayer, nor the blessing
at the table - and was earnest . He had twe)w~ children by two wives,
eight sons and four daughters, two of them ministers and the others
are the most or all of them professors of religion . '' 45
In their book on The Dickerman Ancestry the authors have this
interesting paragraph : "Seth Smith senior, was a Colonel of militia in
the Revolutionary War. When the news first reached his town of the
invasion of the British, he was in church on Sunday. He instantly left
the house. mounted his horse and rode all over town raising
volunteers. The next morning, with his newly raised recruits, he
marched about thirty miles and arrived in time to participate in the
battle of Bennington ." 46
It has already been noted that several members of the Smith
Family had lost their Vermont property which had been obtained
through New York grants. Seth was one of these and apparently did
every thing he could in protest . Letters exist in the "Public Papers of
George Clinton," first Governor of New York State, showing that
Seth Smith made efforts to protect their claims to these lands,
but to no avail. In fact Seth was such an ardent "Yorker" that he was
indicted by the new Vermont government, a government which he
considered to be a usurper. He was never brought to trial, however .•,
Seth Smith had five children by his first wife, Thankful Burt, and
ten children by his second wife, Eunice Clark. Three of the children
died in infancy . Although he started on the westward migration with
his children, he turned back and lived for a time at Brattleboro,
Vermont and later at Granby, the place of his birth, where he died
on October 13, 1826 ...
6. JEDEDIAH SMITH SR. (1767-1849)

Jedediah Smith was the third child and the oldest son of Seth who
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grew to manhood . He was a man of pioneering spirit, for although he
began life in New England, he led the family migration as far west as
Ohio. Much responsibility naturally fell on him in managing the
affairs of his father's large family. He was just a boy of thirteen when
they moved to Brattleboro, Vermont . But when the decision was
reached to move west into New York State in order to secure the new
lands which the "Vermont Sufferers" were to receive to recompense
them for their lands lost in Vermont, Jedediah had just come of age
and could take a man's part in the migration. ••
The first move was to Spencertown, close to the eastern boundary
of northern New York. Just how many families participated in the
migration is not known but there must have been several. Among
them was the family of John Cyrus Strong, originally from
Northampton, Massachusetts. While they were sojourning here for
about a year Jedediah married Sally Strong on October 21, 1790, and
the fortunes of these two families were joined for a time. Both
continued the westward migration to the Susquehana River. 50
This area near the center of the State appealed to them as the
entrance to the promised land . And so they called it Jericho and
settled here for several years. Five of their ten children were born
here. Among these were Ralph, the oldest of the boys and Jedediah
Strong Smith, the famous trapper and explorer. Jedediah, Sr. is listed
as a founder of both the Congregational and the Presbyterian
Churches in Bainbridge, which is the modern name for Jericho ."
But the pioneering spirit was strong in Jedediah, Sr. By 1880 the
area along Lake Erie became the lure that drew him farther west. And
so the family moved to Northeast Township in the northwest
corner of Pennsylvania.
Here two events of historic significance transpired . In the first
place . the Smith Family became acquainted with the Simons Family.
Just how and where is not clear. Ezra Delos Smith, in his unpublished
history of Jedediah Strong Smith, mentions Dr. Titus Gordon
Vespasian Simons as a physician practicing in that area, who also
conducted a 'school at the mouth of Oil Creek. ' He advances the
theory that both Ralph and Jed may have attended that school. 52 It is
quite sure that they attended some school, as later events indicate.
The other historic event which occurred while the Smith and
Simons Families were living in Northeast Township was the War of
1812 . A very significant part of that War was fought around the Great
Lakes area. And so it was inevitable that the Smith Family should
become participants in it.
When Admiral Perry built a fleet of war ships on Lake Erie and
manned it mostly with militia, both Jedediah and Ralph enlisted,
Ralph a regular militiaman since he was nineteen years old. But
Jedediah, who was fourteen and tall for his age, was enrolled as clerk
of supercargo on one of the ships, since he was a good penman, an art
he had learned, probably, at Dr. Simons' school. After participating
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in the Battle of Lake Erie, the militia apparently disbanded and the
Smith boys went back home ."
It was during this period, while the family was living in Northeast
·Township. that the Family became Methodist. The circuit rider who
visited Northeast on his rounds bore the name of Benjamin Greene
Paddock. That he had become the very popular and beloved pastor of
the Smith Family is shown by the fact that when the ninth child was
born to Jedediah and Sally Smith in 1813 he was christened with the
full name of this Methodist preacher." From that time on there is
abundant evidence that not only Jedediah and Sally, but also their
numerous children had become devout members of the
Methodist Church.
Shortly after the War of 1812 had ended new lands in Ohio were
opened up for settlement, and both the Smith and Simons Families
decided to take advantage of the opportunity. Two marriages had
taken place between the two families by that time . Dr. Simon's son
Solomon married Sally, Jedediah's oldest daughter, and Ralph Smith
married Louisa Levina Simons on January 8, 1815. The Smith and
Simons Families stayed fairly close together for several decades. Just
when these two families arrived in Ashland County, Ohio (later called
Richland) is uncertain . That they were there before 1817 is sure
because Jedediah's name appears on the tax records for that year.
They continued to live at Perrysville, Richland County until 1822,
when a move was made to Mohican Township, Wayne County, about
fifteen miles farther east . " But the family was still living at
Perrysville when the young son, Jedediah Strong Smith, left the
home in 1821 to begin his now well known adventures as trapper and
explorer in the Far West."'
The family history during the next five years is not clear. Jedediah
was a tailor and there are a few records extant which show that he
practiced his trade when opportunity offered. Although son Ralph
and several of Jedediah's married daughters continued to live in
Mohican Township until1844, Jedediah, Sr. and his wife Sally moved
to Ashtabula in 1827." Their daughter Sally and her husband
William Jones and Eunice and her husband, Solomon A. Simons,
accompanied them . There are records of several land transactions in
that locality which confirm this statement ...
It is generally believed that Jedediah and Sally continued to live the
remainder of their lives in Ashtabula. However, Sally died at
Mohican in 1830, according to family records. It is presumed that she
was there on a visit to members of the family at that time. But
Jedediah continued to live in Ashtabula with his eldest daughter,
Sally Smith Jones, until he died in 1849. ••
1.
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The Trail Of jedediah Smith
By Robert E. Stewart
Some months ago, I fl ew from Elko to Carson City with Governor
O'Callaghan. We were in the State plane, a twin-engine Cessna,
about a mile above the ground - two miles above sea level.
That put us considerably higher than sin gle engine planes which
must seek passes to miss the peaks and ridges in Nevada, and
considerably below the airliners which cruise at some 30,000 feet .
From the vantage point of the Cessna, there is an unusual
perspective of the terrain . The Governor referred to that view the
next morning when he dedicated a historical site marker along the
emigrant trail. He said :
"If the pioneers had been able to see the route they were taking as
I saw it, few of them would have attempted the crossing.''
The Great Basin is a wide expanse of land crowded into the narrow
strip between the Sierra Nevada and the Rockies . When the earth
moved to compress the land into the opening, it pushed it from east
and west, creating waves of low mountain ranges and wide, sandy
valleys that extend north and south for long miles . The traveler in
Nevada is seldom out of sight of hill s and mountains. The
configuration is such that when in the valleys, the spectator is
surrou nded by upward slopes with a horizon made up of peaks
and hilltops.
From soft chairs in the airplane, we saw the white valley floors,
indicating long-ago dried up lakes.. . remnants of ancient Lake
Lahontan, which in prehistoric times filled valleys hundreds of feet
deep with absorbent, soft silt of granitic sand .
Modern drilling rigs quickly reach fresh, pure water below the
san d . But the surface remains dry and devoid of growth, and the
springs and seeps which come from the hillsides quickly disappear
into the sand of the valley floor.
Let me contrast this momentarily with an observation near the
headwaters of the Mississippi River in north -central Minnesota.
When the voyagers and trappers entered those same woodlands of
the Northwest Territory two centuries ago and extended their
operations deep into Minnesota, they found the ground shaded by a
canopy of virgin white pine. The forest carpet then harbored little
growth. Travel between lakes was not difficult. Cross-country travel
today requires a machete and axe, and involves difficulties the
voyagers never faced.
Logging operations removed the virgin timber and cut away the
canopy . The ground was then claimed by white birch, Norway pines,
and by heavy undergrowth .
While I was there, I read John Neihardt's "Song of J ed Smith,"
and I contrasted the lake-punctuated forests of Minnesota to the
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landscape faced by Jed Smith when he crossed Nevada in the early
summer of 1827.
Unlike Minnesota, Nevada has changed very little since 1827.
The Pony Express came through Nevada in 1860. The few station
keepers who left records indicate that their major problem was
forage. There was some grass, but only on lower slopes and in limited
quantities. As a continuing source of feed, it was not sufficient even
for the needs of the Pony Express.
Many of the hillsides were covered with pinon pines- small forests
of the bushy, sticky-needled trees. Pinon pine grows slowly, and its
wood makes a fine, hot fire, so early silver miners logged off these
fore sts, and left barren ground. Sagebrush, that unwelcome visitor
who comes to dinner when land is left open in Nevada, soon took over.
It was my wife, Phyllis, who suggested I read her copy of John
Neihardt's work. She had studied it in the late Dr. Neihardt's
classroom, and her notes are still in her copy .
In addition, I re-read the standard biographical works on the
mountain men, and of Jed Smith in particular.
It was my intention at the outset to describe in detail some of the
hazards Smith probably faced in his three-man return trip to Bear
Lake from California in May and June of 1827. I poured over maps,
seeking the details of the path traced by Dale Morgan.
With my wife, I began to reason out Dr. Neihardt's beautiful
description of the route. He does not attempt to set a course in any
detail, but some of his locations did not seem to fit trail marks of other
writers . We applied Dr. Neihardt's description to several maps and
concluded that Jed Smith came out of his 1827 Sierra crossing
at Lake Tahoe .'
Using that premise, it became clear Jed Smith did not use a "path
of least resistance" approach to crossing the Great Basin.
Instead, to quote Dr. Neihardt, he "headed downwar:d straight into
the sun; for yonder, if our reckoning was true, a crow would fly to find
the rendezvous beyond the world's end." '
My belief is that the trio passed in a nearly straight line from Lake
Tahoe to the south side of the Great Salt Lake Desert.
In 1826, Jed Smith, in company with David Jackson and Bill
Sublette, purchased the trapping business of William Ashley . The
price was high by every estimate. The articles of agreement which
resulted from the purchase committed Smith, Jackson and Sublette to
buying supplies from Ashley, in the amount of seven to fifteen
thousand dollars on the first of July, 1827.
Expenses of the company thus included payment of wages to the
employees, payment on the purchase price still outstanding to
Ashley, and purchase from Ashley of supplies for the second
year of operation.
Having incurred this obligation, the partners separated into three
brigades to go into the mountains and begin trapping . They agreed to
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meet on the first of July, 1827, to consider the welfare of their
company. Don Berry observes in, A Majority of Scoundrels, "This
was a critical time; their success or lack of it would determine
whether or not the three-man partnership could remain
a business." 3
Smith's brigade found its way to California, then came north, in the
San Joaquin Valley . His trouble at this time with Mexican authorities
has been well chronicled elsewhere. •
Originally, Smith indicated his hope of finding the Columbia River
route back to Utah . • He had learned in the winter of 1826-27 that the
Virgin River-Colorado River route was difficult, dangerous
and time-consuming.
Stalled and frustrated by the unfriendly and uncooperative attitude
of the Mexicans, Smith attempted to take his company out of the area
by crossing the Sierra.
But the mountain snows stopped his eastward travel. He returned
to the foothills to continue his standoff with local government officials
and consider his next move. •
Days passed. It was now mid-May, and less than six weeks
remained before the first rendezvous of the partners . Until they met,
none would know how well - or how poorly - the financial interests
of the business were progressing.
Smith no longer had the luxury of being able to explore for the
Columbia River. He was being forced to abandon the idea of an
eastward thrust through the Great Basin by the path of least
resistance ... a less desirable path which Jed Smith knew might be
lengthy, tedious and costly .
The frustration of the Mexicans and the futility of the brigade
assault on the Sierra, must have led him to the conclusion that his
only hope of reaching the rendezvous would come from a desperate
push due east with only two companions. The company itself would
have to camp and await his return.
To consider Jed's trip to the rendezvous, we must adopt the
circumstances and attitudes of his situation, and we must set aside
any previous knowledge of the geography and geology of the Great
Basin as well. The clarion call must be that our partners will be at
Bear Lake on July 1, and we must be there with them.
A passage from Oscar Lewis' book The Big Four, discussing
building of the Central Pacific Railroad, gives some insight into the
character of a man like Jed Smith which is pertinent here:
''The average Californian of the middle 1850s felt that he was a
long way from anywhere, and much time that might have been better
occupied was wasted in daydreams of impossible holidays at home .
For the American resident of that day was not of the quality of those
who had come out before 1849. The latter were natural pioneers, men
of backwoods training and preferences, independent, resourceful,
born wanderers . They were free agents, unfettered by sentimental
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attachments that caused others to call certain localities home. To
them home was where they chanced to be. and homesickness was a
word without meaning . " '
Jed. one of this hardy breed, begins his mountain trip on May 22.
He relates it took eight days to cross the Sierra . In a letter to General
Clark, written later that summer. he says the Great Basin was
completely barren and destitute of game. and that. quoting. "we
frequently traveled without water sometimes for two days over sandy
deserts where there was no sign of vegetation; and when we found
water in some of the rocky hills, we most generally found some
Indians who appeared the most miserable of the human race . having
nothing to subsist on except grass seed , grasshoppers, etc . '''
The Gallatin map of 1836, using Smith's own map as a guide.
shows two north -flowing rivers in Nevada. David Burr's map of 1839.
also using Smith's map. shows three lakes as well. But it must be
remembered that both were made following Smith's death. •
Dale Morgan says this may be the Carson and Walker Rivers, two
north -flowing rivers of western Nevada. Francis Farquhar implies it
is the east and west branches of the Walker River, then has Smith
pass to the south of Walker Lake, to avoid the obvious problem of
Smith not mentioning the south-flowing Walker River above
the lake. 10
But consider instead what would happen if Smith ... a traveler who
had no time to explore for a reasonable route, instead set out due
east. across the Great Basin. I submit that his route was a straight
line eastward.
Instead of studying a map to find how Smith might most easily have
crossed Nevada, consider his dilemma. He did not want to go much
further north, because he wanted to come out below the great Salt
Lake Desert. He knew that if he found himself on the west side of the
desert. he would waste time going around it. His best route would put
him along the southern rim of that salty plain .
Doubtless he knew he was about that far north, from astral and
solar observations and from the charts of such sea captains as he
met in California . "
Smith did not yet know how far east the Sierra extends . He had
failed to reach the far side in his first attempt. To cross this ran~e, he
must use the valleys and passes and seek the route of easiest access.
It is not unreasonable that he came out somewhere near Lake Tahoe,
as I conclude from Neihardt.
And then he faced east. He had no luxury of time to map a useable
route. He cannot know that a few miles north lies Ogden's
Truckee -Humboldt River route which the wagon trains will use to
advantage. Nor can he see the Overland Mail route through the
mountains of central Nevada , today approximated by Highway SO.
Lay a string over a map of Nevada, from Carson City to a point a
few miles south of Gandy, Utah . The string is on a compass-straight
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east-west line . One needs only move a few miles north or south of the
string to find a way - not always easy, but always possible - to
cross whatever mountains are encountered ... the "rocky hills" of
Jed's letter. There is no lack of alkali flats, "where there was no sign
of vegetation .''
These dry valleys where jack rabbits, even today, are said to carry
canteens clearly require two days to traverse .
In late May and early June, many of the widely spaced springs on
the hillsides would still be fresh . Jed's same trip would prove
considerably more difficult if undertaken in late August.
The north-flowing rivers of the maps then become the Carson ...
which Jed would also have been able to follow for some distance
eastward ... and the Reese River, in central Nevada.
The three lakes of the Burr map may be conjectural. A wet spring
can still leave a temporary lake in many of the valleys of Nevada. I
have mentioned Tahoe. Washoe Lake lies at the foot of the Sierra and
might easily be viewed coming down from Tahoe. The Carson Sink
might be sighted from a hilltop along the route .
Also consider this - during the 1950s, just twenty years ago, Mud
Lake ... a desert sink near Pyramid Lake ... ceased to exist. The State
Water Engineer told me "it is reasonable to guess that some of the
alkali flats which exist in Nevada today were lakes as late as 1827." "
Serious exploration and mapping of the Great Basin began only in
the 1850s and 60s, more than twenty years after Jed Smith's
rushed trip.
Smith did not attempt to maintain a map of his route across Nevada
for use as a trail map. He wanted to get from point A to point B, on
time, as quickly as possible.
He was not blazing a trail he would himself use again, nor was he
even seeking a trail for others . He did not have the luxury of time to
seek out the easiest route. Nor could he tell by study of the horizon
just where the easiest route might lie . From the back of his weakened
horse, he could not guess whether the hills ahead of him stretched
north and south for ten miles, or for a thousand .
Though he might swing a mile or so north or south to gain the
advantage of a gully or draw, a man who had traveled down the
treacherous Virgin River country would have no probelm in making a
bee line across Nevada .
He kept only the sparsest of notes in his journal, for in his rush he
had no time to write, nor did he anticipate future needs for notes .
Only when he arrived at a point in Utah where he felt he could know
what was ahead did he begin more complete entries again. '3
At last he was on ground he could predict, if he did not know it from
previous travel. Now he knew he would make his rendezvous
on time .
Jedediah Smith has conquered the Great Basin, more than any man
before or since.
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Main Gate, North Wall and Bastion of Fort Vancouver
"Photograph by National Park Service

WILDERNESS SANCTUARY
By Donald F. Gillespie
Born amidst internal tensions and international territorial conflicts,
Fort Vancouver started life on the north bank of the Columbia River
during the winter of 1824.
The effects of the "War of 1812" and the subsequent return of Fort
George to the Americans in 1818 had strengthened the circumstances
which would lead to the merger of the two greatest fur trading
compan ies operating west of the Rocky Mountains.
The amalgamation of the Canadian -held Nmih West Company and
the British -owned Hudson's Bay Company was resolved on March 21.
1821 hy a " Deed Poll " which united the two companies under the
Hudson ' s Bay Company charter.
In the years following the union . sweeping changes were instituted
which included expansion of territorial influence . less dependence on
shipping for critical supplies. new management and a new
headquarters for the expanded Columbia Department.
Fort Vancouver was slowly taking shape as the most important and
influential outpost on the Pacific coast. Under the leadership and
stern control of an ex-North West Company employee . John
McLoughlin . the Pacific fur trade had begun to prosper.
Even though the good Doctor was known for his strict control of
Company operations. he was also a compassionate man and prone to
taking extra steps to ensure a warm welcome for visitors to
Fort Vancouver.
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Jedediah Smith was just such a visitor during the month
of October. 1828.
He and two of his party . John Turner and Richard Leland, arrived
at the Fort on October 10. believing themselves to be the only
survivors of an Indian attack which occurred on the Umpqua River a
few months earlier.
Even though the Smith party represented American competition to
McLoughlin ' s fur trade enterprise. he still embraced his humani tarian ethic and offered them shelter and pledged to do all in his
power to impose justice on the offending tribe .
Jedediah Smith ' s exploits had gained him a reputation as one of
the West's colorful characters and he was considered a very
knowledgeable and capable "mountain man" who was also tagged
the "sly. cunning Yankee" by Peter Skene Ogden's clerk, William
Kittson . Jed Smith has been referred to by some as the greatest
American explorer since Meriwether Lewis .
Even though he was in the Far West a short eight years , his deeds
and accomplishments contributed greatly to the overall knowledge of
Western geography and transportation routes of the fur trade.
Upon Smith ' s arrival at Fort Vancouver. he learned that another
one of his decimated party survived the Bastille Day attack by the
Kelawatset Indians . Arthur Black had made his way to the sanctuary
of the fort just days before, after breaking free of his attackers and
hiding in the woods .
Reports vary concerning the events preceding the July 14
massacre. but it would appear that some harassment and humiliating
treatment given members of the tribe may have precipitated
the slaughter .
Chief Factor McLoughlin was dismayed by the news of Indian
treachery within his territory and committed the resources at his
command to recovery of Smith's stolen property. He was also
concerned that an unheeded attack on Whites might set a dangerous
precedent that would disrupt the future and security of fur trading
in the region.
McLoughlin decided to combine the search for Smith's property
with the regular business of the Umpqua Brigade. Smith reported his
losses at over 200 horses and mules. nearly 800 beaver pelts, around
60 otter skins. over 300 pounds of trade beads and tobacco, not to
mention all of his weapons and traps.
In late August. a party of thirty-eight men departed Fort Vancouver
to penetrate the area south of the Columbia where Smith's party had
met its fate . The group was led by Alexander McLeod and Michael
Laframboise and included Smith and his companions .
McLeod's leadership proved less than enthusiastic during the
expedition and progress was slow . This, along with a certain disdain
for Smith and his predicament on the part of McLeod, generated only
small successes in the early stages of the recovery effort.
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During the expedition additional facts concerning the attack were
disclosed . Aside from demeaning and occasional threatening
treatment of the Kelawatsets were the brags that the Hudson's Bay
Company would soon be replaced as the primary traders in the region
and that Smith and his followers would assume that role.
This may have reinforced the Indian's belief that the "King
George" men of Fort Vancouver would not mourn the loss of
the Smith party.
During the months of August through November, the recovery
operation had yielded much less than half of the missing goods and
on the 23rd of November, Jed Smith, after a thwarted attempt to
return to Fort Vancouver, decided to sell the recovered goods to the
Honorable Company and head back to the Rockies.
Smith's return to the Fort in mid-December of 1828 was met by the
presence of Governor Simpson who was visiting from London.
Simpson's attitude was somewhat less hospitable than McLough lin's had been and the offer to purchase Smith's meager holdings was
abruptly rendered with a "take it or leave it" ultimatum .
This left a somewhat bittersweet aftertaste for the Company in
Smith's memory comparing McLoughlin's warmth with Simpson's
deliberate lack of it.
This feeling very likely contributed to his later decision to warn the
American Government of Hudson's Bay penetration and nearly
exclusive trapping in the jointly held Oregon Country .
His appreciation for the hospitality of McLoughlin, however, led to
keeping his trappers east of the mountains during the remainder
of his days.
The sale of his recovered goods netted the equivalent of about
$2.370 and assisted his re -entry into the fur trade.
On March 12. 1829 he took Arthur Black and set out for the
Flathead Country of Montana.
Smith resumed his trade activities until his final confrontation with
a Commanche war lance on the Cimarron River in the year 1831.
Even though he was only 32 years old at the time of his death and
had spent a mere eight years in the Western Fur Trade, Jedediah
Smith made a lasting mark on the Oregon Country and greatly
influenced the success of the fur trade and the Hudson's Bay
Company's operations.
This article was compiled for publication in the Pacific Historian and
is derived primarily from two sources:
1. Siskiyou Trail by Richard Dillon - part of the American Trail
series edited by A.B . Guthrie and published at McGraw-Hill.
2.
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The History of Fort Vancouver and Its Physical Structure by
John Hussey - 1957. Published by the Washington State
Historical Society in cooperation with the National Park
Se·rvice.

This is an artist's concept of what Fort Vancouver looked like from the northeast in
1845.
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If you have questions or would like additional information please
contact Superintendent Donald F. Gillespie, Fort Vancouver National
Historic Site, Vancouver, Washington 98661 (206) 696-4041,
Extension 22 1.
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FOUR ESSAYS ON WESTERN THOUGHT

Peter Britt House - Jacksonville, Oregon
About 1860

THE PETER BRITT HOUSE
(JACKSONVILLE, OREGON)
By Josephine Evans Harpham
(Mrs. Everett)
One of the most charming and interesting houses in Oregon, but
now razed, was that of the Britt family situated in historic old
Jacksonville. The first part of the home was built in 1854 by Peter
Britt, who had come to Oregon in an early day from Switzerland. He
was an artist and also one of the first photographers in Oregon . The
late Amalia Britt, daughter, and Emil, a son, formerly occupied the
home for many years. It was razed after two fires in 1957 and 1960.
The frontier years of Jacksonville were relatively brief. The gold
rush camp of tents and log cabins gradually evolved into a permanent
community with buildings of finished lumber and brick. The dugout
log cabin which Britt constructed in the fall of 1852 was sturdy but by
1854 became too crude and confining. Sometime in 1856, Peter
decided he had had enough of mining, sold his pack train and
returned to the comfort of his little Jacksonville studio .
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In I 854 Britt had already cleared ground for a new frame house of
split lumber which was to serve as a combination studio and
residence . It was square, white and one story with a Classical Revival
cornice . It faced First Street with two large windows and a central
doorway to the right of which hung a sign, reading: "P. Britt's
Photographic and Daguerreotype Rooms ."
In 1855-56 the residence was enlarged . Then in 1859 the dwelling
was greatly changed into what may be called one of Oregon's first
examples of "Cottage Gothic" style. Classic details gave way to what
is widely known as "gingerbread." The interior was finished with
dark heavy woodwork. panelled wainscott and arched doorways. A
large veranda was added to the front of the house supported by lattice
posts and enclosed by a balustrade of feathery gothic tracery. Also at
this time , Britt began an intensive gardening program, encircling his
home with graceful vines and rare and exotic plants such as banana
and coffee trees. Adding charm was a mellowed stone fountain and
flagstone walks.
Originally, a palm tree, twenty feet high and possibly the first in
the state was planted in front of the house. Some years ago vandals
destroyed it. but a new one has been added to the grounds. At the
rear of the house stood a fine Redwood, planted when only a foot high
upon the occasion of the birth of a son, the late Emil Britt.
In I 862 work was begun by Britt and carpenters on a charming
second story to the home. It would house the photographic studio and
as a result provide new living space on the ground floor. A beautiful
solarium was included in the plans. On the walls were fine paintings
done by Peter and around the room were mellowed pieces of antique
furniture , clocks , lamps and historic books of days gone by.
As was stated , the Photograph Gallery and Art Exhibit Rooms were
on the second floor which included some of Britt's paintings.
Tastefully displayed in show cases and framed in fine old walnut,
were photos of most of the people singly and in groups who played a
prominent part in early Oregon history. It may be added that this
collection is quite significant to Oregon history. In the early 1880's
extensive improvements were made in the studio and son, Emil,
joined the firm. It then became known as P. Britt and Son. The first
pictures of Crater Lake were taken by the Britt studio.
Upon the demise of Miss Amalia Britt. the last member of the
family. some furniture, cameras, studio equipment, paintings and
historic pictures were placed on display at the Jacksonville Museum.
The photo studio and parlor have been recreated .
The house, now razed; the foundation outline of it has been built in
sandstone and the pathway winds through the old Britt Jacksonville
gardens to the hillside above where the Peter Britt Music & Arts
Festival holds its concerts every summer during Oregon's
Shakespeare Festival at Ashland.
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AN ESSAY ON WHEAT
By Walter Frame
North and South in the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys the
land lay rich and virgin to the sun . Under the spring rain they were
green fields colored with flowers . In the drought of August they
turned brown and parched . Through the fifties few had plowed them .
There were a few cattle, big ranchos, small plots of cultivation.
The Old World needed wheat for proliferating cities, for growing
populations, for life . The big valleys were ideal for this purpose .
Wheat became in the sixties and later years the one crop of California
to be exported to the world.
In the fall the rich land was broken to the plough in the great
ranchos, thousands of acres to be harrowed and planted to wheat .
The October rains wet the dry soil and started growth . On a good year
the grain grew high as a man's head by June, the ears bending over
laden with grain.
In July harvesting began . The reapers cut the stalks. Steam
harvesters threshed the grain and it was sacked. Later, combines cut
the stalks and threshed the grain in one operation . The sacks were
transported to the nearest railroad or to the river, and taken to the
nearest deep water. In California long docks stored the sacked wheat
at Port Costa for the arrival of deep-water charter sail boats from the
four corners of the earth, English, French and German, chiefly. An
English bark had perhaps sailed to Australia, brought coal to San
Francisco, then loaded wheat at Port Costa, topped the load with
canned salmon, and sailed to England by way of Cape Horn .
But first there was the field busy with ploughing in the fall, quiet
with growing grain until July, busy with the harvest until September
when the long process of ploughing started again .
Between seasons the farmers relaxed. Many of them returned to
the cities between the great activity of ploughing and reaping. They
built homes in the bay area, living a city life between seasons . In dry
years they did not harvest at all, waiting for a wet season . Grain was
highly profitable and they could afford to live in comfort in houses
staffed with Chinese servants, driving beautiful teams in the park
on Sundays .
The farms were enormous. Dr. Glenn farmed much of what is now
Glenn and Colusa counties . It was said that a ploughman could drive
a straight furrow from sunrise to sunset and never reach the end of
the field. In the fall the sacked wheat piled high . Wagons took the
wheat to a Sacramento River landing where boats were loaded to Port
Costa. On at least one occasion Dr. Glenn chartered his own boats
and accompanied the ships to London. The wheat was sold for gold
and Dr. Glenn brought it back to start the process over again .
In the seventies and eighties there were rails on both sides of the
river. The Central Pacific was accused of charging high rates when
wheat was high taking the farmers' profit for transportation costs .
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The river steamers met this by building steam tractors and pulling
trains of wagons to the river landing in competition with the railroads.
The wheat bonanza made rich men out of the wheat farmers . They
lived like Comstock millionaires and spent money like water. In the
eighties two Colusa families celebrated a marriage. It was performed
in a Colusa church. Outside, a special train of the Colusa and Lake
Railroad steamed ready. The railroad took the wedding party to
Colusa Junction where a Central Pacific train waited. The party
steamed to San Francisco where a dinner waited at the Palace Hotel.
There was a wheat family who lived in a wooden mansion on the
shores of Lake Merritt . They had thousands of acres at a ranch in the
San Joaquin Valley.
Their home had two great carpeted parlors opening into each other.
They could and did receive a hundred people at large receptions.
There was an ornate dining room with a vast kitchen behind it . They
actually lived in what they called the Library, a large living room in
the rear where never-read books stood in glass cases . The parlor had
gilt furniture and a large gilt grand piano. The library had
comfortable stuffed furniture.
A rear stairway led to suites of bedrooms on the second floor with
frescoed ceilings . several baths. A speaking system connected the
servants' quarters.
The majordomo was Wing who had been hired as a ranch cook and
was retained through the years. No one ever entered his kitchen. He
served ranch meals to the remaining elderly maiden sisters, and he
ruled the house with an iron rod .
But at harvest times the tempo changed. The family gathered
together at the small ranch houses . Everyone participated at the
harvest . Meals were prepared and served to gangs of harvesters. The
family worked like peons, the male members on the harvest. The
females worked for hours at the hot stoves preparing meals for
hungry men .
The sacked wheat was transported to the nearest rail line. The
family closed the farm house and retired to the city mansions to live a
city life . The young male members indulged in the cocktail circuit on
Montgomery Street. The females shopped in San Francisco stores,
visited the theater matinees and entertained in the spacious parlors .
Aside from ploughing in late fall and seeding, no care was taken of
the fields. No one ever fertilized the land and each year brought
smaller harvests . The character of farming changed with the years.
Irrigation brought different crops . The Sacramento Valley began
growing rice. The San Joaquin produced cotton, potatoes and fruit.
As Kansas, Nebraska and the Northwest produced wheat there was
less demand for the California crop. The great ranches were split into
smaller holdings devoted to other crops.
The great depots at Port Costa burned and crumbled into ruins.
The great wheat era was over.
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L to R: Guilford S. Frohlich, Jacqueline Koenig, Irving Stone, and Margaret M .
Kardell at the February 4, 1978 Banquet.
The Photo by Tom Yarwood, California Museum of Science and Industry of Los
A ngeles.

IRVING STONE'S JACK LONDON
By Jacqueline Koenig

Irving Stone was seventy-five years old this summer; and for more
than fifty of those years. he has been intensely interested in
Jack London.
When Irving Stone read Martin Eden as a young boy, he knew that
he. too. could become a writer. After a novel and some detective
stories. in 1934 he wrote and published Lust for Life , a biographical
novel about Vincent Van Gogh.
A form not used since Gertrude Atherton's The Conqueror
published in 1902. Lust for Life was successful, but more importantly
for Jack London . his step -sister, Eliza Shepard, liked the book. For
the first time since Jack London's death, the family opened
everything left by Jack London to a writer.
The year following Jack London's death, Rose Wilder Lane's
magazine biography of London was serialized in Sunset. Jack's
widow. Charmian London, was not pleased with it. In 1921, Charmian
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published her own two volume biography, The Boo)\ of Jacl\ London.
Though there had been many requests from writers, especially in the
San Francisco Bay Area, twenty years after his death, the family had
not had a biography done of Jack London . Until Irving Stone, they
had never found anyone they thought could do the book justice. Stone
was given permission to write the book on the condition that they
make available to him everything in existence of Jack's at the London
Ranch . Glen Ellen. California and access to the London collection at
the Huntington Library in San Marino, California and that he be
permitted to publish anything he believed to be true, whether or not
the family agreed . Irving Stone and his wife. Jean, moved to the
London ranch where he researched and wrote in the Valley of
the Moon.
It appeared as if Jack and Charmian had never thrown away a scrap
of paper. The paper remains of their lives amounted to tons. It was
stored on the ranch in the house, barns . and not organized in any
fashion. Twenty years after London's death, someone was able to
search through it all and compare volumes he had written which were
largely autobiographical with the things with which he worked and
lived in an attempt to put the man Jack London down on paper. This
initial search was no easy task but has made it easier for biographers
who have followed.
Since Jack London was only forty when he died, twenty years after
his death . Irving Stone was able to talk to people who knew him:
family and friends.* No subsequent biographer has this original
source material. but the reminiscences as set down by Irving Stone
are available to scholars in the Department of Special Collections at
UCLA . where Mr. Stone deposited all his Sailor on Horsebacl\ papers
and recorded dialogues.
It was an exhaustive study by a young man on the brink of success
himself. Irving Stone went on to become one of Doubleday's top
moneymakers. Because of his literary eminence. among Jack
London's friends today. Sailor on Horseback, which the biography
was finally titled. is probably the most widely read of the
London biographies .
Sailor on Horsebacl\ was first published September 13, 1938, nearly
twenty-two years after London's death . Because of this book. Irving
Stone is the most controversial name in Jack London circles. Sailor on
Horsebacl• has been accused of being fictionalized biography in which
materials are freely invented. scenes and conversations are
imagined. designed to mate the appeal of the novel with a vague
claim to authenticity. In his new biography. Jade Andrew Sinclair
says Stone overpraised and undercut Jack London .
The personal anguish felt by Jack London's widow and family
following Stone's publicizing the idea that Jack London's death was
suicide still endures today but Irving Stone steered his own course
and forty years later reiterated it when republishing Sailor on
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Horseback It has now been corrected, updated and published with
twenty -eight Jack London stories and entitled Irving Stone's
Jack London .
The biography was first published by Houghton Mifflin Company
in Boston. It also ran in The Saturday Evening Post that year. In 1946
after five printings (25,000 copies), Houghton Mifflin Co. sold the
publishing rights to Doubleday . In 1947 Sailor on Horseback was
published by Doubleday and also appeared in the February, 1947
Reader's Digest . Sailor on Horseback is available today in
Doubleday's hardback edition and Signet' s paperback. Another
printing is planned this summer by Doubleday and Company, Inc. in
Garden City, New York.
Irving Stone believes that The Call of the Wild, The Sea-Wolf, The
Iron Heel, Martin Eden, (his favorite), John Barleycorn, The Valley of
the Moon, Star Rover and Burning Daylight are important American
novels. He has said about London that "Jack had a love of truth, an
ability to think straight, a vigorous education, a deep understanding
of people, and the courage to say what he felt and thought, coupled ...
with a story-teller's gift and hard and intelligent work ."
In the new book are Sailor on Horseback (corrected and updated)
and twenty-eight of Stone's favorite Jack London stories within
copyrights restrictions. It contains stories written by Jack at nineteen
through The Call of the Wild (1903) (which Stone calls "his
masterpiece"), and The Apostate (1906) . Stone says "I wanted the
readers to enjoy the growth of his skills."
The California Museum of Science and Indu stry, Exposition Park,
Los Angeles, and Irving and J ean (his editor-in -residence for 43
years) Stone have assembled, under the name Irving Stone's Jack
London, an exhibition including some of London' s original
manuscripts, magazine articles, original photographs of Jack London,
dictaphone cylinders used by him with one containing his voice
during a dictation session, and Roger Duncan's complete set of Jack
London first edition s. The walls of the exhibition are lined with
photographs of Jack London, his family and friends. Behind glass one
can see Jack's writing room at the Valley of the Moon ranch house
with his typewriter. This is the first exhibition about Jack London at a
museum since his death in 1916. The exhibition will run through the
1977-78 school year after which time the graphic display will tour
California until 1980 and then throughout the United States.
February 4, 1978, Irving Stone was the speaker of the evening at
the fir st Jack London Birthday Banquet at the California Mu seum of
Science and Industry. He began his talk by calling Jack London one of
the greatest writers this world has ever produced. He then urged all
to participate in bringing back Jack London, who for twenty-five years
was America's greatest writer, but who then sunk into oblivion. From
this original sponsorship of Irving Stone, the California Museum of
Science and Industry will now hold a Jack London Birthday Banquet
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annually . William McCann, Director of the Museum announced that
in commemoration of Irving Stone's seventy-fifth birthday, an
Irving Stone Exhibition was being assembled by the Museum and will
tour with the Jack London Exhibition. Jack London is only one of
twenty -five books in Irving Stone's life. He merits a great deal of
space in Who's Who in America for his degrees, honors, awards
and chairmanships .
In a piece for California Living Magazine May 19, 1970, Irving
Stone concluded, "I write books because man is basically a lonely
creature, a lonely animal. He has enormous difficulty communicating
with other people. Confused and frightened, filled with anxieties, he
has trouble finding focal points of assurance ; he does not know who
he is. or why he is on earth . I would like to write books which help
people to speak to each other, understand each other, communicate. I
would like to write books which in some way help people to be a little
less lonely . a little less frightened, a little less anxious. And I should
like to write books that would give man some indication of what his
place is in this world and in the universe.
*Note
Mrs. Charmian Kittredge London, his widow; Mrs. Eliza London
Shepard. his step-sister; Mrs. Bessie Maddern London, his first wife;
Irving and Mildred Shepard, his nephew and wife; Jack London's
many friends. Anna Strunsky. Frank Atherton, Cloudesley Johns,
Edward Applegarth, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Miller, Fred Thompson,
James Hopper. Xaviar Martinez, Upton Sinclair, Finn Frolich, Ed
Morrell. Janet Winship, Austin Lewis, J. Stitt Wilson, Dr. Jessica
Peixotto. Alexander Irvine, Mrs. Robert Hill, Mrs. Carrie
Burlingame. Forni. Billy Hill, Ira Pyle. Blanche Partington, Mira
MacClay, Thoma s Hill. Dr. and Mrs. Allan Thom son; and Jack
London ·s in-laws, Mrs. Ninetta Eames-Fayne, Mrs. Growall, Beth
Wiley and Mrs. Wiley.
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HISTORICAL RELATIVITY
By Steven C. Levi

One of the most difficult tasks confronting a professional historian
is how to convey to students the relative nature of history. Anyone
who has written a piece of professional research is painfully aware of
just how incomplete any account is even with the most elaborate
preparation. And history, as it has been taught over the years, tends
to suggest that all events are part and parcel to a single,
indisputable chronicle.
The most effective way of bursting this bubble of 'textbook
security ' is to urge students of history to read the original historical
documents and make their own evaluation and interpretation . An
excellent example of how relative history can be can be seen in the
following letter from William Sproule to James R. Rolph, Mr., the
Mayor of San Francisco .
SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY
Wm Sproule
Augustl7, 1916
President
Flood Building, San Francisco
Mr. J. Rolph, Jr.
City Hall .
City.
Dear Sir:
Will you allow me to ask your attention to the work which the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce is doing for this City?
Such an organization to represent the large body of employers is
needed in a city of this size. The importance of San Francisco as the
metropolis of the Pacific Coast furth er demands it, because each one
of us is so busy with his own affairs that he is likely to overlook the
welfare of the City and so fails to promote his own more general
common interests. Yet our combined payrolls are the backbone and
sinew of the City . The Chamber of Commerce represents this
employing power, and the things that make for the advancement of
the community and the consequent increase in this power to employ.
The fact is the employers of San Francsico have to pull together in
order to protect the best interests of this metropolitan city . To pull
together it is necessary to have organization. Effective organization
means unity of plan and purpose under competent leadership. The
Chamber of Commerce has assumed this leadership and its courage
is shown in the stand taken by Frederick J . Koster and the Directors
of the Chamber in championing the cause of San Francisco as an
industrial center in which every citizen shall have a square deal, so
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that this city may be a good place for every man who wishes to labor
and live. The Chamber is not the champion of any class or group
against any other class or group, but insists on the right of every man
to find work here and to live peacefully among us, sure of the equal
protection of the law for every one and equal obligation to
obey the law .
I believe you share the view that this movement is entitled to the
endorsement of every citizen, and that the support of every man who
approves the efforts of the Chamber is now both timely and helpful.
My interest in addressing you is not personal to me or in direct
relation to anything I represent . It is the word of one citizen to
another. A helping hand from each of us will be helpful to all, to our
interest in common, and to your interest. You will permit me to urge
this as important, so that the work may proceed with increasing
strength and steady purpose. Properly directed in its policies San
Francisco will become a great city, to the pride and profit of its
citizens; and it will be the haven of the workman, who finds here a
climate suited to hi s comfort and his health.
Dictated by Mr. Sproule .
Very truly yours,
In August of 1916 the city of San Francisco was virtually paralyzed
by a series of labor disputes. Striking waterfront workers had sealed
off the docks, auto mechanics were on strike, construction workers
had been locked out and the cooks and waiters were picketing the
streets of the city . Clashes between strikers and strikebreakers were
everyday occurrences .
To unify the employers, the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
abandoned its traditional low-profile and formed the Law and Order
Committee. Headed by Frederick J . Koster, President of the
Chamber of Commerce, the Committee was formed primarily to
establish a city-wide open shop . (It was generally assumed in this era
that since bbor disputes were the result of unionization, an end to
unions would mean labor peace.)
Mayor Rolph was caught between the two sides. Though he was a
businessman he was respected by labor for his fair-minded approach
to labor problems and his consistent neutral stand in labormanagement disputes . On August 7, 1916, Rolph received the above
letter from William Sproule.
In August of 1916 Sproule was the Chairman for the Western
Department of the Railroads War Board as well as the President of
the Southern Pacific Railroad. In a state where the railroads were
synonymous with corruption and Big Business, Sproule personified
both . The letter appears to be innocuous except for an interesting
paragraph. In part that paragraph reads:
... My interest in addressing you is not personal to me or in direct
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relation to anything I represent. It is the word of one citizen
to another.
Many students have been struck by the contrast between the
wording of the letter and its format. This was a business letter written
on Southern Pacific Company stationary. There was an inside address
and the letter was introduced with a "Dear Sir:" Though Sproule
claimed he was writing as "one citizen to another" the format of the
letter is rigidly formal. (Also note that the letter was dictated, not
personally written.)
The meaning of the next sentence is engimatic:
A helping hand from each of us will be helpful to all, to our interest
in common. and to your interest.
The phrase most often disputed is "and to your interest." Exactly
what does this mean? Was it an offer of a bribe?; a threat?; an
emotional outburst? or just a poorly chosen phrase?
On one hand this phrase could be considered positive proof that Big
Business supported the Law and Order Committee and that bribery
and intimidation were part of the campaign to establish the open
shop. On the other hand the letter could be used as an example of
how the Law and Order program appealed to the business
community . The danger in using such a phrase to sustain a point of
view is that one has to jump to a conclusion that may not be true.
The obvious merit of using this letter as an example of relative
history is that one must be careful that he does not jump to a
conclusion. This letter can legitimately be interpreted as a threat, an
emotional outburst or a badly phrased idea. The provocative
question, however, remains: How will the historian interpret it?
This letter may be found in the James R. Rolph Papers, arranged
by date. in the possession of the California Historical Society Library,
San Francisco.
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ROCKY-BAR MINING COMPANY.

CIRCULAR.
THE RocKY -BAR

MINING

C":.IPA:SY was organized in July, 1849,

as a Labor Association, and was primarily composed of only forty
miners, who had been engaged in 18+8 and 1849, in digging gold on
the

Big-Bar, contiguous to the Rocky-Bar,

near the geographical

centre of the gold region in California, and on the middle fork of
the American River, about seventy miles from Sacramento city.
It was at first contemplated merely to excavate a race-way, and

erect a slight dam to divert the water from the channel of the river,
ior the purpose of collecting gold from its original bed.
Public notices were duly posted, and all the requisitions of the Lynch
Code, or miner's law, were complied with; - meetings were held--

a committee appointed to examine and report, but finally, so formidable did the undertaking appear, that forty only, out of some hundreds of miners, although the report was favorable, had courage to
embark in the enterprise.
These forty resolute and enterprising spirits, with willing hands,
commenced the work in July, and continued upon it until November,
suffering everything but death itself; from hard and scanty fare. from
privation and disease, and from sickness and other causes, their numbers were reduced before the water was turned, to an average of
twenty-five men; these in three weeks, at this late season, procured
from the bed of the river one hundred and seven pounds, nearly all
of which was scole gold, clearly indicating the rich character of the
quartz from whence it came.

THE ROCKY BAR MINING COMPANY CIRCULAR
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THE FRENCHMEN'S DREAM
By Bereniece Lamson
The period of the Gold Rush proper, roughly included between
1848 and 1850, was marked in Europe, and particularly in France, by
economic difficulties , civil strifes and revolutions of the utmost
gravity. The overthrow of the July Monarchy of Louis-Philippe, in
February 1848, marked the beginning of a long period of disorders,
riots, misery, even famine, aggravated by the recurrent fear of a
cholera epidemic. France , at the time more thickly populated than
any other nation in Europe except Russia, was confronted with such
serious problems at home as to leave little time for foreign
developments in remote parts of the world .
Nevertheless , many thinking people were turning their eyes toward
America, some to learn from the United States a possible solution of
the problem of organizing a democratic form of government which
would still be a government . Others were watching with particular
interest a territorial expansion which they feared would begin the
transformation of a peaceful democracy into an imperialistic and
self-aggrandizing nation. Finally, the French themselves entertained
ambitious schemes in the Pacific, perhaps in South America, and
news from Mexico , Texas and California was eagerly awaited.
Curiously enough, however, the French press seems to have
overlooked at first the news of the Marshall-Sutter discovery
of gold. '
In November 1848 the first noteworthy mention of the Gold Rush
appeared in the French press. It was presented with
obvious reservations .
The current of emigration which impels a multitude of American citizens towards the
newly acquired territory of California does not slacken . It seems that mineral deposits
of great value have been discovered; everyone speaks of gold mines. of fabulous riches
awaiting on ly the hands of the miners to be picked up. Whether true or false.
exaggerated or not. these rumors seem to have powerfully aroused
popular imagination. 2

Silence in the press was resumed after this noncommital piece of
information. However, the following month in December 1848 a
message reached Paris. All doubts were dispelled: there was gold in
the newly acquired territory! This message came from President
James K . Polk.
The following month in January the first advertisement appeared
announcing that La Meuse had been chartered by the Agence
Americaine, 44 rue Notre-Dame des Victoires, and would sail for San
Francisco on February 15. On February 1, mention is made of a
regularly constituted society : Expedition Francaise pour les Mines
d'Or de Sacramento, organized by MM . Morin, Schmidt, and
Hacher, sea captains. and Roch Delage, jeweler, with a capital of
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1,000,000 francs, divided into 100,000 shares to be subdivided into
fourths of 25 francs each. Subscriptions amounting to 300,000 francs
were invited at once, in order to meet the expenses of the first
expedition: the chartering of a ship and the purchase of merchandise
to be sent to San Francisco. From the very beginning, the promoters
had found the formula which was going to be used with many
embellishments and improvements for almost two years. 3
The campaign of publicity started in a comparatively restrained
manner. Much emphasis was placed on the philanthropic tendencies
of the compan ies. Consequently the price of the shares was fixed at
the very moderate sum of five francs . However, in order to become an
associe travailleu it was necessary to subscribe at least two hundred
sh ares, representing the minimum cost of the voyage . For that
amount the society guaranteed transportaion to California, provided
tools , provisions, clothing, and even arms for two years. Nothing had
been forgotten : physical and spiritual needs had been carefully
considered: two doctors, a pharmacist, and a chaplain were to
accompany the expedition . After their arrival in California, the work
was to be directed by qualified mining engineers. It was finally
promised that the ship would remain at anchor in San Francisco Bay
for the duration of the expedition and would serve (1) as a hospital in
case of sickness; (2) as a food store and a warehouse for the
merchandise to be sold to the Califorians; (3) as a safe place in which
to keep the gold; and (4) as means of transportation for a return
to France.
During the second half of 1849, the California boom apparently
experienced a decided slump . This slackening of the campaign may
be attributed in part to political conditions resulting from the sending
of French troops to Italy to restore the temporal power of the Pope,
and also to the evergrowing difficulties of finding ships to send
to California. •
During the late days of 1849 a pamphlet entitled La Californie
Devoilee , was written by an obscure writer who signer herself Treny .
It was a publication intended to reassure those who, while intending
to go to California, were then "hesitant because of alarming and
pessimistic rumors.'' '
Step by step the reader was led to a conclusion not entirely unexpected.
In the course of this writing we have had occasion to mention a company founded for
the exploitation of the gold mines of California and established upon the principle of
mutuality . We believe that our readers will be pleased to become acquainted with the
by-laws of this society which has left nothing undone in order to secure full success for
its enterprise.

Obviously, not only La Californienne, but all the emigration
companies had still to overcome a considerable sales resistance on
the part of investors and prospective emigrants reluctant to leave
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their homes and families for the great adventure.
On May 12, the shareholders of La Californienne held their annual
meeting. and the first report of the administrators was made public.
The results obtained were beyond all expectations: branches had
been established in Belgium, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, and
Spain; 5,636 shares had been sold, amounting to 563,600 francs; two
ships had already sailed. Thereupon it was unanimously voted to pay
an interest of 5o/o to all the shareholders. As no mention had been
made of any profit and nothing had yet been heard of the first ship
sent to California , we may only guess where the money with which to
pay the dividends was to be found . It mattered very little, apparently,
that occasionally some less encouraging items appeared in other
columns of the paper. Nobody cared very much that the directors of
La Societe des Mines d'Or de Ia Californie had been arrested at the
beginning of the year. Nothing could throw cold water on the
enthusiasm of the promoters.'
According to Etienne Derbec the founder of the San Francisco
L "Echo du Pacifique stated in 1851 what he considered a conclusion to
the history of this particular phase of the French emigration:
I cannot conclude this letter without saying a few words about the societies of all kinds
which are still organized in France. with California as their ultimate destination ...
After spending nine or ten months in the mining camp. I am back again, and the first
thing I read in the papers is a flat denial written by the promoters of these societies ... I
saw many men and many things; I visited many gold fields; I talked with many miners;
but what I have never found yet is a single society capable of resisting liquidation or
dissolution for a single hour. Really. what could they liquidate? Generally complete
destitution befalls the workers as soon as they land, for nothing can give an idea of the
lack of foresight of the men who ship to California these unfortunate fellows. If they
receive a few provisions. and in that case the fact is highly advertised, it is impossible
for them to make use ofthem for they cannot afford to pay the freight. the duty, and the
cost of unloading. They are sent to California as if one wished to get rid of them, but
not without exacting from them enormous premiums. Consequently, any society that
does not break down during the passage cannot fail to do so after the partners land ...
The latest papers received tell us that, even today many new such societies are being
formed , with different programs. and that shares are divided into small parts, probably
to enable the poor. who cannot afford to pay a thousand francs for their passage, to
share in the treasures of California .
... this is the truth. such as I see it: any person who has paid in any money to any of
these societies can be absolutely sure never to recover a centime of it; there is every
reason to believe that this money is lost beyond any hope of recovery; and as far as
California gold is concerned. the shareholders may as well endure the waiting
patiently; they will probably never see the color of it. •

The promoters attempted to exploit the gullibility, gambling spirit
(with lotteries of gold bars) and escapism of people who were going
through a period of extra-ordinary political confusion. California was
depicted as an Eldorado, and more often as an earthly Paradise where
the honest and land-hungry peasantry of Europe could expand and
prosper almost indefinitely. •
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The first group of immigrants to come directly from France reached
San Francisco in September of 1849 on board the Meuse from Havre .
Between November of that year and April of 1851, 4,116 persons
came by sea from France to California.•• All the records were
destroyed in the fire of 1906 concerning French immigration to
California, however. By the end of 1853 estimates of the French
population of the state ranged from 25,000 to 30,000. Most of these
must have departed before the federal census of 1860 was taken, for it
reported only 8,462 French residents in California. In 1870 the
number was substantially the same, showing ·simply a decrease of
about 400 for the decade.
The majority of those who arrived in California from France did not
belong to the lower classes. The immigrants were largely from the
middle class; many of them were skilled mechanics, while the others
were drawn from the professions. Some came hoping to establish
commercial houses, but most ofthem, especially during the extensive
immigration of the early years, expected to dig gold. However, there
were not many who were well suited to mining life. They had not the
physical equipment or the disposition which would make for success
in that field. Still they came, confident that the new life would be
better than the old.
The French were not readily as similated into the population of
California . An observer wrote of them in 1854:
The French ... adhere much to their own habits and society, and seem stoutly
determined against acquiring the English tongue; the chief portion of them seem to
have a religious horror to all laborious avocations . The bulk of them in consequence,
choose towns for their dwelling places, where an existence may be picked up, by
ministering to the luxuriant (sic) or dissipated habits of others. 11

Many French immigrants settled in the vicinity of San Andreas
during the last part of 1849 and in 1850, in the area along the south
side of San Andreas Creek, which later was called French Street
(Court Street), and mined along the flats and gulches around the
mining camp.
In the beginning of 1850, the French Government had shipped one
hundred officers and non-commissioned officers of the Garde Mobile,
a corps of volunteers who helped in repressing street riots during the
civil disturbances in France in 1848, to the California gold fields.
Some of these former members of the Garde Mobile, with thousands
of other French immigrants came to the San Andreas and Mokelumne
Hill area in 1850.
Lucius Fairchild, a young miner from Wisconsin, wrote to his
family on December 24, 1850, from Willow Spring, Calaveras County:
There are eight thousand French in the mines who were sent here by the French
Government to work here. They were the Guard de Mobile of Paris, and for their
services were sent here at the expense of the government. The Americans do not like
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them. and in Mokelumne County (sic) have given them (the French) notice to leave or
fight. At San Andreas, one mile from here, there are as many more, and I think there
will be trouble between us. They are all well armed and live and travel in military style,
having their officers . music, flags . etc.

The French population in San Andreas rivaled that of Mokelumne
Hill for a while.' 2
There were two men whose lives were tied to mining and who
ultimately settled in the Calaveras County area; namely Jules Fricot
and Andre Chavanne.
Jules Fricot was born in 1817 in France and immigrated to the
United States in the mid 1850's to mine gold . In 1857 he and two
others, Rupert and Pralus, purchased the Eureka mine. The mine was
located in 1851 and was worked at various intervals but the rock failed
to pay much. It was worked by Fricot until 1865 when it was sold for
$400,000, and was incorporated . In the next two years the mine
yielded $1,200,000. It continued to pay dividends for several years. A
hoisting works and a twenty-stamp mill were erected at a cost of
$60,000 . During the year ending September 31, 1871, the rock paid
about $35 per ton; the mill then had thirty stamps and the yield was
$567,349, of which $360,000 were paid in dividends. In 1873 the lead
was lost, and in 1877 the mine was finally abandoned having produced
$4,600,000 and paid $2,134,000 in dividends. This mine was in the
Nevada County Mining District. 13
In 1870 he purchased property at 5th and Market Street in San
Francisco for $30,000, an expenditure that won him the title of "that
crazy Frenchman." This property was later sold by the heirs of
Desire, his son, for $1,875,000 in 1941 to Louis R. Lurie, San
Francisco capitalist.,.
In Jules Fricot's early years in Grass Valley he was called "The
Emperor" and the name was a real crown to him for it was given to
him as a mark of the esteem and distinction in which the whole
community held a leading spirit. Small things did not satisfy him, and
he made his developments where appearances promised big results .
The old Eureka mine as mentioned earlier was the kind that suited
him . In its development he found the pleasure that mining excitement
gives, and the result was suited to a generous man . In many places of
the State and Coast Jules Fricot was the promoter and developer of
rich mines.
The "Emperor" was a large part of the life of earlier Grass Valley .
When the history ofthis district is written up Jules Fricot's name will
hold a proud place ."
Jule's son, Desire, translated from the French The Burning of the
Golden Gate in July 1862 in 1927, and from it there is quite a bit of
background pertinent to our story:
Andre Chavanne was born in 1818 at Amplepius, Department of Rhone, France. He,
his brother Louis, and my father, Jules Fricot, were friends in France. During the great
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depression that followed the Revolution of 1848 in France. the three decided to go to
California . They came around the Horn in a 300-ton sailing ship called the Medicis, and
landed at the foot of Montgomery Street in San Francisco in 1851. From San Francisco
they went to Rich Bar on the Yuba River, then to Grass Valley on hearing of the
discovery of gold-bearing quartz veins at that place. There the Chavanne brothers and
my father erected. in Boston Ravine, a stamp mill which became known as the "French
Mill." This mill was operated as a custom mill, that is , it crushed rock for any
prospector who had ore to grind . Chavanne and his brother soon left the French mill,
severing partnership with my father, who then operated the French Mill until 1864 or
1865 when he bought, from a Frenchman named Lamarque. the Eureka Mine which
proved to be the beginning of the Idaho Maryland chute of ore. After severing
partnership with my father. Andre Chavanne worked a mine of his own, the New
York Hill. ' 6

At the same time that Jules Fricot and Andre Chavanne had
arrived in San Francisco, a mining development at Massachusetts Hill
near Grass Valley was sold to Dr. J.C. Delavan, an agent of a New
York company, known as the Rocky Bar."
Normally the transfer of a few Grass Valley quartz claims would
arouse little interest were it not for the fact that that company had
already had an interesting history, and were it not for the further fact
that during the summer and fall of 1850 this same Delavan and others
had been actively promoting the sale of the company's stock in New
York for quartz-mining purposes on the American River . Whether or
not quartz had actually been discovered there at that time, it remains
that this was apparently the first organized project for mining quartz
in the new Eldorado, antedating by several months the first actual
quartz-mining operations at Grass Valley, and approximating in time
the several scattered and unorganized quartz operations which were
being carried on in a desultory fashion farther to the south.
The story of the "Rocky-Bar Mining Company" is therefore an
important one told in a smali pamphlet of twelve pages, with a dark
blue cover on which was printed in gold letters, "Rocky-Bar Mining
Company, California. Circular, Articles of Association, Resolutions,
Etc. 1850." This "Circular" is dated at New York, November 4, 1850
and is signed by Philo D. Mickles, as President, and by Jas Delavan,
as Secretary. The unique character of this little pamphlet, not only as
tangible evidence of what appears to have been the first organized
California quartz-mining project, but also as the earliest specimen
known of California mine promotion of any character in ''the states,''
renders it worthy of note . There were earlier "stock companies"
formed in the eastern states, in Hawaii and in Europe for the digging
of California gold, but no earlier instance has been discovered of such
a company emerging from the Pacific Coast and attempting to market
its stock in the East on the basis of actual mining property held
in California .
... Indeed, as an example of the stock-jobber's art the Rocky Bar
Mining Company's "Circular" is superb . It is the direct precursor of
modern "promotion literature," and with but few changes would
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quite appropriately serve some enterprising present-day supersalesman's campaign." In
many respects
the
book
is
closely followed.
In 1856. the Mount Hope Company took over the properties of the
Rocky-Bar Mining Company on Massachusetts Hill, near Grass
Valley, and Michael Brennan came out from New York to be
superintendent. Brennan was not successful as a mine operator and
trouble soon developed. To carry on his operations, Brennan
borrowed large sums of money from Andre Chavanne and gave him a
mortgage on the Massachusetts Hill property. To protect his
interests, Chavanne was forced to foreclose under the mortgage and
came into possession in December 1857."
The most celebrated tragedy in the history of Grass Valley occurred
when Brennan became morbid with despair after the foreclosure and
murdered his wife and three children with Prussic acid which he
added to the breakfast tea. He then committed suicide."
A suit was brought against Chavanne by our old friends of the New
York Company for possession of the mine and mill, but in June 1863,
after long and bitter litigation, Chavanne prevailed. Nine months
later the lesees of the mine struck rich ore but a few feet from the spot
where Brennan had hopelessly abandoned work."'
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13 .
14.
IS.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
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THE MUIR MYTHS AND THE 1875 TRIP
TO YOSEMITE
By Nicholas C. Polos

*

·'Nature as a poet. an enthusiastic workingman, becomes more and
more visible the further and higher we go; for the mountains are
fountains - beginning places. however related to sources beyond the
mortal ken. · · '
- John Muir
When California asked for men to match her mountains she
gathered within herself not only the outcast, the reckless and
abandoned, but also many of the most vigorous, enterprising, and
progressive among the unsettled spirits of the West, and the
mid-West, the South and from New England. The dynamic individuals,
the New Californians, men like John Muir and John Swett, were
obsessed with what Emerson called on his trip to California, ''the
inflamed expectation haunting men ." In part the history of California
is largely the history of these men who have been its leaders, and once
again in an Emersonian sense California's achievements are in reality
the lengthened shadows of these two important neo-Californians .
There have been at least two significant theories of history current in
the present age - Carlyle's Theory of the great man as the maker of
history. and Buckle's Theory of the determination of history by factors
of environment. The real truth seems to lie between two extremes . The
leader is influenced by the events and environment ofthe time, but to a
large degree he is able to bring to his work a wisdom that is based upon
the essential conditions and traditions of his culture and at the same
time he is farsighted enough to see beyond the proximate and
immediate result. This is the story of two giants of the nineteenth
century West, John Muir and John Swett.
Oscar Handlin wrote:
The man of history is a character in a drama that began before his birth, that will go
on long after his death . He enters for a brief turn on a scene already set, a stage
already crowded. and with the action already in progress. He confronts a situation
which already exists, the product of long preparation before his arrival. 2

In general this is true, however, in the case of John Muir and John
Swett. one the naturalist, and the other a Yankee educator
transplanted to the West, the California action was not yet in progress,
and the 19th century situation in the West had not as yet become
frozen with old affiliations. Both of these men were free to explore
alternate solutions, and it is to their everlasting credit that they had the
courage to try these alternatives . Neither Muir nor Swett were "birds
of passage,'' and both made the Far West their permanent home, and
particularly California's general welfare their major concern in life . In
this respect Thomas Carlyle would have argued that the history of
mankind is the history of its great men who should be placed on their
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proper pedestal. On the other hand, Finley Peter Dunne's, Mr.
Dooley. would have said: '' Jawn when ye come to think of it, th' heroes
iv th' wurruld (sic), ... they ain't in it with th' quite people nayether you
nor me hears tell in fr'm wan end of th' year to another."'
When John Muir, the young Scot, arrived in San Francisco in March
of 1868, off the ship Nebrasl\a, he was anxious to see the wilderness of
the West. He stayed only one day in San Francisco, long enough to
inquire the shortest way out oft he city. In his description of this event
Richard Dillon humorously commented: "When he was asked where
he wanted to go, Muir answered simply, 'To any place that is wild'."'
Muir found his way to the Sierra Nevada where he worked as a
sheepherder. It was during this time that he caught his first vista of the
Yosemite Valley, and it was love at first sight. At this time he also
acquired an undying hatred for sheep which he called "hooved
locusts,'' or ''felted phalanx.'' The reason that Muir objected to sheep
was that they destroyed the wild grasses and wild flowers that were an
integral part of the mountain wilderness. In one of his journals he
wrote: '' ... but I am sure that if all the flocks and herds, together with
all the other mongrel victims of civilization, were hidden from me, I
should rejoice beyond the possibility of any note of wail."
From this time on Muir alternated between civilization and his
''range of light'' as he called his mountains. There was very little truth
to the legend that grew up around John Muir that he was an
"anti-social woodsman." Muir liked people, and was most successful
in his relationships with them. He had a sense of humor, was warm
and kind, and tolerant of the foibles of mankind. He simply seemed to
march to the tune of a different drummer. His later life was to be a
testimony to Robert U. Johnson's claim that "an appreciation of the
primitive was a mark of superior cultivation ."
When Swett, who came from New Hampshire, stepped off the
Revere, in San Francisco in 1853, he too did not stay long in the city.
He did not like big cities, and like Muir preferred the wilderness. He
found San Francisco too confining, and abhored gambling which was
then prevalent in the city, and which he considered a form of
"organized robbery." He had heard of the California climate, and the
wide expanses of the American West. and the salubrious effects of this
region upon expatriated New Englanders from the cold rocky shores of
the Atlantic Ocean. But he had not read Robert Frost who later wrote:
I met a Californian who would talk California - a state so blessed he said, in
climate. none had ever died there a natural death. and Vigilance Committees
had had to organize to stock the graveyards and vindicate the
state's humanity. s

Muir and Swett were contemporaries and they had one thing in
common - their love of the wilderness and for mountains. Swett
talked continuously of the New Hampshire countryside, just as Muir
spoke of his "blessed mountains which are so compactly filled with
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God's beauty, no petty personal hope or experience has room to be ."
John Swett was not obsessed with the "gold fever of the '49's,"
although he did spend a few months in the gold mines of the Yuba and
Feather Rivers in California. He regained his health, but found little of
the elusive gold metal. From 1853 until his death on August 22, 1913,
Swett made numerous and lasting contributions to California public
education, and is known as the "Father of Public Education," in
California. Richard Dillon's book on Humbugs and Heroes, is
strangely silent about the "Horace Mann of the West - John Swett,"
so one must conclude that Swett was not a humbug or a hero, but an
educator in the twilight zone!
The basic theme of this paper is that the Swett-Muir trip in 1875 to
the Yosemite represents the great influence that Muir had upon his
friends John Swett, J.P. McChesney, William Keith and many other,
and in turn the influence they had upon John Muir. This eventful
adventure shed some light on the Muir myths: that he was anti-social,
only a country naturalist, and that he sought to preserve America's
vast areas in the West so that these could not be enjoyed by his fellow
citizens .
R. U. Johnson insisted that Muir was not a lonely recluse, "and that
he loved companions, and craved good talk, and was glad to have
others with him on his tramps .. . He was hungry for sympathy, and
found it in the visitors whom he piloted about and above Yosemite
Valley - Emerson, Sir Joseph Hooker, Torrey, and many others of an
older day or of later years, including Presidents Roosevelt and Taft.'' •
Foremost among Muir's friends was John Swett. The voluminous
Muir literature seems to avoid any mention of this; the Swett Journals
and papers are full of descriptive notes of the adventures that these
two men had together in the course of their long friendship .
Before meeting Swett, Muir had heard much from his friends, the
Carrs and others about the "Frontier California schoolmaster, " of San
Francisco who, as a teacher, principal and Yankee "Civil War
California State Superintendent of Public Education,'' had fought early
California corruption in politics, and "had built up a school system
throughout California that was regarded as a model for the whole
country." Muir' s friends too, had told him about Mary Tracy Swett,
whose family had opposed her marriage to a mere schoolmaster, but
she married him anyway and took in struggling young artists and
writers as boarders to help meet expenses . Muir and Mrs. Swett were
later to become life-long friends. In his autobiography, John Swett
described his first meeting with Muir: "In the winter of 1874 I first met
John Muir in the city of Oakland, where I found him engaged in writing
an article about his studies in glacial action on the Sierra Nevada
mountain range . We at once established a close friendship, which has
continued unbroken for more than a third of a century."'
Whenever he could Muir would flee the city and civilization
shouting. ''I'm wild once more,'' and climb the high Sierra to his glad
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''reunion with the winds and the pines . '' • But he would soon return to
the Bay area of San Francisco, tired, lame, and often suffering from
the results of the free zing weather. He lived while city-pent in the big,
three-storied house at 1419 Taylor Street, the San Francisco home of
the Swett Family, on and off for almost five years. He liked the Swett
Family, spent much of his life with them, even though he often
complained about "the hooks of civilization ." Muir had had a passing
relationship with John Burroughs, Ralph Waldo Emerson, even
President Theodore Roosevelt, but his every-day life was spent with a
small group of friends whose advice and help he valued highly. Muir
wrote to Mrs. Carr, whom he regarded as his "spiritual mother" and
"guardian angel,":
Here I am safe in the arms of Daddy Swett, home again from icy Shasta, and richer
than ever in dead-river gravel and in snowstorms and snow. •

Linnie Marsh Wolfe overtly recognized the important influence
that John Swett and the Swett Family had had on John Muir and on
his career. This writer wisely pointed out that: "John Swett, who had
a genius for fostering prophets, was that with his abilities channeled,
Muir was capable of great achievements. He proposed, therefore, to
take him in hand, as he had already taken Henry George." ,. Swett
helped Muir with his writings, spending hours over Muir' s
manuscripts, helping Muir to revise his style, and also gave him
suggestions on how to improve his speeches. Swett once wisely
cautioned Muir in his early writing days : "Write as you talk. Stop
revising so much . You make your style so slippery a man can't stand
on it.'' 11 It was during the time that Muir lived with the Swetts that he
did some of his best bird and beast studies on nature. John Swett and
William Keith, the California painter, who like Muir, was born in
Scotland, would often drop into Muir's room two or three evenings a
week and help Muir with the drawings in his manuscripts for the
"Overland Monthly," or the "Harper's Magazine ." Keith had an
artist's eye for sketches, and his advice proved to be invaluable even
though Muir often complained about Keith's tendency and leaning
towards impressionism. Keith insisted that Muir should develop this
style in his sketches. Often the three men, Keith, Muir, and Swett
would argue far into the night, and "Muir had so mellowed in his
habits by this time that he smoked a pipe along with his friends, and
the room became a blue haze.'' " Both Keith and Swett urged Muir to
send hi s writings to Eastern magazines, and so gain a wider
audience . Muir's review of Keith's landscapes started a buying rush
that soon made the artist wealthy.
Many critics praised Muir's writing style, and claimed that Muir
enjoyed writing. This is not completely true . Muir found writing
painful and tedious . When he found it difficult to write something he
would often come downstairs and regale the Swett Family with nature
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stories. and tales of his wanderings in nature. Mary Swett "being a
wily woman. would egg him on with questions. Then, when he was
fairly launched, and the genius within him in fine fettle, either she or
John Swett, her husband, would say: 'Now John, go upstairs and
write that down just as you have told it to us.' " " With this kind of
stimulation and eager audience Muir soon found writing to be less
painful. and soon acquired a masterful style of writing which he
shared with thou sands of Americans.
During the spring of 1875 the three musketeers, along with J .B.
McChesney, planned the summer trip to the Yosemite. With the first
touch of fine weather Muir announced to his colleagues that the
mountains were calling him, as they always did . It did not take
much stimulation for Muir to flee from civilization and its oppressive
demands. In a Rousseauean sense Muir considered man's social
civilization an unnatural. indeed, an artificial way of life.
John Swett wrote a short but accurate account of the route of the
1875 Summer Trip to Yosemite . In his Journals, Muir titled it: "A
June Storm Enjoyed on a Trip to the High Sierra with John Swett,
J .B. McChesney, and William Keith, June 18, 1875."" In his
autobiography . John Swett wrote :
14

In June following we made our visit to the Yosemite Valley, secured our outfit of
saddle horses and equipment for camp life, and started on a four weeks (six) trip into
the high Sierras above the valley. We did our own cooking and had no guide except Mr.
Muir. We camped near the 'soda springs' in the Tuolumne meadows; crossed through
the Mono Pass Down Bloody Canyon to the dead sea of Mono Lake; thence struck
southward along the range for forty miles, and then climbed upward into the
mountains and encamped for several days in a glacial meadow nine thousand feet
above sea level. in the loveliest little mountain nook that my eyes ever beheld. Thence
we ascended various mountain peaks , returning at night to camp. On our return trip we
visited the Lyell glacier. Under the instruction of Mr. Muir, every day was crowded
with the richest and rarest of lession. 16

The 1875 trip to the Yosemite proved to be an eventful one . The party
ran into a severe storm , and sought shelter in a cabin at Gentry's on
the north rim of the Canyon . In his Journals, Muir wrote : "The clouds
at this moment somewhat broken and Mack (sic) and Swett were
inclined to advance , but Keith broke up the weather council,
declaring with a scowl and a flash of savage wit blacker than any of
the clouds in the sky , and with a voice like thunder, that it .was
"perfect madness for poets , painters and mountaineers to seek the
darksome.
dripping , snow-dusted woods
in
such
wild,
woeful weather." "
It was on this trip, and one later that summer that Muir observed
the damage that the sawmills and the fires started by sheep men were
causing to the forests . 18 He continuously called this to the attention of
the Legislature, but nothing was done about this severe loss. During
the trip . John Swett kept reminding Muir of his writing
responsibilities, and Muir remarked with good humor: "John Swett,
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who is brother now, papa then, orders me home to booking. Bless me,
what an awful thing town duty is .",. Muir did do some writing about
the 1875 trip , and in his letters to the San Francisco Evening Bulletin,
he showed how the wilderness had taken hold of his imagination.
Muir observed : "Throughout all this glorious region there is nothing
that so constantly interests and challenges the admiration of the
traveller as the belts of forest through which he passes ." "
Muir was most fond of the sugar pine ("Pinus Lambertiana") and
often referred to it as the "King of the pines." He later was to
become enamored with the redwood forests which he called "forest
churches." Slowly, and with the help of his life-long friends, men like
John Swett and Keith, Muir was educating himself to become a
nineteenth -century ecologist, a defender of the Sierra forests, and in
time he would become "an avatar of all that the Sierras promised ." "
In his The Mountains of California, John Muir has a section titled:
"How Best to Spend One's Yosemite Time - One Day Excursions, No.
1," and it was this type of itinerary that Muir followed on the 1875
trip because he felt that this was a special treat for his friends . No one
knew the m-o untains and the valleys of this area better than Muir." In
his Journals of the 1875 Trip, Muir, always an astute observer, wrote:
"We rode through the dripping pines and -snowflakes, and
hailstones , Swett with a subdued clerical composure, and Mack
(McChesney) in his abundant clothing snug as a beetle." 23 On this
trip, Keith the painter, sketched several of the landscapes which later
were to be immortalized by his paintings . "' After the storm the
campers left the shelter of the cabin and traveled through what Muir
called "the Sierra gardens," really the right lateral moraine of the
trunk glacier of Yosemite Creek, where they camped again . In his
Journal, Muir wrote :
Paterfamilias Swett stands around waving his arms like a pine tree ___ Mack catches
Coleoptera. washes his fingers, and cooks _ Mack (J _B_ McChesney, a school
administrator) is a rigid disciplinarian, as many an Oakland scholar and teacher will
testify _ It is shown here in the rigid scouring he gives the cups of the camp. Whether
contact with the summits, glaciers, and granite will make him more tense or more lax
will soon be determined_ 25

In Muir's Journals there is a colorful description ofthe camp dated
June 19 (nd), titled "Additional Notes Upon the Trip to the High
Sierra (in Grand Tuolumne Canyon), in which Muir labeled Tuolumne
as "a sleepy hollow." His journalistic accounts of the Windstorm at
Mono Lake revealed his ability to fashion stirring literature out of
realistic adventure . He had the pen of a poet and the soul
of a musician .
In his account of the Windstorm Muir painted a vivid and wild
picture of the grandeur of nature unspoiled by man - he wrote :
The party of three that I led through the pass to Mono Lake, were eager to sail its
heavy waters and visit the islands. We borrowed an old waterlogged boat from a
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nomad who was stopping there for a while ... A sail on the lake develops a group of
pictures of rare bea uty and grandeur. Long ranks of snowy swans on the dark water,
clouds of du cks enveloped in silvery spangles. The mighty barren Sierra rising abruptly
from the waters to a height of seven thousand feet . and stretching north and south for
twenty miles with rows of snowy peaks. Ranges of cumulus clouds swelling in massive
bosses of pearl . cloud mountains and rock mountains equally grand and substantial
in appearance. 26

The campers got caught in a quick storm and hastened to find refuge
on one of the islands composed of hard lava and loose ashes. They
camped on the island in the bitter cold and when the storm finally
abated after midnight they rowed the seven miles through heavy
waters to the mainland. Muir enjoyed this wild adventure, but Keith,
Swett and McChesney were glad to get back to the camp which was
really an old abandoned hut "in the possession of wood rats." Muir's
comment on this was "Yet it was a house, and all city visitors must
have a roof over their heads." 27
The four campers remained friends for many long years - enjoying
each others company, and sharing their joys, ideas, and sorrows."'
The trip to the High Sierra only seemed to cement their friendship, as
though nature and the wilderness was the cohesive element that tied
all humanity together.
In his later years th e 'Patriarch of American lover of Mountains,"
as James Bryce once called John Muir, married Louise Stenzel , and
settled down in Alhambra Valley, near Martinez, California. To add
to his satisfaction and delight John Swett, his old friend, was now his
neighbor. having bought the adjacent ranch above his, only a stone's
throw away.,. Unfortunately, William Keith had died (April 13,
1911 ). and the passing of this friend, who along with John Swett had
been closer to him than all his other friends, left Muir with
a heavy heart.
Muir's great pleasure now was his daily stroll and talkfest with
John Swett. Their daily program was simple.
Every morning they met at a certain time on the borderline between the two ranches,
one hailing the other with some trivial remark such as 'It 's a fine day . Jonnie.' and the
other contradicting him . This launched their regular forensic exercise over the merits
of the weather and what it would do to the fruit. Their voices rose high and shrill, both
talking at once. until some stranger passing by on the road would think the two old
white-bearded farmers were having a violent quarrel. This preliminary over, they
walked together up to the Swett adobe to sit on the porch and thrash out the affairs of
the nation and the world . 30

Both men received many honors in the declining years oftheir lives .
On May 14, 1913. Charter Day of the University of California, John
Muir and John Swett were recipients of the honorary degree of Doctor
of Laws. Helen Artieda (John Swett's daughter), recalled
the occasion:
I can close my eyes today and see that picture of the Greek Theater on a bright
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summer day . The two Johns ... hats off, white hair blowned (sic) back from their
foreheads by the breeze - two stalwarts, for all the world like the trees they both so
greatly loved.. . 31

Both were very modest men. Despite his many honors, John Swett,
for example, who was always alive to the beneifts of a college
education modestly and in a joking way spoke humorously of the
place accorded college degrees for their own sake; he pointed out that
many, though holding the most dignified titles, could by no means
qualify for the baccalaureate degree in common sense. And, Muir
had after many years at the university fled to "the university of the
wilderness." He had been offered positions at several universities,
but his reply was : "I have been too long wild, too befogged to burn
well in their patent, high-heated educational furnaces .'' 32
On August 22, 1913, after a short petty illness John Swett, "The
Horace Mann of California," died . Muir was stunned! One writer
wrote mournfully:
In the midst of the bitter turmoil, on an August day in 1913, John Swett quietly
slipped out oflife ... As Muir turned away from Swett's grave, he felt lost and alone. No
more daily communings with this best offriends, this alter ego, who had stabilized and
guided him in his young manhood and had labored beside him effectively through all
the years. 33

John Muir died the following year. Before he died he said to a close
friend, "I have lived a bully life . I have done what I set out to do." 34
Twice during his long life-time Muir had the prospects of making a
large fortune, but he turned away from the path of financial wealth to
trod the path of nature. Muir had always admired Ralph Waldo
Emerson. In his old age the "sage of Concord," returned that
admiration when he compiled a list of the men who had influenced
him the most, his list titled "My Men," began with Thomas Carlyle
and ended with John Muir."
Lawrence Clark Powell insisted that if he were to "choose a single
Californian to occupy the Hall of Fame, it would be this tenacious
Scot ... More than any other, he was the answer to that call which
appears on the Courts Building in Sacramento: 'Give me men to
match my mountains!' " "'
In Kevin Starr's brilliant analysis of California he argued that John
Muir was a better naturalist than either John Burroughs or Henry
David Thoreau. Starr concluded:
Throughout the years of struggle, as dedicated Californians sought to put
conservation of their environment on an intelligent and systematic basis, John Muir led
the way, prophet and warrior-priest. In this prophetic role Muir resembled Henry
George (whom he used to meet at John Swett's house on Taylor Street when he spent
the winters in San Francisco) and Josiah Royce. All three men responded to a deep
California hope; that a regional heritage could be defined and preserved. 37

If someone were to ask Muir what his occupation was he would
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probably have answered: ''An observer of nature.'' But he was more
than this . Strongly influenced by his California friends, men like John
Swett who urged Muir to put his thoughts into writing, and men like
William Keith who helped Muir develop his graphic skills, Muir
became in turn a scientist, a poet, a mystic, a philosopher, a
humorist. and even as Neil Morgan called him "a publicizer.""' Like
John Swett he was, of course, first and foremost a humanitarian
concerned with the human condition. In essence Muir seemed to have
looked into the near future and his ecological warnings appeared to
be saying: "We have met the enemy and he is us!"
Unlike the modern campers with their heavy organizational
baggage and multi-complicated modern materials, Muir lived simply.
All Muir needed for an expedition was an old sack with some tea and
bread, and he once described his pack as "unsubstantial as a
squirrel's tail." 39 He traveled in the mountain wilderness for weeks
at a time without a gun, and never suffered a serious accident, nor
was he ever attacked by any of the forest animals. This reminds one
of Ogden Nash's poem "The Hunter," in which he said:
The hunter crouches in his blind
'Neath camouflage of every kind,
And conjures up a quacking noise
To lend allure to his decoys .
This grown -up man . with pluck and luck,
Is hoping to outwit a duck. 40

Muir loved the animals of the forest, and one cannot imagine him
feeding sliced bread to the bears of Yellowstone Park!" He did not
distrust the "waspitality" of the wasp, and had his favorites like the
Douglas squirrel and the water ouzel, and urged Americans to
provide refuge for these forest animals. One wonders what John Muir
would have said when he reached the summit at Mineral King today,
and saw the Disneyland neon wilderness mirrored against the sky . No
doubt he would probably cheer Justice William 0 . Douglas who, in
his vital dissent regarding the construction of the ski resort at Mineral
King contended that all Americans have "a standing before the
federal courts in such suits. '' ••
The early ecologists of the nineteenth century have sounded a
warning to us. Men with the foresight of John Muir, John Swett, John
Wesley Powell, George M . Marsh, Paul B. Sears, and William Vogt
and others told us what was at stake : our survival." Perhaps the
survival of the entire world is now at stake. In his famous poem
Robert Frost observed that some say that this world will end in fire
and others say in ice. But his alternatives do not exhaust the
possibilities. America lulled by four-and-a-half centuries of careless
plenty, especially in regard to the western lands, had begrudgingly
accepted the basic concepts of conservation ... It has grown late . But
if we are not at the brink of a Spenglerian decline, with the conquest
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of the moon as our latest greatest achievement of a highly
technological society, then it is possible that we could be on the very
edge of one of the greatest periods of human history. This, at least, is
the observation of Alvin Toffler, in his remarkable Future Shock .
Much of this credit could be given to those little individuals, the kind
many people that some would call cranks, those who do not pick the
flowers, try to prevent the forest fires , do not destroy the wild
animals, and who continuously fight again st needless dams and
broad ribbons of concrete . This is the sort of small personal action
that a future solid land ethic suggests. Muir would have applauded
this action. and his life's efforts would not have been in vain. This
responsible general civic action in the very near future, if widespread
enough in America, would keep men from destroying the wilderness
which Muir loved, and which is our vital heritage.

*
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And now before going on with my narrative it may be wise to look
back carefully and see just what had been accomplished so far, and
how we stood at this time. When we reached the Mojave the day
before it was exactly one hundred hours, or four days and two hours
since we left our camp on the Rio Virgin, and we had come in that
time something over one hundred and fifty miles, and crossed all the
waterless country of the Mojave desert on our route. But by the time
we got off from our first camp on the Mojave twenty-two hours more
were gone. so we had been then five days on the trail. And now on
looking into the condition of our larder we found that considerably
over two-thirds of what we started with was gone, and according to
our in formation we still had fully one hundred and fifty miles to go. So
there was nothing for it but to tighten our belts and reduce
our rations.
Now when we got off we had our first experience of walking
through the snow. and soon found out that there was other suffering
besides thirst. Our boots had become very nearly worn out, and now
they began to gape fearfully and let the snow in, which melting kept
boots and feet one cold slush all the time. And they finally got so bad
that before we crossed the mountains our party could have been
trailed by the blood on the snow from our chapped and cracked feet.
We pressed on. however, almost without stopping.
All the way up the Mojave River we tramped along through snow,
sometimes six inches deep. sometimes a foot. In some of the high
places the snow would be swept away by the wind which blew very
cold. These bare places would reveal the trail and give us our general
direction. not that it was hard to follow for it kept along beside the
river. which at this point was not a running stream. There would be
stretches of water which would play out leaving nothing but sand for a
time and then again water, and so all along .
My remembrance is that the banks were generally steep and
rugged with little or no valley, a sort of deep channel cut through a
high arid country. It struck me from the quantities of driftwood piled
in places along its banks that this stream, though almost dry now,
must at times discharge quite a quantity of water. Of course my
observation was superficial and my memory is very old. I know that
the country we traveled over seemed very rough and broken, and all
being covered with a mantle of snow. it was out of our power to
pick our way.
We suffered much from the cold at night. After raking away the
snow we would build a large fire and lie close to it; and every night in
our sleep we would keep getting nearer and nearer to the fire until
either our blankets or our clothes would be on fire. This became so
routine that we became quite expert at detecting it quickly. It
mattered not how heavily we were sleeping, the instant we were on
fire we were wide awake and up and would have the fire rubbed out
with our ever handy snow, but only to go through the same
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performance in an hour. So, by the time we reached civilization, we
certainly presented the most bedraggled, most forlorn and most
fi re-scarred appearance that ever was stuck up in a cornfield to scare
away crows. If the whole outfit, men, clothes and bedding, had been
put up at auction I doubt that even the ragman would have bid
on us.
I except my mare, for when she got to the green pastures of
California she improved so rapidly that in my dire need I sold her for
enough to get me two or three hickory shirts, some drawers, some
socks. a pair of corduroy pants and a pair of cowhide boots; and when
I got dressed in these I thought I was splendidly appareled.
And now to return to where I digressed. We toiled up the Mojave
for four days walking through snow in the daytime and raking it away
at night for a place to make our fire and to sleep, and on the fifth day
we crossed the pass of the San Bernardino Mountains. Our trail Jed
from the Mojave to these mountains. and when at last we stood on
their crest they seemed to us the dividing line between Purgatory and
Paradise. Behind us lay miles of uninhabited desert, their only
vegetation the bitter sage.
Before us stretched from the foot of these mountains to the Pacific
Ocean as beautiful a land as the eye of man could wish to rest on, and
to our eyes weary of the eternal wilderness of sand, pebbles and sage,
beautiful indeed was the sight of an endless rolling country,
deliciously green. and covered with a luxuriant growth of oats and
clover growing wild.
The descent of our trail from the mountains was very steep, and we
finally reached the plain by following the bed of a little stream which
made its way between high rocks that in places came so near together
that it looked as if there was hardly room for a wagon to pass between
them. yet all that finally got in on that route certainly did so. 46
In the mountains we met some mules going back with provisions
for the people we had passed .47
Early in the afternoon we reached where our little mountain
stream. whose bed we had been following flowed into the plain, and
here our eyes rested on a sight calculated to gladden the hearts of
men just arrived from Hades.
We saw the richest of green pastures as far as the eye could reach,
dotted with fat cattle and horses. To our right and at no great distance
we saw a house, and toward it we stretched out like the old pack mule
when he scents water ahead . On reaching it we found a small adobe
house inhabited by four Mexicans. One or two of them could speak
English. They seemed to look with some interest at our forlorn
appearance, but when we told them that we wanted to buy food they
told us they had nothing but beef, but that we could have all we could
make use of for nothing, that they did not want any pay for it nor
would they take any .
Five minutes after we had made known our wants two of them had
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mounted and galloped out on the plain where a number of cattle were
grazing, and in a short time they had lassoed a fine beef, and came
tearing back with him charging and rushing about between them;
each had him lassoed. When they got in, we, for the first time
witnessed a specimen of Mexican butchering. I afterward saw it
often . When they got near I saw they were making for a stout post
that was standing some fifty yards in front of the house, and riding up
to it one of them dexterously passed his lasso through a hole in it, and
in another moment the head of the steer was drawn firmly against the
post, and the horse bracing himself held him as if he were in a vise .
The other Mexican dismounting and drawing a short, strong dagger
walked up to his side and at one blow on the top of the neck just where
the head joins it, severed the spinal column and the beef fell
as if shot.
Immediately the four Mexicans went to work and in an amazingly
short time he was skinned and cut up and they loaded us with the
choicest parts and as much as we could carry, and we went to a
wooded creek a short way off. When we reached it we found the
bushes covered with grapes. It was December when we found grapes
growing wild, and at the same time the hills and valleys green with
oats and clover. We crossed the mountains into these fertile valleys
on the Pacific slope in December 1849. Our wagons did not get in
until January. Unlike what it had been like on the other side, the
climate on this side was mild and pleasant.
As soon as we reached the creek we built a fire and went to cooking
and eating, and we kept up this occupation so long, and repeated it so
often, that it is a wonder that we ever lived to eat again; and we
alternated grapes and beef at short intervals through the first half of
the night, and the latter half we spent in doubt as to whether we
would live or die. We were all very sick, and the next morning we
were the most miserable set of men that one could ever encounter. It
is a wonder that we did not kill ourselves. Of course we were without
medicine of any kind. I think probably if we had not found the grapes
the beef would not have hurt us. All that we had eaten that day before
getting to the ranch was one biscuit at daylight that morning, and we
had only had three the day before, and all of them had been baked
about nine days ...
Half-starved and footsore, we were as tireless as wolves, and could
walk all day and part of the night, and not give out, but now we were
barely able to drag ourselves out of camp. In the morning our
Mexican friends pointed out across the plain a large white ranch some
five or six miles off and told us that there we could get all the help we
wanted. We started for it, but we, who only a day before would hardly
have considered five or six miles as anything, could this morning
hardly drag ourselves across the smooth prairie. However, after
awhile we gotthere, and found about the biggest hearted man it has
ever been my lot to meet. I am not claiming a personal acquaintance
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with Mr. Williams . for except the first day we reached his ranch and
told him our errand. I do not remember ever having ten words with
him. But his actions speak for him .
Just as soon a s we had made known our wants he as sured us that
provisions would be sent out to the trail immediately, and by the next
morning ten or twelve mules left laden with provisions for our train .
He would not even talk about payment. And that was only the
beginning of what he did and continued to do. He kept pack mules
running steadily, taking provisions out to those deserts until he had
helped the last emigrant in . And there is no doubt that many of those
of the large train behind us would have perished in the desert but
for him. Nor did he stop there. He requested that all who came in
should come and camp near his ranch, and he gave orders that
enough beef should be killed each day to supply all the emigrants .
At that time there was very little bread stuff raised in that country;
the inhabitants lived largely on meat . and bread was seen only in very
small quantities . But Mr. Williams had a very small water mill near
his ranch where I think most of the wheat grown in that section was
ground into unbolted flour. Now he was sending out daily to the
deserts flour and other provisions to supply the starving emigrants.
But flour was too scarce in the country for him to give it to them after
they got in. in such quantities as he did the beef, but still he ordered
that every emigrant when he first came in should be given one
A /imode. a Spanish measure of about a peck, free.
Mr. Williams was an American who had come to thi s country from
Ohio twenty years before, and had married a Mexican woman
through whom he had acquired most of his ranch . He was said to own
ten leagues square of land. about nine hundred square miles . This
was probably a great exaggeration . although I believe the title to
much of the land in California when it was Mexican territory was in
the shape of old Spanish grants for very large tracts. Whether the
titles resting on these old grants were held valid by the United States'
authorities after California was ceded to this country I do not know,
but no doubt Mr. Williams held through his wife, who had been dead
some years. one of those old grants. He had vast herds of cattle and
horses and droves of sheep , and unquestionably for those days was
very rich . He certainly used his wealth magnanimously ...
In this neighborhood I. for the first time . saw that noble animal the
Spanish sheep dog. He was a large . strong-looking dog . I do not think
it was more than eight or ten miles from Mr. William s ' ranch to the
foot of the mountain range we had just crossed . While the cattle and
horses were kept mostly on the lower plain, the sheep as a general
thing seemed to feed near the foot of the mountain where they might
now and then be visited by a marauding wolf. I repeatedly saw them
feeding peacefully with two or three of these dogs keeping careful
watch around the flocks and apparently herding them together, and
no human herdsman in sight . They never left the sheep at all, slept
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around them at night and stayed with them by day. The Mexicans
told us that these dogs would die in defense of their charge, and that
it was a bold wolf that approached a flock guarded by three or four of
these dogs . They said they were most carefully raised; that as soon as
the puppies were whelped they were taken from their mother and
were afterward suckled by a sheep, and during their puppyhood
never saw their mother again.
After having accomplished the purpose of our errand, of getting
provisions sent back to those we had left behind, there was nothing
for us to do but wait patiently until they got through . It was just about
a month after we got in that Hooker, Shears, Holcome and those with
them got in. The same rains and snows that we had suffered from so
much had fallen also in the desert, and with others that fell afterward
helped them most materially to get across.
In the meantime our little party camped in some low hills near the
ranch and each day two of us would go down to it at a certain hour and
get what beef the crowd of us required. But we stayed pretty close to
our camp as our wardrobe was not very suitable for showing
ourselves in public. While camped here we fell in with the party that
had come in ahead of us from the other train, and we swapped
experiences which were very much alike except that they had escaped
the snow and extreme cold of the Mojave.
So far as eatables went, we had fared about the same. They had
eaten a mule they found left to die beside the road, and we had eaten
our ox. But they had one advantage over us, they had started on their
trip with a dog and we had none . They had no food for the dog, but a
dog can live without food for a long time, though naturally he got very
thin . When they finally concluded that they must eat him there was
very little of him but skin and bone, so feeling that if they skinned him
there would be very little left they singed him and cut him into very
small pieces and boiled him, they said all night, but in the morning
his skin was tougher than when they put it in . They claimed that
broken down mule was a delicacy compared to that dog.
After a while emigrants began to stray in very fast and all camped
around the ranch, and Mr. Williams had beef killed to meet the
wants of all. 50
We began to look very anxiously for our train. We each had left
some clothes with them that we hoped would finally get through. And
just about one month after we got in a few of our wagons arrived.
Our wagons and party did not immediately cross the valley to Mr.
Williams' ranch, but as soon as they came out of the mountains they
turned to the South and camped near the foothills where the
pasturage was very good, determined to stay there long enough to
revive their teams. As soon as they got in they sent us word, and we
joined them. They were camped in a little grove surrounded by the
richest of pastures and by the side of a small stream of cold water.
Altogether they were most pleasantly situated, and we stayed there
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ten days. There was not a ranch in sight and we were almost as much
alone as if we were on the plains we had left.
Just after getting to this place a strange horse came up and joined
us of his own accord . He was so tame that he allowed himself to be
caught at any time, and as he was well broken and a fine saddle horse
and was fat and strong, whenever we had an errand in any direction
we rode him. He had evidently had some very hard usage, and been
turned out to live or die as he might. His back and withers bore the
marks of frightful wounds, but they had gotten quite well, only great
white patches marking where the sores had been. He was a great
convenience to us and we were very glad to have him.
When we moved next I think we went in a southerly direction, and
camped near a ranch belonging to some Mexicans . There were one or
two ranches not far off. One of them belonged to the Alcalde of the
district. I do not understand how it should be that there was a
Mexican Alcalde in the United States territory, but certainly there
was. as we found out soon after. I suppose the United States'
authorities were letting the Mexican officials hold over until other
arrangements were made.
I am inclined to think that our camp must have been near where I
see on the map of today two little places called Colton and Riverside.
There was also within a few miles a village of the tame California
Indians . who in point of dirt and degradation were not far in advance
of the Digger.
And now for the proof that we did have an Alcalde in our
neighborhood. Our stray horse was still with us and none of us
hesitated to ride whenever we had an errand of a few miles. There
was a young man, a teamster named Swain with Shear's wagon . He
was as quiet and peaceable a young fellow as could be wished. One
morning some of Shears' oxen had wandered off and Swain thought
he would take our stray and hunt them up . So he saddled him and
rode away. and he was gone so long that we were beginning to
wonder what had become of him when a Mexican brought a note from
him saying that he was at the Alcalde's under charge of horse
stealing. and begging some of us to come and testify to his innocence.
Hooker, who could speak some Spanish, and several of us went as
quickly as we could to the Alcalde, who was quite reasonable and
accepted our explanation at once and released Swain, but at the same
time told him that it was not safe to ride strays in that country."
And now we got to Swain's story . It seems he was riding merrily
along when a young Mexican, who was pointed out to us and I am
sure that he was the Alcalde's son, galloped up to him and began to
gesticu late violently and talk Spanish very fast. Swain tried by both
gestures and word to make him understand that he did not know what
he meant. At this the Mexican's volubility and pantomime both
increased which only increased Swain's confusion as he did not
understand a word, when in one instant the Mexican settled the
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whole matter with one sweep of a long knife which Swain said flashed
like lightening, and disappeared again. He cut both Swain's bridal
reins close to the bits, and the next moment had lassoed the stray and
was crossing the prairie at full gallop with Swain and his horse
following behind, and he never drew rein until he was inside the
courtyard of the Alcalde's ranch. Luckily Swain had no weapon about
him, or things might not have turned out so well.
Not long after this I had a little adventure out on these same
prairies. I do not remember what I had gone out for, but I was making
my way back to camp and was still two or three miles off when I saw
an Indian, one of the tame Indians of the village nearby, coming at a
run directly for me. Even at a distance he had a singular appearance,
and I cou ld not help thinking that it would be safe to be on my guard. I
was not exactly in the fix that Swain had been when he was lassoed,
for in my pocket I had a short, large bore pistol; and I slipped .my
hand in and cocked it. and with my finger on the trigger I waited for
emergencies . As the Indian approached it became quite evident that
something was wrong; he was foaming at the mouth and gesticulating
wildly, and talking so rapidly that his words were incoherent sounds,
though had he talked ever so slowly I could not have understood him.
When he got up to me his gesticulations and language both became
so violent that I began to think that he was a maniac, and as I had
never seen hydrophobia the fear of being bitten became uppermost.
He looked at me as if he might spring at me at any moment. I felt very
unwilling to shoot a crazy man, but neither did I wish to be chewed up
by him, and I did not intend to be if a bullet could stop him. I kept my
finger on the trigger of my pistol, but after keeping up his pantomime
for a while he suddenly wheeled round and trotted off as fast as he
had come . still gesticulating . I was never more relieved in my life.
I pushed on to camp, and on telling my experience got an
explanation of the whole thing . The rascally old reprobate had come
into camp leading a young squaw by a rope around her neck, and was
so disgustingly obscene in his behavior and proposals that Hooker
and some of the men caught him, and having first cut the rope off the
neck of the squaw and told her to vamoose which she did at her best
speed: they tied him up and gave him what he well deserved, with an
ox whip . and it was just afterward while he was yet smarting from the
ox whip and indignation, that I met him. What his intentions were
when he ran up to me, or what he was trying to say I have no idea.
These Indians living in villages scattered through this ranch
country were about the most beastly degraded races I have ever met.
What they lived on I do not know . I think the rancheros employed
them a little under the surveillance of Mexicans in herding and
handling their cattle and any other menial work they might have to
do. They also gathered regularly the offal of the cattle slaughtered at
the different ranches, and as at that time everyone in that country
almost lived on beefthis amounted to a great deal. They were always
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great drunkards when they could get drink.
I remember an incident which transpired while we were camped
near the Indian village. A number of these Indians had got hold of
some bad whiskey or at least something that would "make drunk
come," which was the main object. They forthwith went on a debauch
which was fast and furious and lasted nearly .all night, until all had
been reduced to a drunken stupor, where each lay as he fell until late
next morning, when one by one they began to struggle back to
consciousness. But after awhile the others found that one of their
number was not going to be conscious any more; he was dead. On
making this discovery they raised quite a lamentation. They gathered
more from the village and went down to a wooded creek nearby and
built a large log pile . And then they brought out what looked like a
large trough with ropes attached to drag it by and put the dead Indian
in it, and dragged him to the log pile and placed him on it, and set it
on fire and burned him up.
And now we must mention something that we learned after we got
into California. It will be remembered that when we were in Salt Lake
Valley the Mormons told us that some oftheir young men had gone to
California to purchase mules and horses to meet the requirements of
the emigrants, but after much waiting we gave it up and started .
They said we would meet the drove on the route, but we did not do so.
We now learned the cause of this failure. The Mexicans told us that a
band of Indians had raided the section and collected and drove off a
very large herd of horses and mules. But they were pursued by a
party of Rancheros who overtook them and killed and captured them
aiL and when their faces were washed the Indians were found to be
white men.
Now we had been at our camp near these Mexican ranches for
some time and by degrees all those who had crossed the plains with
us had left, each gone his own way, and only Shears, Holcome and
Hooker remained. Shears had gotten one of his wagons through .
Hooker had gotten one large yoke of oxen through, and with the help
of Shears' oxen had got through a light wagon that someone had
abandoned and he picked up, leaving behind the heavier wagon that
he had started with . Any wagons that were left were free to anyone;
no one was going back for them. Holcome had gotten one wagon in
but he had not oxen enough to pull it, and when he came in he had
two or three yoke of his cows pulling with what oxen he had left."
Now Shears and Hooker moved their camp to Williams' ranch . I do
not remember whether Holcome went there or stayed behind when
we moved. I know he separated from us in this neighborhood, saying
that he was going to settle in this country . I never heard anything of
him afterward.
Before this Hooker, Hessie and I were messing with the Shears,
and we all went to Williams' ranch and stayed there . Shears still
owned one wagon and a team, and Hooker had added a yoke to the
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one he had got through, so that he had a wagon and two yoke of oxen,
which was enough to pull a light wagon. And their plan was to travel
up the coast with their wagons just as we had been doing on the
plains. only now it would all be through the finest grazing country in
the world, and we could buy provisions when we required them.
This was all plain sailing for them , but it was not so much so for
me. By the best information we could get it was some six hundred
miles up the coast to Sacramento City, and while they had wagons
and money enough to pay their way, I had neither. I had spent the last
of my money in getting ready to leave Salt Lake Valley. I had found a
few clothes with the wagons when they got in, and with what I got
with the money the mare brought me, I had enough to be decent.
I sold the mare to Hooker, and she finally went through with us to
the mines. Hooker insisted that being out of money made no
difference, and that I must travel with him just as we had been doing
and that he would keep an account of what my portion of the expense
was. and that I could pay him when we reached the mines . I finally
agreed to thi s but insisted that he should take my watch and keep it
until I paid him. It was worth two hundred and fifty dollars. He
objected strongly, but I insisted that it was the only terms on which I
would accept his offer, and so it was finally settled .
After staying a short time at Williams' ranch we moved to Los
Angeles . I think it was about fifteen miles from Williams' ranch, but I
may be mistaken about this.
While in Los Angeles I had my first sight of what afterwards was a
very familiar one, a Monte table with its piles of gold and silver most
alluringly spread out, ready to be gathered in by anyone lucky
enough . I owned but one dollar in the world; one that I had saved out
of the money that I got for the mare . Gradually the conviction stole
upon me that one dollar was not enough to be of any use to me. and
that even two would be better, so I planked down my dollar and
almost immediately I had two . I waited a few minutes and put my
lucky dollar down again, and once again I won, and I thought that I
struck the easiest way to make a fortune that ever was heard of; and I
suppose I would have made it that day in a very short time; but just
then a row started that broke up the game.
I had noticed a large, fine looking Mexican across the table playing
for very high stakes, betting piles of gold at a time. There were two or
three other Mexicans with him and they all seemed very much excited
and talking loudly. As it was in Spanish I did not know what they were
saying, but suddenly I became aware that the words I was listening
to, no matter in what language, were in anger, and there was every
aspect of a fight . At that moment a man, evidently his partner,
stepped up by the side of the dealer and in his hand was a heavy
Colt's revolver, and in a minute the dealer had swept the money from
the table into a canvas bag which he grasped firmly in his left hand,
while in his right appeared another revolver, and they immediately
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backed side by side through a door that opened quietly behind them
and closed as noiselessly. Then pandemonium broke loose, but I was
already getting out ofthat house and I did not stop to investigate what
more transpired. I made my way to the wagons and had nothing to
say about my experiences.
Next day I heard that the row did not end when I thought it did. Th e
gamblers . after putting away their money, either came back or the
parties met somewhere else, and the quarrel culminated in a fusilade
in which two men were badly wounded.
I believe that Los Angeles is now a beautiful city, one of the favorite
resorts of the health and pleasure-seeking rich of our country, and I
can well understand that it should be so, for although since those
early days men may have built a modern city and money embellished
and beautified it, its splendid setting made by God was always there .
Even in my then thoughtlessness and youth the beauty of this country
and its delightful climate impressed themselves on my imagination so
forcibly that time has never effaced them, and even now the wish to
see and compare what is, with what was, often intrudes itself.
My remembrance of Los Angeles itself is a small Spanish town with
a rather sluggish stream flowing through it and with many of the
unattractive features of the average Mexican town of that day, yet
surrounded by one of the fairest lands the sun ever shown on and
enjoying a climate both delightful and health giving . 53
I do not know if the following is strictly true and I do not vouch for
it. but we were told that in this Southern California men never died
from either disease or natural decay; that when they had lived long
enough and felt that they should make way for a younger generation
they had to leave home and seek some other state where the climate
was less health -inspiring. They did acknowledge that sudden death
from rather free handling of weapons was not entirely unknown .
I have read of some delightful resorts near the mountains where
even the people of Los Angeles go for a change at certain seasons . I
feel almost sure that they must be just at the foot of the pass through
which we came, or in the neighborhood of our long camp not far from
the Mexican Alcalde's ranch ...
After staying a short time near Los Angeles we moved down to the
ocean and camped on the very shore of the Pacific. And here a new
surprise awaited me. I had grown up on the seacoast of Georgia and
was familiar with the shores and inlets of that portion of the Atlantic
coast. But different indeed was it with its chain of sea islands and
broad stretches of marsh and river cutting the mainland off from all
immediate connection with the ocean. On this California coast the
rolling hills and green pastures extended to the very water's edge,
and the growth of wild oats and clover only stopped where the waves
ofthe ocean broke on the shore. And instead of our shelving beaches
here were, or at least it appeared so, rapidly deepening water and no
surf at all that I remember. And at what seemed to our eyes a short
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distance. but what I now suppose was twenty-five or thirty miles off,
some high mountainous islands that very much excited my curiousity .
I do not remember that we saw any at this place but farther up the
coast we saw whales disporting themselves not so very far out
to sea. 55
About this time we met two men who had come down to this
country to purchase a drove of beef cattle to drive up to Sacramento
City. and Hooker. Hessie and I soon struck up a bargain with them .
We agreed to assist them first in collecting their drove and then in
driving it to Sacramento City, they of course furnished us with horses
and paid our expenses during the drive. This does not look like very
good pay but at this time there were a number of emigrants stranded
down in this country who would have embraced such a chance of
getting up to the mines free of all further expense. The work suited
me because I much preferred riding to walking and I did not mind
driving the cattle, and it enabled me to be independent of
outside help.
Hooker sold his wagon to the drovers, and as he wished to keep her
he rode his own mare, and Hessie continued to drive the wagon which
now became our commissary wagon . They bought a horse for me, and
Hooker, the two drovers and I drove the cattle while Hessie drove the
wagon and did the cooking. Of this party I was of course much the
youngest and it was but natural that any extra work in the driving line
fell to me. Luckily riding was second nature to me and I was more at
home on horseback than anywhere else for I am pretty sure that I did
twice as much riding as any of the others .
After our bargain was made we immediately started on our work.
The wagon went back to the neighborhood of Los Angeles where it
would be necessary for us to get provisions, and it waited there for us.
The drovers had bargained for cattle a little farther south. We went
there and soon we had a drove of one hundred and fifty large
long-horned steers . These California cattle were very large and had
the most immense horns that I had ever seen; they may not have been
longer but they were much larger around and heavier than any horns
I had ever seen on Texas cattle.
When once we took hold of our drive we had our hands full. The
driving of a hundred and fifty half-wild steers, while keeping them
from mixing with the natives through a country where there were
numbers of other cattle always in sight to attract their curiosity, and
be attracted by them, was no soft job, and we had about all we could
do especially in the first few days .
At first we made very long drives trying to tire the cattle so that
they would be quiet at night. At the end of the first day's drive there
had been an enclosure secured where we penned them in for the
night, but I do not remember that we ever did so again on the whole
route. We drove them until near night , stopped them in good pasture
long enough before dark to let them fill themselves, during which
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process one or two of us rode slowly around them to keep them from
straying and when they were full and ready to lie down herded them
together. And as soon as they lay down we too, having eaten, lay
down by them and slept while they slept and rose when they got up .
As a general thing if they had been fed well before they went to bed
they would keep quiet until just before day when they would all begin
to stir, and we had to stir with them. Some nights they got restless
soon after midnight, and then we always had trouble . And sometimes
when day broke we would find that some of our charges had slipped
away in the dark, and then it became the duty of the youngest of our
outfit to scour the plains till they were found.
In this we were very fortunate as in the long drive from south of Los
Angeles to Sacramento City, we traveled nearly six hundred miles,
and we lost only three or four in all, and one of them was drowned in
the Salinas River.
A good part of our way was along the coast, in some places along
the very shore of the ocean. I do not know exactly how long we were
making this drive because in those days I kept very little account of
time, but I am sure we were a good long time for we drove slowly as
the drovers wished to keep their cattle in good condition . To me
personally every mile of the road was a pleasure ride. I did not mind
the rough life; I was well-mounted, and both the climate and the
country were delightful. As a general thing one day was much like its
predecessor; but there was always the horse, the bracing air and the
greensward, three good things, which when possessed unitedly by a
healthy boy of nineteen ought to go far to produce content.
Of incidents by flood or field I remember but few. One, however,
which comes to mind at this moment and illustrates how often ''pride
comes before a fall,'' I will relate. We had been on our drive some two
or three weeks and it had been agreed that we required a spare horse
or two which we were looking out for a good opportunity to buy, when
just after we stopped for the night a Mexican dashed up on a
handsome bay mare and enquired if we did not wish to buy, and as he
offered her quite reasonably , a bargain was struck. I noticed that
before dismounting he leaned forward and dexterously slipped a
blind that was attached to his bridle over her eyes and it was kept
there until saddle and bridle were off. The lasso round her neck was
sold with her. And she was picketed out with the other horses.
Ten minutes afterward three Mexicans rode into camp. On seeing
the mare they became very merry and so hilarious that they almost
rolled out of their saddles with laughter, and kept calling out in a
mixture of Spanish and English ''no van a, no good, mucho diablo, no
ride, no ride ." Our employers who had paid their money for her
began to look pretty blue, and the Mexicans on being interrogated,
told them that she was well known as being absolutely irreclaimable .
I, however, insinuated I am afraid a little boastfully, that as the
Mexican had ridden her I saw no reason why I should not. But the
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next morning when I got to her it took our whole outfit to get nearer
than the length of her lasso, and when by main force we did finally
conquer her. we had to blindfold her until we got the saddle and
bridle on, and I got into the saddle. Then when the blind was removed
she stood as rigid as if she were made of cast iron . I tried gentle
persuasion, but without avail. Then I drove the spurs into her and
immediately some sort of earthquake took place; just how many times
or how high she flew or how hard and fast she came down I do not
know , but I do know that after a short time we parted company, and I
came to the ground while the mare skimmed over it.
Up to this time we had not seen our three Mexicans but they must
have been watching the fun for in almost a moment they were after
her and had lassoed and brought her back, and now having
volunteered their assistance they commenced immediately, as they
expressed it, to beat the devil out of her . One held her fast by the
lariat to the pommel of his saddle, while the others kept her racing
around using a whip on her every time she slackened speed, until she
was lathered in sweat and pretty tired . Then she was blindfolded and
saddled and I got on again, and I rode her all that day and never got
off until evening, and by that time she was well broken and we felt we
had every reason to congratulate ourselves on our success .
But next morning when I went to get her she was, if possible, worse
than before. Only after going through the same procedure that had
been followed by the Mexicans the day before, and which indeed they
assured us was the only thing possible to be done, did I get on her.
And once on her I had to stay all day; I could not even get down for
dinner . By night she was always good, yet each morning we had the
same fight on. I rode her every day for about ten days, and at the end
of that time there was no change. She had never thrown me after the
first time; however, by this time things were getting monotonous, the
whole outfit was tired, and one day I noticed some emigrant wagons
camped by the roadside and one of our drovers in earnest
conversation with one of the emigrants, and on my coming opposite
he hailed me and when I rode up he told me that he had sold the mare
to these men and that I would have to make out with one of
the other horses.
I suppose they noticed that I had slipped a blind which I had
arranged on my bridle, in imitation of the man who first brought her
to our camp, over her eyes before dismounting and taking off my
saddle and bridle, as one of them remarked that she seemed a little
skittish . Our drover admitted that she was just broken and that it
would be well to be careful with her for a little while. They expressed
themselves as quite competent to manage her, and we left her with
them and never saw or heard anything afterward.
I only hope she did not break any of their necks for she surely was
as the Mexicans said "mucho diablo ." When she was at one end of a
lasso and you at the other if you threw a piece of an old bag or an old
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felt hat or anything of the kind toward her she would rise on her hind
legs and strike it with her fore feet while it was still in the air , and if it
fell short of her she would jump on it with her fore feet.
And now while I have a very good general impression of the
country through which we rode from Los Angeles to Sacramento City,
still there are not a great many points of special interest that remain
very distinct in my memory. On the route one thing that impressed
me very forcibly was the size and solidity of the old Spanish Missions
that thickly dotted the land. It showed well with what a firm hand the
church of Rome took hold of it; and it showed with what indomitable
energy and perseverance the monks and friars who executed this
work must have been endowed , to put up such buildings in a land
thousands of miles from civilization and inhabited only by Indians .
After leaving Los Angeles the first place that I remember being
much impressed by was Santa Barbara . This place was specially
impressed on my memory by the splendid olive trees that I saw there.
Up to this time although I had seen several of these old missions and
looked upon them as wonderful monuments to the energy and
indomitable will ofthe church which they represented, still I had seen
no indication of any attempt at cultivating the soil. but when we
reached Santa Barbara all this was changed. There were the remains
of what must have been most magnificent gardens and orchards .
There was a grove of olive trees so large that at first I did not
recognize them and at a distance took them for oaks. The dates, figs
and grapes although apparently unattended looked flourishing, and
there were the remains of peaches and other fruit trees . Besides
these there were evidences of large fields having been in cultivation.
These proofs of a former agricultural industry drew our attention
more forcibly from the fact that up to this time we had seen none at
all. Beef. and beef alone. had constituted the industry and almost
entirely the diet of the average Mexican inhabitant of this country .
After leaving Santa Barbara we traveled through a rather more
hilly country than we had been in . After a while our road led through
a range of mountains or rocky hills and we passed through a gorge
only little wider than the road itself. the rocky sides rising so high that
it required some effort to climb them . and here we got quite a shock.
Two nights before. after we had stopped for the night a boy looking
about eighteen or nineteen and walking in the same direction we were
going overtook us and asked if he could stay at our camp that night.
He was a stout well -grown fellow. evidently English, and I set him
down as a sailor who had probably run away from some craft that had
touched along the coast. He slept by our fire and we gave him supper
and breakfast and while we were getting ready to start he pushed
along ahead of us and we thought no more of him. But while passing
through these hills one of our party climbed up a little way among the
rocks and a minute after we heard him shout, and on going to where
he was we found the poor English sailor lying dead. He was tied like a
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hog and lying on his side with a bullet hole above the ear. Whether
the poor fellow had a little money and was killed for it or whether he
had tried to steal a horse and was killed for that we could tell nothing
about it . We had no tools and the ground was almost like rock, but we
scraped a shallow grave and put him in it.
Our road for the past few days had been through a much wilder and
more unsettled country; and when we got out of this gorge our road
descended a slope scattered over with ragged and wind torn oaks and
near its foot stood a building that looked like it had been an old
mission." but it was inhabited by the most questionable looking lot of
Mexicans that I had met since entering the country. We saw no large
herds of stock that would require so many herdsmen, but there was
quite a number of Mexicans riding and loafing around and I felt sure
that some of them could have explained the sailor's death .
The old chap who owned the ranch had nothing angelic in his look,
or as we soon found out in his temper. One of our drovers went to buy
a horse from him . The bargain was made and the horse about to be
turned over to him, the money being counted out on the table, when
the drover asked for a bill of sale for the horse . Whether the old fellow
thought that asking for a bill of sale was an insinuation that he meant
some fraud or not , I cannot say, but in one moment he became
absolutely furious and raved until it looked as if he might burst a
blood vessel, and although it was all in Spanish, I am sure it was not
Spanish prayers that he was pouring forth . We got no horse, and we
were glad that it was not late in the day as we thought it wise to get
out of that neighborhood before dark, and we not only did so but also
kept pretty well on the alert during the night .
After that I remember nothing of any moment until we reached the
Salinas River except that we passed through a good deal of unsettled
and rather mountainous country. But after reaching that river from
there on our course was through rather level, well-settled country.
The Salinas was the first river of any size that we had encountered
and we had some trouble getting over it. The cattle had to be swum,
and when we drove them in they took the water without any difficulty
and it looked as if they were going right over. But in the very middle
of the river they struck a sand bar on which they could just touch
bottom and was only large enough for them to find footing; and they
immediately began to walk around in a circle on it and rear up on each
other's backs. It began to look as if they would drown each other; and
one did get trampled down and drowned.
Under these circumstances I volunteered to go in to them, and
getting as long a pole as I could use I swam my horse into them,
yelling at them. As soon as I was in reach of the nearest striking right
and left, and in a very short time I had them in swimming water, and
they went over to the other shore and I followed and herded them on
the other side. I was some time in my wet clothes, and these of the
scantiest, before any of the others got over. They crossed on a sort of
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ferry raft leading their horses. There was a ranch near where we
landed and the plain was scattered over with cattle so I had to move
pretty lively to keep ours from mixing with them .
When we reached the San Joaquin we found a good cattle ferry and
we and the cattle were all ferried over."
All along our route we had seen more or less of Mr . Shears and his
family as traveling the same route we often passed and re-passed and
sometimes camped near each other. We reached Stockton at the same
time and there we left him as he made up his mind to go into business
there . I believe he intended to keep a hotel. I think that had been his
business before he left the states. I have never heard anything of him
since. However. I hope he and his did well. They were always kind
and considerate to a strange boy among strangers. 58
From Stockton we went straight to Sacramento reaching there the
fifteenth of April 1850. one year to the day from the time when I left
my father's home on the coast of Georgia.
And now I had to determine what to do . I had my grandfather's
letter of credit on Mr . Hall McAllister of San Francisco, but I did not
feel like using it. It had been given to bear my expenses while with
Major Fremont and as he was no longer exploring the wilds of
America . but had gone into politics. and as I was not going near him I
concluded not to use the money . Our drovers offered me eight dollars
a day to stay with them . which at least showed they had appreciated
my services . but the love of adventure was still too strong to allow me
to stop and herd cattle for a living. But as I had determined not to use
the money in San Francisco. I must go to the mines and earn my
living there. and forthwith I arranged to do so. ••
Hooker purchased a prospecting outfit and packed it with a little
provisions on his mare: and he, Hessie and I started for the mines.
We knocked about in the mining country for some time prospecting.
and digging a little in several places with no very brilliant success .
In each part of this country something new and wonderful met our
eyes . Up to this time we had been admiring the splendid grazing
lands and its rich soils; now in the mountains we gazed with wonder
at the huge pines and redwood trees that towered above us. The
straight trunks of the former resembling giant columns reaching
toward the sky and surmounted by immense green tops studded
thickly with large, beautiful cones. Of course, my description of the
trees of California at this time is an old story but I am giving my
experience of a time when everything pertaining to California was
new. I would not attempt to give either the height of these trees or the
size of their trunks, but they were magnificent. I remember camping
beside a fallen log so large that two men on opposite sides on
horseback could not see each other across its trunk.
Not having struck anything very rich we finally drifted down to a
creek called Weber Creek, where there were a large number of
miners at work . Every foot of the creek bottom was gold-bearing, and
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new claims were being staked out every day so we staked out our
claims and prepared to go to work. 60
Just then Hooker got a proposition to join some friends of his from
the states in a work of considerable ' magnitude which they thought
would pay handsomely, but which would require considerable capital.
They expected by building a dam and digging a canal to turn the
course of a river for some distance, and were to realize large returns
from the deposits in its original bed. Hooker knew that I could get in
San Francisco money enough for my part of the expense and
suggested that I should go in with them, but the thing did not appeal
to me . I saw a certainty of a long wait and considerable expenditure,
and I thought it a little doubtful if commensurate returns were so
sure. Besides which I did not want to draw money from San
Francisco. I already owed Hooker about a hundred dollars, and
although he made light of it I did not wish to increase the debt . I did
not let it worry me as I insisted that he keep the watch until it was
paid . And now I, too, got a proposition that suited me much better.
On Weber Creek I made the acquaintance of two boys of about my
own age from Massachusetts . They were both very nice young fellows
and we soon took a liking to each other, and were a good deal together
and at each other's camps. And now they proposed that I should join
them. They had a good tent, and we three lived and worked together
for some time. The larger works where Hooker and his company
worked were only eight or ten miles off and we heard of each other
sometimes. 6' And now Massachusetts and Georgia were living
together in loving amity, which lasted until I left California, and in
both instances the kindest remembrances still rest with me. My two
friends were one from Boston and the other from Springfield. The
name of the boy from Boston was George Farnham and the one from
Springfield was Ned . but I regret that his surname has now
escaped me .•,
Now a little circumstance comes to mind that I must relate. One day
while we three were sitting in the tent I picked up a book from among
George Farnham's things, and he remarked that it was a present
from his mother given him as a keepsake and that the authoress was a
very dear friend of his mother's . I turned to the title page to see who
the authoress was and to my surprise it was great to see that the book
was by Miss Maria Mcintosh, a much valued relative of my mother's
family. who had passed much of her youth on Sa palo Island in the
family of my grandfather Spalding, her first cousin. She was a sister
of Commodore Mcintosh of the United States Navy, and wrote many
charming books.
I think I should give you some account of the mining then done in
California. This was before the days of quartz rock crushing, or any
other mining that required expensive machinery . It was before the
days of big companies , or of wealthy capitalists carrying on extensive
works. Every miner in the country was working for himself. There
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were only two kinds of mining carried on. One, and by far the most
common. was washing the earth of the river and creek bottoms
through a cradle or short trough with little strips nailed across the
bottom, behind which the gold dust from its greater weight collects,
while the earth went with the water out at the lower end of the cradle.
The pebbles and small rocks were stopped in a hopper at the upper
end into which the whole mass dug from the earth was first thrown.
The miner sat generally with his feet in the water and his cradle in
front of him . He rocked it steadily with one hand while with the other
he bailed water with a large tin dipper from the stream into the
hopper until all the earth was washed through and nothing but a pile
of stones was left in it. Then he lifted the hopper and threw out the
stones. and by thi s time his partner should have two buckets of earth
brought from where they were digging ready to dump into the
hopper . and this goes on all day. At noon the top of the cradle is lifted
off and most carefully the deposits of gold and black sand are scooped
from behind the strips nailed across the bottom. This is put into a pan
resembling a good bake pan, and the most skillful of the partners
proceeded to wash it at the edge of the water until nothing is left but
the yellow gold. which was then put into a buckskin pouch, and you
have the currency of the country. 63
At that time you never saw coin used; even in paying for a drink the
pay was weighed out in gold dust. Coin was seen only in the large
gambling houses on the Faro, Monte and Roulette tables.
The other kind of mining that was carried on was what was known
as the dry diggings. In these, shafts were sunk in places where it was
thought gold ought to be deposited. I do not know exactly what the
indications were that pointed out these places, but the miner sunk his
shaft thirty. forty or more feet and no gold was expected until he
reached the bed rock. and there he might find a rich deposit, or he
might find nothing. The gold found in these dry diggings was not like
the little scale-like particles found in the washings on the creek and
river bottoms . but were rough pieces and nuggets. These were
sometimes of large size, but the difficulty in this kind of mining was
the time the miner had to wait for his returns , with the possibility of
none. Still I believe the big hauls were all made here. 64
With the work on the river and creeks there was always something
taken out each day, if only enough to stake him at poker that night,
for if all else failed every miner in those days had to play poker at
night as unfailingly as he had to dig gold in the day. At least on this
creek I knew of very few exceptions . It mattered not where they came
from . or how staid and sober they had been before leaving home, the
air of a mining camp upset all their sobriety as soon as they struck it;
and the singular part was that they all became accomp lished gamblers.
The safety of our innocent young trio lay in the fact that we had
sense enough to know that if we tackled one of these old veterans we
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would be simply clay in the potter's hands to be handled as he willed.
And I am afraid that with me it was not a lofty sense of moral
rectitude that held me back but the certainty of losing my money that
checked me, for when some chap even greener than myself, and who I
thought would be malleable clay in my hands dropped into camp and
bantered me for a game, I usually lost my religion and went to
playing. But I had cut my eye teeth. and I kept safely out of the claws
of the sharp ones. As to my two young friends I do not think I ever
saw either of them play cards, but they were almost the only ones on
the creek about whom I can say this.
We three worked together for some time doing tolerably well. some
days more and some days le ss, but generally fairly well. I am inclined
to think the miners on that creek were averaging about ten to fifteen
dollars a day. some probably made a good deal more while others did
not make as much.
I have forgotten how much was allowed to be staked off as a claim
but I do not think over twenty or thirty feet square , and as all the
earth had to be carried in buckets to the stream to be washed it would
not do to have a claim too far from the water. There was no ownership
of lands in the mining country at that time so a miner could stake off a
claim wherever he chose provided he did not trespass on another
miner's claim .
After staking out your claim the next thing to do was to establish
your cradle on the nearest spot available over the edge of the stream.
There were generally two or three working together, and while one
runs the cradle another wields pick and shovel in the very hardest of
clay and stones and fills the buckets with earth and small stones
which the third man carries one in each hand to the cradle, returning
with the empties and picking up two full ones ready for him. They
exchange work every hour or so as the fellow at the cradle has rather
the easiest time. A claim is sunk down to its exact size until it reaches
the bed rock. generally to a depth of six to eight feet, through the
hardest clay packed full of rocks that ever a pick was driven into. If
anyone thinks it is fun let him try it, or if he would prefer tramping
hack and fo rth with a bucket of earth in each hand he might try that .
When I first came to the creek there was only one mercantile
establishment on it, and I am a little uncertain how to classify it. I
think they called it a hotel and I think it probable that one could have
gotten a meal there. though I never saw anyone take one there in a
solid form. A part of it was a store where you could buy flour. sugar ,
bacon and coffee as well as hickory and red flannel shirts, jeans pants
and playing cards and possibly a few other things.
Most important of all was the saloon where poker could be indulged
in until any hour of the night, or rather morning, and where liquid
refreshment was exchanged freely for either gold dust or nugget.
The customer could also get cheese and hardtack which supplied the
solid part of the menu. This establishment was owned by two
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brothers, very dissimilar in appearance and disposition . They were
both large, strong-looking men, but the younger brother, whose
name was Charlie, was fair-skinned and blue-eyed and always
pleasant-spoken and genial, while his brother, Peter, was a dark,
rather gloomy-looking man, and I do not think ever smiled or took
part in any kind of amusement . He was one of the few who never
played cards, attended strictly to his business and bore the name
among the miners of thinking of nothing in the world but
making money . 65
There was a public road that crossed our creek passing just in front
of this establishment. It was the main thoroughfare to the mining
country both above and below and consequently there were miners
passing and re-passing, some stopping and some going on all the
time, so that little happenings were not uncommon .
One day I was present when there was a little crowd of miners
gathered in the saloon; there were half a dozen or more of those
working on the creek, and several passing strangers had dropped in.
As one of the latter walked across the room a leather strap dropped
from his pocket, and a man on the other side of the room called to
him that he had dropped something, on which he turned round and
picking up the innocent-lookin g strap and regarding it with rather a
sardonic expression of countenance remarked, no doubt for the
benefit of the company, "I paid four hundred dollars for that strap
this morning." This of course, elicited a general exclamation of
surprise, and several wished to know what he did such a thing for . He
explained that he did not do it voluntarily, and while talking he
doubled up the strap and quite inadvertently rolled it up from the
doubled end, saying as he did so that the former owner had rolled it
just that way , and said that no man could put a stick into the loop
formed by the doubled strap, that the thing looked so easy that he bet
the fellow two hundred dollars that he could do it, and when he lost he
bet two hundred more and lost again , that the chap laughed and gave
him the strap, that he knew now that the thing could not be done and
would bet any amount that no man could do it; but he had lost his
money before he had found it out .
By this time he had attracted the curiosity of all present and most of
them were absolutely sure they could do it with ease and in a few
minutes they would all have been making small bets . But at that
moment Peter, who had been studying the coiled up strap very
intently, suddenly stepped forward and laid a heavy bag of gold on
the table saying that he would bet the five hundred dollars in the bag
that he could do it, and called on the stranger to cover his money. The
chap seemed distressed and advised Peter not to throw his money
away as he was dead sure to lose it . But this only confirmed Peter in
his determination to bet, and the stranger with apparent reluctance
lugged out a bag of gold and threw it on the scales. It weighed
something over five hundred dollars, but he laid it by the side of
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Peter's saying, "If you win you may give me back the change ."
The rolled up strap was now held up in front of Peter who studied it
closely for awhile and then inserted his stick and of course, lost. The
stranger reached over and picked up both bags and put them in his
pocket. Peter was very much excited and dared him to double his bet.
The stranger, after some hesitation, took the two bags from his
pocket and laid them on the table. Peter went into the back room and
immediately returned with two bags of five hundred each, which he
put up and in a few minutes had lost again, and the stranger gathered
up the four.
Then pandemonium broke loose . The miners present all declared
that there was some swindle and things began to look threatening .
But at that moment the man who had first called the attention of the
stranger to his having dropped the strap now stepped up to his side
and it was seen that each of them held a heavy Colt's revolver in his
right hand, and the stranger called out in a clear ringing voice,
"Gentlemen, we do not wish to hurt anyone but do not forget that we
have the drop." They backed out of sight, carrying fifteen hundred
dollars of Peter's money with them, and we never saw anything
of them again.
I have since heard that this strap game was an old trick, but if it
was so then it caught a bunch of greenies, not one of whom had ever
heard of it before, and it scooped in poor Peter's fifteen hundred.
Not long afterward there was another happening in the same
saloon, which although different from the first was still characteristic
of the many traps that were always being set for the gold of the poor
innocent miner.
FOOTNOTES
46.

47.

48.

We have noted earlier the gathering of the emigrants at Utah Lake, present day
Provo, in early October 1849, where they decided to travel via the Old Spanish
Trail to Southern California.
In this gathering were three men, William L. Manly, Henry W. Bigler and
Thomas S. Wylly who, although unknown to each other, were destined to survive
the great trek across the continent in '49, and to live to later write of their
adventures.
Manley's and Bigler's narratives have been published, and have made their
authors famou s, or at least well-known.
However, Wylly died before his narrative could be published, and his
manuscript was "lost" for sixty years. Re-discovered, it is now herewith
published for the first time, to take its place beside the earlier narratives of Manly
and Bigler.
And their paths, Manly, Bigler and Wylly, were to cross each other again and
again. From Southern California all three men then made the long trek north to
the gold mines of the "mother-lode" country, and their diaries show us that that
summer all three were mining gold on the American River, yet so far as we know
still unknown to each other.
Thomas Wylly told his grandson that all the while they were feasting on beef
and grapes they sat or lay on the banks of a little stream and let their worn and
blistered feet dangle in the cooling waters.
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Even the murmer and ripple of the running water sounded like sweet music in
their ears. And wonderfully good and refreshing he said it all was.
He added. however. that their stomachs, now shriveled fro m days of fasting,
could not retain the sudden feast . and all threw up their dinners.
In his interesting book. " The Break of Day in Chino ." Edwin Rhodes gives us a
complete record and history of Isaac Williams and the Rancho del Chino.
In the story called "The Ill-Fated '49er Wagon Train," the author, James E.
Servin. tells us that. quote "Henry Bigler and others of his pack train went into
quarters at the Williams ' ranch on the valley floor on December 13. They were
joined on December 22 by the seven wagons led by Jefferson Hunt."
There is a book titled "The Diary of a Forty-Niner." written by Alfred T.
Jackson. edited by Chauncy L. Canfield, and published by Morgan Shepard Co.
of New York and San Francisco.
Both white Americans and Indians from over the Cajon Pass raided the
Mexican ranches of Southern California and drove off horses and mules and
some cattle.
Dr. R. Coke Wood . one of our most highly regarded historians, in his book
" California History" writes of Los Angeles as follows : "Originally the town bore
the impressive name of Nuestra Senora Ia Reina de los Angeles de Orciuncula."
Perhaps alludes here to such places as San Jacinto and Gilman Springs and
Soboba Springs and Glen Ivy Hot Springs, as at that time Arrowhead and other
resorts in the mountains had probably not yet been developed.
These would be the Channel Islands: Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz, Anacapa and
Catalina; all mountainous , all within eyesight of the coast, and all located about
twe nty to thirty miles off the coastline.
This building was probably the old San Miguel Mission, just north of
Paso Robles .
At about this same time William L. Manly, also on his way to the gold mines,
came along this way and at the river crossing he writes: "We crossed the sluggish
stream and for the privilege paid the ferryman ten dollars for toll. The road was
not much used and the ferry business seemed lonesome ."
A search of some old records of early Stockton fail to show any record of the
Shears family. It is possible that the Federal census for 1850 might record them.
We see then that when young Tom Wylly finally reached Sacramento, then the
base or starting out point for the mines, he had been on the trail for exactly one
year; and he was then 19 years. 3 months and 15 days of age.
And from the safe and sheltered life of a Georgia plantation, his last year had
surely been packed with adventure, interest and danger enough to last any man
for a lifetime.
It was fortunate for young Thomas Wylly that in prospecting for gold he
happened to come upon Weber Creek, as it was then one of the richest and most
colorful of all the gold creeks in the "mother-lode" country of California.
Weber Creek . then sometimes called Weaver Creek, where young Tom Wylly
and his partners George Farnum and Ned Sanderson mined in 1850, and where
he and Ned later built their combination hotel -store-restaurant-saloon, is a
tributary of the South Fork of the American River and about six miles south of
Coloma where Marshall first discovered gold.
Here. on film No. 261. under date of October 24, 1850, is recorded the
following: "Thomas S. Wylly; male; 18 years of age; place of birth, Georgia;
value of miner's daily product, "not worked;" value of real estate $700.00."
Thus . through the U.S. census we have definitely identified Thomas S. Wylly
as being here on Weber Creek, October 24th 1850.
We note that the record shows his age at 18 years. The Wylly family Bible
shows that Thomas was born January 21 , 1831; so that on the date of the census
he was actually I 9 years of age.
Here. on film No. 261. under date of October 24, 1850, is recorded the
following. quote : " Edward Sanderson; male; age 20 years; place of birth
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Massachussetts; occupation "Hotel;" value of miner's daily product $5 .00; value
real estate owned $700.00 ."
In his narrative Wylly, writing of his partnership with the two boys from
Massachusetts remembers the name of one as George Farnum and remembers
the first name of the other as "Ned," but he could not remember Ned's last
name. Now this old census record identifies this partner's name as Edward
Sanderson . "Ned" is simply the short or common nickname for Edward.
Here . on this film No. 259, under date of October 24, 1850, is recorded the
following: "George H. Farnum; 18 years old; male, born Massachussetts;
occupation "clerk."
After Marshall fi rst discovered gold in the tail race of Sutter's Mill, January
24th, 1848, he and Henry W. Bigler and others working with them tried to recover
the gold from the creek. beds, but being without experience and without tools
their efforts at first were crude and frustrating.
In Thomas Wylly ' s account of mining on Weber Creek he tells us of the
so-called "Dry-Diggings" nearby. Again, it was fortunate for Wylly, and for the
reader, that in prospecting for gold he happened to come upon this Weber Creek
area, as these so-called "dry-diggings" were destined to become one of the
richest gold producing areas in the whole country.
Here, on film No. 259, under date of October 24, 1850, is the following record:
"Charles Domery; male; age 25; born Pennsylvania; occupation, miner." Also:
"Peter Domery; male; age 22 years; born Pennsylvania; occupation, miner."
This census record verifies Wylly's account of the two brothers, Charlie and
Peter. We note that the census record shows their occupation as "miner." When
Wylly knew them they were operating a store-sloon. It is probable that like almost
everyone on Weber Creek their basic occupation was that of miner. And as Wylly
records Peter still maintained a "claim" although he was not working it.
Also, it will be noted that the census record of Wylly' s former partner George
Farnum is recorded on the same microfilm No. 259, at the same time and same
place as the Domery brothers. This verifies Wylly's account that Farnum left their
partnership to work for the two brothers as a clerk .
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SUBMARINES ON THE DESERT B.C.
(Before Coolers)
By Peggee Standlee Frederick
Did you ever hear of the submarines on the desert that were above
ground but below sea level ? They were used by railroad men for their
home away from home.
How to beat the heat and sleep cool with temperatures rising up to
135° in Indio, California, at lay-over time on the Southern Pacific
Railroad, was a big problem before cooling systems were invented .
(B .C. Before coolers)
About 1876 when the Southern Pacific Railroad (Espee) was built
through Indio , men began dreaming and scheming of some way to
rest cool between runs .
Even though "rails" had no lay-over pay of any kind until 1964, it
wasn't a question of money but the lack of hotels, rooming houses or
any dwellings. All they wanted was just some cool place to crawl in,
sleep and rest.
When Mrs. Leland Stanford, whose husband was one of the owners
of the ''Espee,'' came through Indio one hot summer day in 1890, she
immediately set up a trust fund for a bunk house to sleep 30 men . Far
from adequate for the big crews, the men slept all over - on the
porch or outside on the ground. The upper part of the depot was
always rented out to some railroad family and they maintained it and
rented beds to the railroad men, better known amongst themselves as
fellow "rails."
It is said by reading, "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea"
by Jules Verne (published in 1870), this submarine inspired
the "sub."
The first submarine was just big enough to crawl into, so they
called it a "crawl-in." It was squared off and looked like a coffin .
Then they built something a little better that looked like a turtle-back
and the cooling system was a wet blanket thrown over the top . These
"subs" were about three feet wide and seven feet long, lifted off the
ground like a four-poster bed, with a pad thrown in . All dwellings had
to be off the ground in those days in case of frequent flash floods .
Screen wire was placed over the top to keep out the bugs and let any
elusive breeze in no matter how hot. "Crawl-in submarines" were
found all over the railroad grounds.
Hear-say says two veteran railroaders named Freddy Gagnon and
Dave Stratton built the first "desert submarines." Then, inevitably,
in 1922, an "Espee " engineer really had a cool idea. Robert
Richardson built the first "walk-in" submarines placed on the
railroad-owned land at the Southern Pacific depot grounds. At long
last, a tired, hot "rail" could stand up, walk in, and lie down to
rest comfortably.
The saying "Cool, man, cool," probably originated right then . This
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DESERT SUBMARINE- Artist's rendition of a sketch of the unique cooling device
invented by early Southern Pacific railroad men to combat the summer heat at lay-over
time before the days of evaporative coolers or air conditioners or even electricity and
fans. The idea was to let water run slowly over a blanket covering a corrugated tin
shed. This was a crawl-in type for one. Larger walk-in versions that slept more than one
came later.
Original sketch by Ernest Petzold's grandson Mike Poelstra (1966) to go with story Peg
Frederick wrote about Petzold's 50-year railroad career. Staff artist Naoto Ishikawa,
exchange employe at the Desert Sun, copied original sketch. Staff writer David Smith
re-wrote Frederick's story. All of this was in the "Progress and Nostalgia" edition of
the Desert Sun, Palm Springs Nov. 7, 1977.

submarine was not the nuclear type or the battery powered craft of
World War II, nor was it sea-going. The first system of water cooling
by evaporation was the secret.
It worked like this:
Sheet metal was shaped and rounded like a tin can cut in half,
lengthwise . It was seven feet high and eight feet long and just wide
enough for a mattress . A wooden or concrete floor was built off the
ground two or three feet, held by wood or concrete blocks . They were
to call this a "crawl-in cage," also submarine .
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Wood or Celotex enclosed both ends. Peekholes for ventilation
were cut in the back that could be closed and a door cut in the front .
Four posts held peaked wooden roofing about two or three inches
above the metal submarine. It was covered with flannel or burlap and
water constantly trickled over it from a half-inch pipe that r an up the
back of it, then under and across the sun-shade roof. Small holes were
drilled in the pipe about three or four inches apart so by setting the
water valve properly, water could slowly drip over the cloth covering
and soak it.
But there was one big problem and that was the lack of proper
ventilation and the risk of suffocation . Also the sharp change from
hot dry heat outside to moist heat inside caused colds and pneumonia.
The solution was to cut holes on the side like windows and cover
them with cloth or wood hinged flaps to open or close .
Ernest Petzold. who worked for the ''Espee'' for 43 years out of his
51 year railroad career (now retired), had a home in Indio with a
submarine or "shack" (as they were also called) in his back yard. He
owned another in Yuma because he had a run from Indio to Yuma for
23 years . Coal oil was used for heat in the winter.
During World War II quite a few shacks were built around Indio
because of a housing shortage. A railroad man, Houston (Hute) Letta,
built several on his grounds.
Richardson , the "submarine for the desert" inventor, was killed in
1938 in one of the Southern Pacific's worst head-on collisions, due to
a blind siding at Tortuga near Niland .
A covered wagon brought one young boy with his family to Indio in
the late 1800's. He worked at the "Espee" station in 1906 at the age
of 12. His father was a railroad man and got him a job as a 'callboy. '
He had to give each man his hour and a half call for duty . He recalled,
"that was a job, going around to all the submarines strewn all over
the place and summoning the men to crawl out. I remember 1906 so
well because it not only was the year of the great San Francisco
earthquake but also the year that the Salton Sea, south of Indio,
started breaking in from the Colorado River .
"In those days it used to get unearthly hot and there was no way to
cool off except to fan yourself with a palm leaf or jump in a barrel of
water. Electricity wasn't available out here until about 1912. There
were no fans, no nothing! Say a 'rail' came in at 5 :00A.M . and was
eligible to be back on duty in just a few hours ... where and how could
he sleep in the heat? .. . only in his 'sub' ." (Otho Winter Moore) .
Another enterprising local Indio resident in 1926, ran a service
station and in his spare time built a portable cooler at the back of his
station . Using the submarine idea, he built a fan out of sheet metal,
placed it in a box four by four by eight feet high, covered it with
burlap that he kept dampening with a hose . People came from all over
just to see his wonderful new invention and lingered awhile to cool
off. Travelers from the East stopped to look at it and many had him
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ship them one. He had no patent. (Art Wood). Wood told the
following train tale:
''The chief mode of travel was by train long ago and, in its hey-day,
the depot in Indio was the main 'hang-out' and the only place to go for
excitement or contact with the outside world. The few people in and
around Coachella Valley would come to town just to watch the trains
arrive. When things were dull in the summer heat, the local 'wags'
hung around the station platform for amusement.
"Easterners would step off the train with no air-conditioned room
to run to and be hit by a blast of heat never before experienced.
'How hot is it?' they always asked. The station crowd decided to
give the visitors a big yarn to carry back home. Just before the train
pulled into the station they would hold a match under the station
thermometer, sending it from 130° to the top of the tube. When
passengers asked their inevitable question, the fellows would motion
to the thermometer and say, 'Look for yourself!' You should have
seen those people hustle back into the cars!"
Another remembrance of things past - "My husband was a
railroad man when the Indio depot was the only social center. In the
early 1900's, it was the only place to go to dance, eat and have a good
time . Once, when a trainload of travelers got stranded in Indio for a
week, they had a dance every single night. That was one week that
turned into a 'festive calamity' for everyone . (Edith Mann Ross) .
In 1958, all sub-standard "submarine shacks" were torn down by a
city ordinance. (Tom Ligman was a housing inspector then). There
were 146 west of Fargo Street and they were all around the
bunkhouse where the engineers and firemen slept. There were 96
east of the station where the conductor and brakemen slept after the
caboose was given to the conductor for an office and sitting room.
Before that, the caboose had beds in it. About 40 "sub shacks" met
the standards and were moved to the back of the depot and out of
sight. Originally, they were all in view along U.S. Highway 99 in the
heart of downtown Indio. When shading tamarisk trees were trimmed
down, they were an eye-sore and torn down . The bunkhouse came
down last.
On January 4, 1966, a ''rail'' came in from his run, beaten and tired
and went to his rehabilitated "submarine" that had been moved with
the remaining few to the back of the railroad property and fell into
bed . He slept deeply and undisturbed until morning. When he
stepped outside, he found that the mustard-yellow, wooden, two
story Southern Pacific Depot had burned to the ground in 30 minutes
during the night!
Mystery has always surrounded the demise of the oldest building
in Coachella and Imperial Valleys, just as the exact date of its
origin has.
A trailer was used until the new Southern Pacific station was built.
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DAILY NEWS, Friday, October 15, 1976

TOUCHING UP HISTORY - Peg Frederick of Indio has a unique historical hobby. She
is covering an outdoor wall at her De/get Noor address with offset lithographic printing
plates from The Daily News. And, to make particular articles of interest to her stand
out more, she outlines them with dots of red paint.
- Daily News Photo by Jim Maniaci

It is constructed entirely of metal to withstand fire and heat
of any kind.
Certain coined railroad phrases might die too - like ''whistle
stop ." "jerkwater town," "tank town," "cow catcher" and "Toot
your whistle."

1835 - Railroad construction began
1876 - On May 29th, the first Southern Pacific train arrived in Indio,
California
1910 - The only way to go anywhere
1920 - 20.000 trains served the country
1930 - Depression and fall -off of travel
1934 - The first streamliner
1940 - World War II troops traveled by train
1971 - "The Great Train Robbery" when Amtrak took over
1973 - The close to 100 years of rail operation by Southern Pacific in
in Indio, California
1978 - With the Amtrak passenger train, now there will be no social
distinction if you live on the other side of the railroad tracks .
Names mentioned :
Otho Moore, deceased about 1970
Arthur Wood, deceased 1973
Edith Mann Ross (Mrs. Bailey) Called "The First Lady of
Coachella Valley" as she arrived in Indio at age 11 with her
family. She is the oldest living pioneer in Coachella Valley and
is 92 years old . February of 1978 she sold her Indio home and
moved to Orange to live with a sister.

DESERT SUBMARINE - Artist's rendition of a sketch of the unique
cooling device invented by early Southern Pacific railroad men to
combat the summer heat at lay-over time before the days of
evaporative coolers or air conditioners or even electricity and fans .
The idea was to let water run slowly over a blanket covering a
corrugated tin shed. This was a crawl-in type for one. Larger walk-in
versions that slept more than one came later.
Original sketch by Ernest Petzold's grandson, Mike Poelstra (1966) to
go with story Peggee Standlee Frederick wrote about Petzold's 51
year railroad career.
Staff artist, Naoto Ishikawa, exchange employee at the Desert Sun,
copied original sketch. Staff writer, David Smith, rewrote Frederick's
story. All of this was in the "Progress and Nostalgia" edition of the
Desert Sun, Palm Springs, California on November 7, 1977.
A few walk-in subs still stand in 1978:
Belonging to
Howard Gilbert
Lottie Bliss
Mrs. Agnes Whittlesey

Highway 86 & Oasis
Coachella
Back of corner at King
Street and Miles Avenue, Indio (on property
owned by John Peters)
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By Ernestine Smutny. Book Review Editor
MANIFESTO TO THE MEXICAN REPUBLIC, which Brigadier General Jose Figueroa,
Commandant and Political Chief of Upper California, presents on his conduct and on
that of Jose Maria de Hijar and Jose Maria Padres as Directors of Colonization in
1834 and 1835. Translated . with an Introduction and Notes by C. Alan Hutchinson.
(Berkcky. University of Ca lifornia Press. 1978. 156p .. facsims. , bibliog .. index.
$15.75)
Figueroa's Manifesto al pueblo mejicano was the tirst book published (1835) in
Mexican Ca liforn ia. Hutchinson has prepared a new translation. complete with a
lengthy introduction and copious notes . making available an important work on early
California.
At the time when Figueroa was appointed governor of the California territory. the
territorial administration had just experienced a leadership r:risis. The population was
sulfering from internal dissention. Russian, English. and American expansionists had
their attention tixed on parts of sparsely-settled California. Although colonization of
California was a policy of the Mexicans, regardless of the party in control of the
government. lib erals and conservatives did differ procedurally on the breakup of the
California mission system and the disposition of its wealth. When the events in
Figueroa's Manifesto transpired. Mexican Vice President Valentin Gomez Farias. a
Liberal. was exercising executive power for President Santa Anna, who was on leave.
Gomez Farias was an ardent supporter of the colonization of California and backed
significant legislation toward that end.
Figueroa had hardly assumed his post when a party of 239 Mexican colonists
appeared. unannounced. Its leaders . Jose Marfa de Hl]ar and Jose Marfa Padres,
whetted Figueroa's suspicions. In his heavily documented Manifesto. the governor
detailed the controversy that deve)oped between himself and the leaders of the
colonists. According to Figueroa. Hijar and Padres came north intent upon grabbing
the lands belonging to the Indians at missions established in California in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The forme r would assume political control
of the territory and the latter would become its military chief. At the same time they
would monopolize agriculture and stock raising on the seized lands through the
Cosmopolitan Company. of which they were the creators and top officers. When
Figueroa thwarted tho~e plans. Hyar and Padres widened the circle of conspirators to
include some thugs from the state of Sonora and other dissidents resident in California.
An in tegral part of the latter scheme was revolt in the territory, that . if successful.
would remove Figueroa from office. divide his powers between Hijar and Padres, and
seize lands belonging to the mission Indians. The short-lived uprising was put 1own in
favor of the Figueroa administration. and its leading conspirators. including Hijar and
Padres. were banished from California. Before this matter reached the competent
authorities. Figueroa died.
After researching the quarrel between Figueroa and the colonists' leaders.
Hutchinson has developed a revisionist thesis. contained in copious footnotes to his
translation. Hutchinson implies that Hijar and Padres were not the rogues that
Figueroa and some of his contemporaries believed. He cited numerous contradictions
in the writings of Figueroa (e.g .. note 158, p. 89). While suggesting that the Figueroa
version of the conflict had been generally accepted since the events took place, he
indicates that the Figueroa statement had not been carefully analyzed. It would have
been most helpful had Hutchinson included more evidence in the introduction or in an
epilogue related to his revisionist thesis; he could have noted actions of the principal
California politicians within the context of prevailing conservative and liberal
ideologies of the 1830's. He could also have related events in California to the chronic
political and economic instability in Mexico during its first half century of
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independence. That he could have done so is evident from the bibliography appended
to the translation . which reflects his own dedication to the study of Mexican California.
Publication of the Figueroa work in an English -Spanish edition is most timely. as it
coincides with a proliferation of courses at California schools in bilingual and biculturdl
studies. The work would lend itself to classes in American studies . frontier and
minority studi es. and also legal studies. Manifesto has appeared at a time when th e
American public and the United States Government are demonstrating increased
interest in the historical bases of Indian affairs.
Hutchinson's study will be a valuable a·ddition to library collections of Western
Americana.
Larry Pippin, University of the Pacific
THEW ANDERERS: The Saga of Three Women Who Survived . by Ingrid Rimland (St.
Louis. Concordia Publishing House. 1977. 323p. $8.95)*
Katya Klassen Wall . of German Mennonite background and living with her family in
the Ukraine. sees most of her family members shot by either one group or the other in
the fighting of opposing forces during the Russian Revolution. Katya and her daughter
Sara live through the deprivations and the exiling of many to Siberia during World
War II. During those dark and nearly impossible days . Karin. Katya ' s granddaughter.
is born . These are times of crucial testing of the Mennonite faith in pacifism in the
struggle between patriotism to one's adopted country and one' s conscience in living a
life of piety.
Katya's husband has been sent to Siberia. The rest of the family are at the railroad
depot ready to board the train for Siberia also when German troops liberate them and
there follows a thousand-mile trek to Germany to escape Russian persecution. Karin is
nine years old when she and her family flee across the Berlin's " No Man's Land "
through barbed-wire fences. again to escape from the clutches of the Russians.
Once in West Berlin this small group of Russian Mennonites was found by the
Mennonite Central Committee, which represented church groups in the U.S .A. and
Canada. many of whom were from Russian Mennonite groups who themselves had
migrated in the 1870's and 1880's. and even after World War I. Oma Katya, Mother
Sara, and daughter Karin , with others, migrated to the jungles of Paraguay to start life
anew under the harshest of surroundings.
This is the author 's first novel. She herself is the Karin who fled through the
barbed-wire fences in Berlin. who grew up in a new pioneering colony in Paraguay,
who cried to Oma Katya . "We cannot forever and ever cling to ways of doing things
and believing things just because they have had meaning in Russia!"
The story grew out of the actual experiences ofthe author. It grips the reader with its
vivid portrayal of human experiences under such varying conditions . It has suspense .
and drama. And . throughout. the novel deals with the lives of these three individuals of
Mennonite heritage and their struggle to escape totalitarianism . even at the price of
losing everything to begin life anew in the jungles of Paraguay.
The story closes with ever-turbulent and ever-questioning Karin walking out on
Walter on their wedding day. Subsequently Oma Katya says, "You and I come from a
people whose history is covered with the blood of martyrs. We have been eternal
wanderers upon this earth for conscience' s sake. and we have gone from country to
country searching for a place where we could worship and teach as our conscience
dictated." Katya's grandchild craves a new. fertile, bountiful life but that remains to
be told in the next novel.
From Paraguay to Winnipeg to Wichita to Stockton, that is our author's adult trek .
She is cu rrently completing her doctorate at the University ofthe Pacific. This. in itself,
is remarkable. since she had very little formal schooling until she lived in Wichita,
where a sympathetic university administrator permitted her to try college-level
courses . It is to be hoped th at this new author. with her wealth of experiences, will
continue to write.
J . Marc Jantzen, University of the Pacific
*On June 16 Mrs. Rimland received the Silver Medal of the Commonwealth Club of
California for this, her first novel.
(In Stockton Record May 27, 1978 p. 16, Col 2)
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JOSEPH N. NICOLLET ON THE PLAINS AND PRAIRIES: The Expeditions of 1838-39
With Journals, Letters, and Notes on the Dakota Indians, Translated from the
French and Edited by Edmund C. Bray and Martha Coleman Bray. (St. Paul,
Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1976. 294p ., illus., maps, appendices,
bibliographical notes. index. $4 .50)
Thirty-five years after Lew is and Clark began their spectacular expeditions to trace
the course of the Missouri River and to reach the Pacific overland, Mr. Joseph Nicollet
set out on a less ambitious but most important exploration of the great wedge of land
between the Missouri and Mississippi. Nicollet. a scientist and mapmaker, led two
enormously productive U.S. government-sponsored expeditions in successive years to
map and gather scientific data in the land of the Dakota Indians that now forms a part
of the states of Minnesota and the Dakotas. His expeditions succeeded in producing
the first - and extremely accurate - map of this vast region and set a standard of
excellence for cartography in all the West. The objectives of the Nicollet party's
explorations were not confined to topographical matters. however. He and his
colleagues turned over to the Government a vast store of data on weather, flora and
fau na . and on life among the Dakota Sioux.
Nicollet. a Frenchman from Savoy. was accompanied by, among others, the German
botanist Charles A. Geyer and the later to be famous young Lieutenant John Charles
Fremont. whose notes on the expedition the editors used to fill the gaps in Nicollet's
materials. presumably lost. The editors of this handsome volume have chosen from the
mass of data available in the U.S. archives a selection of materials which best defines
the scope and encompasses the objectives of the Nicollet party's manifold activities.
They have added as an appendix Nicollet's notes on the Dakota Indians, which had
become separated from the U.S. archival materials and were only recently
rediscovered in libraries in New York City. Nicollet's ethnographical materials are
among the most interesting parts of the work .
The small party of scientists and voyageurs who made up the expeditions travelled in
wild country inhabited by a proud and war-like people. The hint of danger permeates
the journal. but it is a tribute to this gentle scientist that at no time was the expedition
faced with overt hostility. As Nicollet himself wrote:
Nothing equals the reserve and discretion of these good people, and, as is
generally true. once they know who you are. what you are doing, and that you
treat them well . it takes so little to make them your friends that I cannot
conceive why so many whites blunder in their dealings with them. All this
comes without doubt from failure to understand or realize the ways of the
respective parties. Kindness and language are the two avenues for reaching
the heart of the Indian.
Had Nicollet's words and actions been duplicated by all those who "won the West"
for America. our history would make less disturbing reading.
Leonard A. Humphreys, University of the Pacific
JEWS ON THE FRONTIER: An account of Jewish Pioneers and Settlers in Early
America. by Rabbi I. Harold Sharfman. (Chicago, Henry Regnery Company. 1977.
337p .. ill us .. ports .. facsims., bibliographic notes, index. $10.95)
"Not even the tenacity of the American Jewish immigrant could withstand the
erosive pressures of the frontier ... for the demands of pioneering decreed that no
minority - ethnic or religious - could maintain its identity during the westering
process."
With these words in the Foreword by Ray Allen Billington of the Huntington Library,
the reader is led to exciting expectations about what shaped the cultural and religious
development of Jewish settlers on the American frontier. However, instead of skillfully
weaving together a coherent tale, the author gives a series of reports on the lives and
activities of a number of prominent Jewish families who were active on the American
frontier during the 110 years from 1740 to 1850. A few of these are summarized below.
One of the earliest known Jewi sh settlers was Joseph Simon who settled near what is
now Lancaster, Pennsylvania in 1741. He later joined in partnership with Levy and
Franks. prosperous Philadelphia merchants, to form a powerful merchant trader
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business. They supplied the Colonial troops in their battles with the French and the
Indians. Simon also founded a partnership with a William Henry. a gunsmith, and
went on to produce the famous "Pennsylvania Rifle." His nephew . Levy Andrew Levy,
was installed to run a trading post at Fort Pitt - a job in which he was succeeded in
1769 by Simon's son-in-law. Michael Gratz.
In 1769 Mordecai Moses Mordecai joined throngs of pioneers who were staking out
claims in the Ohio Valley near Pittsburgh. He was probably the first Jew to farm the
West. but not for long. When the Indians became hostile , he fled first to Baltimore and
then to Philadelphia. where he helped found a synagogue. When the Ohio Valley was
finally opened up to settlers in the 1790's, a new group of Jewish settlers appeared.
These were young Jews from Bavaria. In Bavaria, they were not permitted to marry or
engage in a trade or profession without adequate capital. They thus volunteered to
become "indentured servants" for periods of from two to seven years, in return for the
ocean passage to America . This trip was, for many, their first experience with
non-Kosher food; later. when they were indentured, and thereafter, when many
became peddlers. their customers (the Christian farmers) tempted them with
non-Kosher food and often urged them to attend church on Sunday. Slowly, thus, they
began to emancipate and to lose their Jewish identity.
In 1816. Joseph Jonas. a British Jew, became the first Jew to settle in Cincinnati,
Ohio. By that time. however. the number of Jews on the frontier numbered into the
thousands. Many inter-married. including some with Indian women. In the early
1820's the Jews of Cincinnati formed a congregation to serve as a barrier against
intermarriage.
By 1828 a Jewish congregation was founded in New Orleans by Jacob Solis and
Manis Jacobs. This was the area of operations of the infamous pirate-chief Jean
Laffite. Few know that Laffite was a Spanish "Marrano" Jew. During the War of 1812,
the British tried to enlist his help against the Americans. Instead, Laffite chose to help
General Andrew Jackson and thus received a pardon from President James Madison in
1815.
Jews on the Frontier brings together many tidbits of American history , and it holds a
special value for those interested in Jewish geneology and those whose ancestors may
be among the founders mentioned in the book.
Paul Fairbrook, University of the Pacific
GREAT NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS: Profiles in Life and Leadership, by Frederick
J. Dockstader. (New York . Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. 1977. A Norback Book. 386p.,
illus .. ports .. bibliog .. tribal listing, chronology, index. $16.95)
Anyone familiar with American Indian art needs no introduction to Frederick
Dockstader. In this. his latest endeavor. new approach based upon the lives of many
famous Native Americans is portrayed with a sensitive awareness. Much of the
biographical data. especially the photographs and illustrations, has never been
presented prior to this book . Capsuled for the reader are over 300 famous people, both
past and present. Readers will be familiar with such figures as the Apache Geronimo or
the famous athlete. James Thorpe. What is intriguing are the lesser known leaders and
public figures that are sprinkled throughout history. Curly, Irateba and Tawaquaptewa
biographies highlight the struggle between two cultures and the dignity that these men
brought to the situation. All too often the lesser figures of history are regulated to
footnotes. Dockstader has rescued such people from historical oblivion.
Dockstader has a flair for writing and in this he comes through with clarity and
precision. Unlike many similar anthologies of the famous and not so famous, this book
seems cohesive. Especially valuable is a complete bibliography which one may expand
on if his taste is whetted. Where possible, old photographs or drawings bring the
person back to life as one reads about his deeds.
The author has done his work well. Since the material is basically biographical in
nature, there is little or nothing to quarrel about. Some error has crept in, but this is
unavoidable in a book dealing with dates, events and people. Fortunately, such
mistakes are few and minor. This is a useful book in an area where the lives ofthe great
A
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Native Americans have been ignored by the reading public.
Michael D. Seelye, San Joaquin Delta College
CONQUER AND COLONIZE: Stevenson's Regiment and California, by Donald C.
Biggs. (San Rafael. CA. Presidio Press [Box 3515 , 94902] 1977. 263p ., facsims.,
illus .. bibliog .. notes, index . $12 .95)
Perhaps th e most significant body of individuals ever to arrive in California was that
of Colonel Jonathan Stevenson's New York Volunteers. Despite its close association
with the Golden State's fortunes during its first few decades. this famed unit has too
long lacked a critical scholarly study. Some one hundred -thirty years later, Donald
Biggs ' Conquer and Colonize: Stevenson's Regiment and California has appeared to
fill this gap in California bibliography .
Former Director of the California Historical Society. Biggs wrote this manuscript as a
doctoral dissertation for the University of Minnesota. Unlike many academic exercises,
Conquer and Colonize presents a highly readable study of the topic. representing the
all too infrequent coupling of good writing with impeccable scholarship.
In this careful work, Biggs acknowledges the controversy which surrounded the
Regime nt from its formation and which continued through many post-mortem
treatments of the group . Unfortunately, earlier references to this body of men (and
women. since wives accompanied the unit as laundresses) have either misunderstood
or misrepresented the facts . For instance, Hubert Howe Bancroft and Frank Soule
painted a partial and often distorted picture of the unit and its members. Based upon
incomplete data and pioneer efforts such as the well-meaning but fragmentary
publications of Francis S. Clark. these early accounts prejudiced later historians in
their assessment of the Regiment. Near universal condemnation of the troops as
undesirable troublemakers. especially after the Gold Rush. tend to besmirch the
outfit's record. While no " saints," the New Yorkers, by and large, "were not villains"
according to Biggs. For the most part , "they lived ordinary, productive lives in a
state ... their regiment had helped to make."
Biggs supports this thesis with an impressive array of primary sources. Taking into
consideration all aspects of the unit's original mission and later importance, Biggs
builds a complete narrative.
First. he links the Regiment with President James K. Polk and Secretary of War
William L. March's plan for the Volunteers in their overall scheme of "Manifest
Destiny." Ironically. other authors tend to overlook the military origins of the First
New York (just one of a number of titles associated with the group) . These writers fail
to appreciate that for eighteen critical months after the "conquest" the regiment
provided the bulk of California's U.S . forces.
If the martial significance of the unit comes through clearly. so too does its post-war
role. After muste ring out of the service, many of the men figured in the flurry of
activity surrounding the Gold Rush. They included miners . land speculators,
newspaperm en. businessmen , professionals. soldiers. and politicians. In this final
category. a number of Stevenson's New Yorkers held considerable direct and indirect
influence over the 1849 Constitutional Convention which led to California's statehood.
In this same vein . the author dispels yet another misconception perpetuated by
Bancroft. i.e .. that "the delegates were strangers to one another" before the
convention. Biggs thoroughly disproves this premise.
Using a number of methods. including an extremely effective employment of
demography. Biggs concludes with several chapters detailing the various roles played
by the former military men turned "colonizers." He demonstrates that a majority
remained in the State and. for the most part, contributed to its evolution.
In all. Biggs presents a fair, nearly complete story (unfortunately he only touches the
Regiment's exploits in Baja California in passing*) . Delightful and well researched .
Conquer and Colonize will long stand as the work on Stevenson and his troops . To
again borrow from the text. the author states of one of his main characters that
(Lieutenant John) "Hollingsworth had style." Judging from this recent publication,
Footnote *Dr. Doyce Nunis has recently edited a journal for Dawson Books of Los
Angeles which partially offsets this minor difficulity.
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the same assertion can be made about Donald Biggs.
J. Phillip Langellier, Director/Curator, Presidio Army Museum
BLACKS IN GOLD RUSH CALIFORNIA, by Rudolph M. Lapp. (New Haven , Yale
University Press. 1977. Yale Western Americana Series, 29. 321p .. illus. , ports.,
notes . bibliographic essay. index . $15.00)
Students of Black history , Californian historians , scholars and history buffs all owe
Rudolph Lapp a debt of gratitude . He has performed a valuable and long-needed
service in collecting. authenticating. and organizing into a well arranged and cohesive
account those scattered . conflicting and fragmentary bits and pieces of facts of which
all Black history seems to consist. Before this the only book on this subject, Delilah
Beasley's Negro Trail Blazers of California (1919), was. with its tiny print, no index and
chatty. rambling style. the end as well as the beginning point of most interest in this
subject.
Lapp's exte nsive and detailed study of a less than twenty year period was completed
during and perhaps as the result of more than twenty years active involvement in
California and Afro-American history both as teacher and author. Portions of this work
have appeared in the Journal of Negro History (April. 1964. October 1968), the
California Historical Society Quarterly (March 1966), and Archy Lee (Book Club of
California. 196.9).
As backdrop Lapp outlines briefly the Black presence in California from English and
Spanish expeditions to Marshall ' s discovery. The scene set. he introduces Blacks as
participants in the Gold Rush and discusses in minute detail their activities in the
mines and the cities . their different role in southern California, the major issues
affecting them - slavery and the fugitiv e slave in a free but prejudiced state.
education. religion, politics and Black activism - and. for many. the final flight to
Canada from discrimination and disillusionment with its aftermath. Some account of
improved conditions and the later repeal of most discriminatory legislation by the mid
1870's would have provided a more positive conclusion.
Lapp had . and profited from, access to excellent sources and valuable assistance
which he acknowledges in two gracious chapters. "Acknowledgements" and
"Bibliographic Essay. " There is no bibliography but the copious and detailed chapter
notes provide useful subject bibliographies for each topic covered . and there is an
adequate index . Eleven portraits and six contemporary illustrations are included.
Since Blacks have been in California since the earliest days and have always played a
significant role in its history. this title should be considered a must for all California
History collections in academic and large public libraries.
Virginia L. Struhsaker, Retired Branch Librarian, Stockton-San Joaquin Public Library
WILDERNESS CALLING: The Hardeman family in the American Westward
Movement, 1750-1900, by Nicholas Perkins Hardeman. (Knoxville, University of
Tennessee Press . 1977. 357p .. illus .. ports .. maps. notes. bibliog., index. $14.95)
Wilderness Calling is the remarkable story of the Hardeman family. a family that
managed to be on the cutting edge of the American frontier for three generations, or
approximately ISO years . The Hardemans were primarily farmers and small merchants
who somehow found themselves participating actively in both the political and
economic life of the Westward movement. beginning with the trans-Appalachian
frontier and ending on the far Western frontiers of Oregon and California.
Thomas Hardeman. the family patriarch, established a successful farm in Tennessee
and helped to write the constitution of that state, just as his son Bailey played an
important role in the Texas independence struggle. And one of Thomas Hardeman's
direct descendents. Peter Burnett. became the first governor of California. It would be
a mistake. however , to classify this book as a genealogy. for author Hardeman
effectively weaves together the social, political. and cultural strands of American
history in the process of narrating the story of one particular family.
Hardeman, a professor of history at California State University, Long Beach, has
obviously done considerable research. He is able to flesh out his narrative at all points
with the kind of rich detail that quickly enables the reader to grasp the concrete reality
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of everyday pioneer life: whether it be the problems of farming, maintaining a small
country store , or, more dramatically, fighting Indians and creating a constitution.
However, what one finds most intriguing is the question of what motivated an
apparently prosperous and relatively successful family to keep moving. what caused
the irrepressible urge to head West: from Tennessee to Missouri, and then from
Missouri over the Santa Fe Trail in the 1840' s to New Mexico and Texas, and then
again. from Missouri to Oregon and finally California. Their efforts were certainly not
without success. Members of the Hardeman family were time and again drawn into the
political life of communities they had helped to settle . Yet. just as often, once the
experience of founding a new political community had itself become history, the
Hardemans withdrew from politics and, in most cases, eventually from the community
itself: wilderness called!
Although Hardeman seems reluctant throughout to push toward large conclusions ,
in his final chapter he does speculate a bit on what kept the Hardemans and other
Westerners moving. He observes that the 19th -century American frontier family was
not only important because of its potential for economic self-sufficiency - it was also
important because of the private space it created and nurtured for family social life. In
the Hardeman family , as the author remarks from personal experience, the
after-dinner hour was reserved for storytelling. And it was by means of this oral
tradition . Hardeman argues. that there was a "culture transmitted, a heritage
preserved through the generations. ' '
The stories were about the manner in which previous generations of the family had
distinguished themselves and, Hardeman intimates. these stories inspired the
contemporary members of the family to strike out and engage in their own making of
history. In this fashion, the exploits of previous generations . preserved and passed on
by word of mouth, came to form a kind of historical tradition. In fact, it is possible to
argue that. in Wilderness CaUing, Professor Hardeman has not only made a valuable
contribution to American history, but, perhaps just as important, he has also skillfully
continued the tradition of storytelling in the Hardeman family.
Bart Harioe, University of the Pacific
AMERICAN WESTERN ART: A collection of one hundred twenty-five western
paintings with biographies of the artists, by Dorothy Harmsen. Foreword by Bill
Harmsen . (Denver. Harmsen Publishing Company [3131 E. Alameda, 80209] 1977.
236p .. col. ill us .. chronological list of the artists, selected bibliog. $40.00)
Business Week. June 13, 1970, commented" ... Dorothy B. Harmsen of Denver ...
and her husband. William D . Harmsen ... have one of the most comprehensive private
collections of Western art in America." This carefully organized book is the result of
meticulous research on the part of Mrs. Harmsen in painstakingly selecting 125
paintings and sculpture items from this large collection and in designing the
biographical units for the text. As indicated on the dust jacket, "Besides visual and
historical enrichment. this volume offers a personal glimpse into the artistic tastes of
two people who started collecting with only a 'feeling for art' as an incentive." The
paintings selected cover a hundred and fifty year span of Western art.
Some well -known artists are included who are not usually associated with
"Western" art. Names like Dean Cornwell and Marsden Hartley are connected with
other emphasis in painting . as are those of Maurice Sterne and John Sloan. but the
paintings shown here are definitely appropriate for inclusion.
One of the thoughtful aspects of this book, as well as of Mrs. Harmsen's other
publication , is the use of one-page biographies of the artists placed to the left on a
two-page spread with the reproduction of an art work on the right side. The page
numbers are almost a quarter of an inch high and therefore convenient to locate. The
full -color reproductions constitute a magnificent palette presenting a diverse portrait of
the West .
This reviewer couldn't resist making choices of the more striking reproductions .
Perhaps such a listing will create a challenge to others to do the same to see if
agreement emerges. Here, then, are sixteen of the more intriguing works:
l. Paul Burlin "Grand Canyon" p.33
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2. Dean Cornwell "Gold Rush" p.45
3. Charles du Tant "Snow Mountain" p.S7
4. Fremont Ellis "Ghost Ranch Country" p.61
5. Joseph Fleck "Peaceful Hunt" p.69
6. Frances Greenman "The Boy" p.81
7. Marsden Hartley "New Mexico Recollection'' p.89
8. Russell V. Hunter ··American Mural' ' p.1 OS
9. Joseph Imhof "Two Taos Indians" p.107
10. Raymond Jonson "Pueblo Series . Acoma" p.1 11
11. Pa wel Kontny " Taos Pueblo" p.123
12. Ward Lockwood "Winter Valley" p.129
13. Alfred Morang "Santa Fe" p . 143
14. Walter Mruk "The Ghost of Carlsbad Caverns" p. 145
15. Frederic Remington "The Sergeant" (bronze) p.165
16. Will Sparks "Adobe at Night" p.199
Included in the foregoing list are several choices which are of particular interest.
Dean Cornwell's murals in the Los Angeles Public Library may be more responsible
than any other stimuli in persuading this reviewer to enter the study of art. The "Gold
Rush." reproduced in American Western Art. is a perfect example of the intriguing
technique employed by Cornwell. Frances Greenman's "The Boy" is a portrait that
created quite a stir when first exhibited, so appealing is its handling. It is a picture of
Mr. Harmsen when he was a child! Marsden Hartley's "New Mexico Recollections" is
another fine example of the style for which the artist is best known- no matter what the
subject is. Ward Lockwood appeared to employ the methods of John Marin in his work
to an extent that the approach overpowers the subject. It is therefore interesting to find
an example of his painting in this book. Finally. it is comforting to see a Remington
among th e sculpture items for. after all, what is Western Art without Remington?
Charles Russell was not included. but the Harmsens have one or more Russells in their
collection . Why none were included here is a matter the Harmsens pondered while
making selections for this book. An example of his work is included in Mrs. Harmsen's
other book . Harmsen's Western Americana. On the whole, the works of art included
are of high meri t and reflect historical significance as much as aesthetic quality . Eleven
of the one hundred artists are members of the National Academy . two are associate
members and one a member of the American Watercolor Society - all prestigious
organizations. The balance are artists of ability. though sometimes obscured by
circumstances beyond their control.
American Western Art belongs in every library of Western Americana and every
collection put together by American history buffs. Young artists could also benefit from
this overview of 100 years of American Western art.
Richard Reynolds, University of the Pacific
HARMSEN'S WESTERN AMERICANA: A collection of one hundred western
paintings with biographical profiles of the artists, by Dorothy Harmsen. Foreword by
Robert Rockwell. (Flagstaff. Ariz. , Northland Press. 1971. 207p ., col. illus.,
chronological list of the artists. selected bibliog. $35.00)
This publication is the earlier of two books by Mrs. Harmsen that deal with artists
and their works related to Western American subject matter. Many famous names are
to l:ie found in the list of artists included. The alphabetical arrangement. with each
one-page biography accompanying a colored illustration. makes it relatively easy to
turn to the life or work of any particular artist.
Artists included are a different group from those covered in Harmsen's other book,
American Western Art. which clarifies why some well-known names are missing from
one or the other of the two books. The extensive collection assembled by Mr. and Mrs.
Harmsen makes possible two such unusual volumes. Structuring the one-page
biographies to accompany the illustrations was a task requiring dedication and insight.
Mrs. Harmsen possesses both qualities. as evidenced by the beautiful results of her
planning and research.
Famous names in the art world are sprinkled through the list of outstanding painters
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chosen for this hook . Who has not heard of Thomas Hill. Albert Bierstadt, Thomas
Moran. William Keith. Charles Russell. Robert Henri. John Marin. Maynard Dixon,
N.C. Wyeth, Peter Hurd. or Georgia O'Keefe? Only those totally unfamiliar with
American Art could admit that they had no knowledge of that group. All of these artists
appear in this selection as well as eighty-nine others of lesser repute. Nevertheless, in
turning the pages to look for images of some magnetism one finds works chosen that
bear names of faint recognition .
Among this reviewer's favorites, the following stand out :
l. H.Ray Baker "Utah Country" p.l5
2. J. Charles Berninghaus "Taos Pueblo River" p . l9
3. Howard Cook "War Chief' p.49
4. Andrew Dasburg "Eagle Nest, New Mexico" p.59
5 . Maynard Dixon "Plains Indian in Warbonnet" p.65
6. Nicola in Fechin "Mexican Cowboy" p. 77
7. Robert Henri "Tom Po Qui (Water of Antelope Lake) Indian Girl, Romacita"
p.97
8 . William Keith "Western Sunset" p.I16
9. John Marin "Near Taos #5" p.139
10. R. Brownell McGrew "The Navajo" p.l41
11. Robert D. Ray "New Mexico" p.165
12. Doe! Reed "Los Cordovas Sheep Village" p.l67
Needless to say. readers will choose works that may or may not vary from this group.
The list does have the merit of provoking one to check out the examples and in doing
so, causing the revelation of the over-all quality of this very attractive book. It has more
of an appeal for artists than for others, but anyone interested in the development of the
West (since before trains) will also enjoy the variety of coverage shown by the painters'
wide choice of subject matter .
Richard Reynolds, University of the Pacific

Notes From The Book Editor
GROWING UP WITH CALIFORNIA: A History of California's Children . by John E.
Baur. with an Introduction by William M. Kramer . Editor. (Los Angeles, Will
Kramer [3111 Kelton Ave., 90034] 1978. Western American Studies Series. 434p.,
bibliog .. notes. index. Edition limited to 200 copies. Paper. $22 .50)
The history of California has often been written for readers of every age. but this is
the first history of childhood in California. As Baur says, "children are the only
minority group to which everyone has belonged." but at least in the past the
universality of childhood experiences was greatly modified by cultural differences .
Baur has divided his children both culturally and chronologically into several groups.
"Many Little Indians" and "A California Rancho Childhood" deal primarily with the
pre-American but largely post-Spanish era. The American period is more extensively
covered in "Go West. Young Americans." "Minors and Miners," "Children of a
Pioneer Metropolis." "Country Boys and Girls," "Schools for a Western Empire" and
" The Flowering Children ." which brings us to the 1880's and the establishment in
California of the Boy Brigades. later the Boy Scouts.
Baur has combined an astonishing number of sources for all manner of delightful
stories of pranks and pleasures as well as of maturing experiences and of
responsibilities assumed . He quotes reminiscences by many California children who
became very famous adults and many remarks about California children made by
famous and not so famous adults who had occasion to observe them. Alternately they
are represented as insolent and worthless examples of overly indulgent parents and an
enervating climate or as precocious and overly-mature moppets who never had a
genuine childhood .
Growing Up With California has many possibilities for teachers searching for
material on minorities in California and for the place of youth in society. Kramer is now
writing of the Jewish child; he expresses the hope that others will be inspired to
expand the coverage of each of the different sub -groups into a separate monograph.
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CHAINING THE LAND, A history of Surveying in California. by Francois D. Uzes.
(Sacramento. Landmark Enterprises [Box 160502 Fort Sutter St., 95816]1977. 315p .,
illus .. facsims .. appendices. bibliog., index. $17.50)
Th e topic of the third chapter of this extremely interesting book has become widely
known in recent months. Both local and national television coverage of the alleged
error in the survey of the state boundary between California and Nevada has brought
before a wide public a situation which is both serious and amusing; perhaps a few
Nevada casinos are legally in California, and thus illegal operations. Mr. Uzes has done
a superb and most interesting historical review of the survey of the California boundary
and thereby made a major contribution to historical studies in the west. This particular
chapter is well written and beautifully illustrated , with a full bibliography at the end.
For this chapter alone. no serious student of western history. and no historical library
should be without a copy of "Chaining the Land."
The remainder of the book does not quite match the standard set in chapter three.
Certain other chapters are of a high standard, but taken as a whole the book is
somewhat uneven. and one is left at times feeling a little unsatisfied that more could
not have been done. But it would be churlish of this reviewer to belittle in any way the
monumental task which Mr. Uzes set himself in doing personal research, even if it does
derive from his full-time work in the Boundary Determination Unit of the California
Division of State Lands. on such a difficult topic as 19th century surveying. The
chapters on early surveys, wetlands , and federal surveys essentially complete the
coverage of material on the internal survey systems used within the state . Each of
these chapters is replete with detail, and extremely well highlighted with quotations
from contemporary sources such as field notes , letters and sketch maps, but one
somehow feels that a broad overview of the impact of survey in these three areas is not
offered. The remaining three chapters of the book deal respectively with surveying
instrum ents (which you will need to read very carefully if you have no experience with
survey techniques and methods), with fraudulent surveys, and with the licensing of
surveyors. A major strength ofthe book is the voluminous appendix material., just over
I 00 pages and almost entirely reproductions of significant documents and
correspondence related to 19th century surveying. Without doubt , the author has
offered future re searchers a major resource by reprinting this important collection of
material.
Mr. Uzes has made a big leap forward in developing our understanding of how those
early and imaginary lines on the land were laid out. Early survey sets up patterns of
landholding. frequently very permanent, upon which later patterns of land use
emerge . This work should trigger a substantial amount of research into local land
subdivision and emergence of patterns of landuse; I can see a whole array of future
master's theses in the local history and historical geography of California offering
themselves within the text of this book.
Roger Barnett, College of the Pacific, UOP
TOMOL: Chumash Watercraft as Described in the Ethnographic Notes of John P.
Harrington. Edited and Annotated by Travis Hudson , Janice Timbrook and Melissa
Rempe . (Socorro. N.M .. A Ballena Press / Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History
Cooperative Publication , 1978. Ballena Press Anthropological Papers no. 9. 179p. ,
illus .. sketch map, bibliog. Paper, $8.95)
As scholars sift and "codify" the voluminous notes which Harrington himself never
managed to organize (see also December's Child, PACIFIC HISTORIAN Fall1976) it is
obvious that our knowledge of West Coast Indian ways will be greatly enhanced. This
book is an excellent example; while the Chumash tomol, or plank canoe, was a source
of wonder to the other Indians and to the Spanish for its sturdiness and ease of
handling. litt.le was known of its actual construction.
On the basis of these carefully translated and edited notes a full-sized replica was
constructed and taken to sea · by modern descendants of the Chumash!
The editors have also included considerable data on the socio-economic system and
the cultural assumptions of the Chumash, at times supplementing Harrington's notes
with additional materials. All in all it is an interesting and valuable monograph.
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INDIAN LIFE: Transforming an American Myth. Edited and with an Introduction by
William W. Savage. Jr. (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1977. 286p., ill us .,
ports., notes to Introduction. $9. 95)
The characterization of the Indian in these writings, which date from 1877 to 1914, is
used to show how the dominant whites varied their idea of the Indian to conform to
political and economic utility. Savage shows that "after initial contact, the Indian was a
curiosity. then an entertainment. Thereafter he was made noble by whites who
required his cooperation and a beast by those secure enough to survive without his help
and, beyond that. to take what he had. Then, when his numbers were diminished and
he was far removed from the white population, he became again a curiosity and an
entertainment.''
Savage's introduction is brief but trenchant; it should be read both before and after
the selections. which will themselves furnish much not too pleasant food for thought.
FRED KABOTIE: HOPI INDIAN ARTIST, An Autobiography told with Bill Belknap.
(Flagstaff. AZ. Museum of Northern Arizona with Northland Press, 1977. 149p.,
illus .. chiefly col. . ports .. index . $35.00)
Kabotie's life spans more than the years of this century - it covers the period from
the attempts to force the Indian into the " American" mold to the recognition that we
have much to learn from the heritage of all our peoples.
Sent to the Santa Fe Indian School to learn "bahana " ways, he was encouraged to
paint by a perceptive teacher. At first he painted the Hopi dancers from homesickness,
later from the desire to preserve his culture. As his abilities became recognized, he was
able to begin a school to train Hopis in silversmithing, and to spark the formation of a
Hopi Arts and Crafts Guild and a Hopi Cultural Center, which have provided work for
his fellow tribesmen .
Kabotie is also a Guggenheim fellow and a trustee of the Luis Comfort Tiffany
Foundation; he spans the two cultures easily, though his heart is in pueblo land.
There are no illustrations here of the jewelry Kabotie made or designed, but you will
find it featured in Arizona Highways for July I 950. The thirty-three full-color plates
show details of everyday tasks and gatherings and the ceremonial dances of the
Kachinas. The latter, especially, set against a white or monochrome background, have
a jewel-like and mystic quality which makes them unforgettable.
SCHOLDER/INDIANS. Introduction by Adelyn D. Breeskin, Commentary by Rudy H.
Turk . (Flagstaff. AZ . Northland Press, I 976, c1972. 117p., ill us. [part. col.],
chronology, bibliog., paper, $12 .50)
Scholder. a one-quarter Indian, combines elements of Abstract Expressionism ,
Surrealism and Pop in his radically different view of the American Indian. These Indian
paintings. which he did not begin until late 1966, are a direct revolt against the
glamorizing treatment dear to non-indian teachers and tourists .
The first edition of this handsome volume is long out of print; this softcover reprint
makes a fine collection of twenty-five paintings reproduced in color, and twenty
lithographs . available once more.
THESE MOUNTAINS ARE OUR SACRED PLACES: The Story of the Stoney Indians,
by Chief John Snow . (Toronto and Sarasota, Samuel Stevens [Box 3899, Sarasota, FL
33578] 1977. 185p .. illus .. ports ., sketch maps, bibliog .. notes. appendix, index .
$12.95)
The flyer for this book states that "Never before has a Canadian Indian spoken so
eloquently, so simply, and so movingly about the culture of his people, and about their
aspirations for the future." In a larger sense Snow's study is a reflection of the entire
Indian-white relationship told without strident recrimination or accusation. It is also a
history of the Stoney way of life - the culture, religion and social organization of the
tribe - from the legendary past to the evolving present told by an Indian and not by
white anthropologists . Using hundreds of interviews with tribal elders taped by Stoney
young people and drawing on his own rich and varied knowledge, Snow also states
clearly what his people expected from the treaties they signed with the whites and
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where these expectations have not been fulfilled. Snow , Chief of the Wesley Band of
Stoney Indians and well educated by both Indian and white standards, is concerned
that the Indians be allowed to control their own destiny in accordance with their
heritage and their treaty rights. While he realizes that the old ways cannot be
completely retained he hopes that his people will be able to choose the best of both the
Indian and white cultures rather than , as has so often happened, existing between
them.
SISTER TO THE SIOUX: The Memoirs of Elaine Goodale Eastman, 1885-91. Edited by
Kay Graber. (Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press, 1978. The Pioneer Heritage
Series v. 7. 175p .. illus .. ports .. sketch map. $10.95)
Elaine Goodale was only about twenty-seven when she married the mixed-blood
Sioux physician Charles Eastman , but she was already a published poet and author
with seven years work in Indian education, work which had culminated in her being
appointed the first Supervisor of Education in the two Dakotas.
Although her responsibilities as a wife and mother of six meant that she
subordinated her own career to her husband's growing role as a spokesman for Indian
rights, she retained her literary interests . She encouraged and assisted her husband in
writing nine books of Indian life and lore while producing seven of her own.
Sister To The Sioux is her own story, and an enthralling one it is. The unconventional
children of an unconventional family, she and her next younger sister wrote poetry
from their earliest ch ildhood, much of which was published in journals and books
before she was sixteen. Inspired to help the Indians, at twenty she was teaching them
at Hampton Institute and at twenty-two on the reservation . Here she learned the
language, gaining much from them as she taught the children and, incidentally their
parents. This remarkable woman "continued to write on current Indian matters and to
review books about Indians virtually until her death in 1953" -at the age of ninety.
These memoirs were written in the late 1930's and are based on her diaries and
published articles . A woman ahead of her time, the "Little Sister" of the Sioux adds a
unique and fascinating chapter to the literature of the West.
LEGENDS OF THE CALIFORNIA BANDIDOS , by Angus,. MacLean . Illustrations by
lone MacLean Bowman. (Fresno, Pioneer Publishing Co. [8 E. Olive Ave .. 93727]
1977. 237p. , illus .. bibliog., index. $12.50 , paper $4.95)
MacLean has solid credentials as a teller of tales: his grandfather, a doctor, settled in
eastern San Luis Obispo County in an area closely identified with bandido activity and
at times patched up various gun victims; his uncles and his mother were very
interested in the stories told about and by people who had first-hand knowledge of the
events and his mother used good oral history techniques , making notes of her
interviews, and he himself has talked to many of the older generation and read widely
in early and later published accounts.
The tales he tells of the California bandidos and their gringo counterparts are fleshed
out with fact -based fiction to make them live , and where there are conflicts in the
accounts he reports the different versions, explaining his reasoning if he favors one
over another. The style is lively and colorful, with mid-page capitals often introducing
another episode and with numerous asides to the reader. The bandidos fall into four
main groups: The Linares Gang. the Five Murrietas, (including some debunking of
John Rollin Ridge's debunkers), Tiburcio Vasquez , and the Vasquez Gang .
Lose yourself in the idioms and the mores of the Californios of the mid-nineteenth
century and you will not only enjoy the well-told tales , you will better appreciate the
mixed motives and the many shades of guilt on all sides as native Californios
contended with the renegades of their own race as well as trying to hold their own
against honest and renegade foreigners.
THE GHOST TOWNS OF AMADOR, by John R. Andrews. (Fresno, Valley Publishers .
1978. cl967. l37p., illus ., sketch map on lining paper, index. Paper $3 .95)
The first printing of this valuable book was in a limited edition , so that many were
unable to acquire it. The revisions in this printing consist of typographical corrections,
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a better map. and an index.
Andrews names and locates 48 ghost towns - each of which ''once had a population
of at least several hundred and now has none or no more than five.' · In the short space
he devotes to each he gives an amazing amount of history and relates many anecdotes.
If you missed Ghost Towns in 1967 you will be grateful for this handsome reprint.
THE SAN GABRIELS: Southern California Mountain Country. by John W. Robinson.
(San Marino. CA . Golden West Books. 1977. 214p .. illus .. ports .. sketch maps,
facsims. $19.95)
Robinson set out to write about the Mount Wilson -Mount Lowe area , but his
research was so productive that the coverage was extended to the entire western part
of the San Gabriel Mou ntains.
'
After an introductory chapter on the early Indian and Spanish days. Robinson tells
the stories of the men who built trails and roads - first for their own use and then for the
use of others. The lovely scenery and healthy air made the mountians a natural place
for recreation . and hikers . hunters and campers flocked to the family -style camps
which flourished before devastating fires, the advent of the automobile and changing
patterns of recreation forced most of them to close. Now the creation of a national
forest and the resurgence of a "back to nature" movement have brought hikers and
campers back.
Robinson has divided the text into logical segments which lure the reader on and on.
The excel lent photog raphs are numerous and well matched to the text: together they
form a record of the San Gabriels which should be in every library.
"OVER NORTH" in SIERRA COUNTY: History of Sierra County Volume V. by James
J. Sinnott. (Downieville . CA (95936) The Author. 1977. 295p .. illus. [part. col.],
ports .. sketch maps . facsims. $14.00)
One more volume will see the close of Sinnott's extensive and unique history of
Sierra Cou nty. This next-to-the last gives for the first time the complete story of the
numerous mining settlements flourishing in the northern region from the middle of the
1850's to the 1880' s and later . What a concatenation of names - Howland Flat.
Gibsonville . La Porte . Spanish Flat. Whiskey Diggins. Wahoo . Happy Hollow - the
list goes on and on . Some of the towns are now in Plumas County, but a common gold
rush history links them to Sierra.
As before . Sinnott pulls together newspaper accounts. county archives, personal
reminiscences and everything else he can uncover to bring the old days back to life.
Eighteen maps and many pictures. dati ng from the 1880 's to the present. help to
illustrate the size and complexity of the mining operations as well as the devastation
caused by large scale hydraulic mining and the enormous number of trees felled for
flumes and trestles .
If you were not able to obtain volume II - Sierra City and Goodyears Bar (Pacific
Historian Summer 1975) a new edition with added illustrations should be available by
the time you read this.
VANISHED VILLAGES of Monterey County; Northern & Interior Aboriginal sites,
Placenames & People. (Carmel. CA. Monterey County Archaeological Society [P.O .
Box 4606. 93921] 1977. 64p .. chiefly illus .. maps. paper. $9.95)
Howard has attempted to survey the most outstanding and accessible of the
2000-odd known aboriginal sites in Monterey County and to identify them with a map
and a photograph to enable visitors to find and enjoy them.
Vanished Villages is a sequel to "Primitives in Paradise" and "Big Sur
Archaeology;" the three publications cover all the major sites of the County.
Howard stresses the importance of informed and non-destructive viewing. and of
reporting any new sites to the proper authorities.
ROSS STEFAN: An Impressionistic Painter of the Contemporary Southwest. by John
K. Goodman with a Foreword by Clay Lockett. (Flagstaff. AZ [P.O. Box N. 86002].
1977. 91 p .. illus. [chiefly col.]. port. $30.00)
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This . the first comprehensive book on Stefan . traces his development from a child
prodigy whose first sales receipts (at age 7) were used to buy war bonds to a mature.
established artist recognized as one of the Southwest's finest and chosen by the art
committee of the Tucson Festival of Arts as 1978 Artist of the Year. Goodman. a friend
of many years. supplies many details of Stefan 's life and the influences which helped
shape his style and his philosophy of life and of art. Stefan has never been and will
undoubtedly never be a "finished" artist - the continuing evolution of his style shows
not only a continuing polishing of his technical skills but also an ever-evolving shift of
emphasis in his artist's eye. His work has become more impressionistic through the
years. but the important details are accurately realistic, and the overall impact evokes
an immediate and positive response.
Ross Stefan is a good introduction to the man and his work. It would have helped the
reader appreciate the discussion of evolving painting emphasis had the excellent
reproductions been dated. especially the thirty color plates. It always is regrettable
when large reproductions run across the gutter of the book; perhaps in the next book on
this fine artist the paintings could be shown to better advantage with folded plates. At
least these well-done plates are almost perfectly matched.
W.R. LEIGH: The Definitive Illustrated Biography, by June DuBois. Foreword by
Dean Krakel. (Kansas City. The Lowell Press. 1977. 204p .. illus .. [chiefly col.],
ports .. notes. bibliog. $40.00)
Leigh. sometimes called the "Sagebrush Rembrandt," ranks with Frederic
Remington and Charles Russell as one of the three great painters of the American
West. His final success . however, was hard-earned after many years of study and
penury. The Civil War impoverished his immediate family, and only through help from
his mother's people was he able to study art. first in Baltimore and then in Munich.
Though he longed to paint the West. it was not until after ten years of working as an
illustrator that he was able to obtain a commission from the Santa Fe Railroad which
enabled him to spend time in Laguna with a friend from art school days.
America was not too popular a subject for painting in those days . but Leigh slowly
established himself as a master. Because of the accuracy of his animal drawings and
his landscapes, he was invited to go with Carl Akeley to Africa on the expedition which
resulted in the magnificent three-dimensional exhibits for the great African Hall of the
New York Museum of Natural History.
Finally accorded recognition and acclaim, Leigh continued to develop and grow in
excellence . His output during the later part of his life was prodigious - and in addition
he wrote several books as well as plays, essays, novels and poetry, much of it never
published. And says DuBois, so much of the last years was filled with accepting honors
and lecturing it is remarkable that he continued to paint. In fact , he completed his last
painting just before he lay down to take a nap from which he never awoke.
Leigh was a complex and gifted man; his life is as interesting as his work, and
DuBois has done justice to both . Her study of the man and his accomplishments will
have a permanent place in the history of American Art. Only an index is wanting.
THE BISON IN ART: A Graphic Chronicle of the American Bison . by Larry Barsness.
Forword by Barbara Tyler. (Flagstaff, AZ, Northland Press in cooperation with the
Amon Carter Museum of Western Art. 142p., ill us. [part. col.], index , paper, $14.50)
It took years for the Amon Carter Museum curators to choose the representative
drawings. paintings . sculptures . photographs, posters and artifacts for this remarkable
exhibition. and the task of finding a writer for the catalog was equally arduous.
Barsness, a native westerner steeped in history who has the ability to write succinctly
and well, "took." as the former curator remarks in her Foreword, "a long time to
appear ," but the wait was worthwhile.
The result of such care in selecting the objects of the exhibition and the person who
would give relevance to that selection, matched by the quality ofthe reproductions, is a
catalog of permanent value. The pictorial record of the exhibition is enhanced by notes
on each of the items and by an absorbing commentary on the complete history of the
bison. Such publication, says Tyler, is the after life of an exhibition, and more than
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that. "an apologia to an animal , a documented account of a not-so-illustrious page out
of our past, and a tribute to artists and illustrators whose works force us to remember.''
MUCKING ABOUT, An Autobiography, by Paul Hasluck. (Carleton, Vic. , Melbourne
University Press, distributed by ISBS, 1977. 287p., illus., ports. $22.95)
The author explains that those who "muck about" "do not plan what they do; they
have no set purpose"- they act largely on impulse. If so, then Hasluck's impulses were
extraordinarily perceptive , since they led him to learn all sorts of things which not only
gave much pleasure but which enabled him to take full advantage of the many
opportunities which were presented to him. A remarkable child of a remarkable family,
Hasluck seems to have led an almost charmed life. filled with friendships , congenial
work and constantly expanding horizons. Although his parents' devotion to their work
in the Salvation Army meant that the family was poor in material goods it was rich in
compassion, honor and service to others .
This story of ch ildhood and youth in a young and growing country makes absorbing
reading (marred only by vexation at not knowing occasional "Aussie" words) and one
can only wonder that a single person coul d "muck about" so productively in so many
fields simultaneously and excel in almost all of them .
Hasluck ends his autobiography with his entrance into political life. observing that
historians should write of matters that become history. Perhaps so. but we shall all be
the poorer if he does not reconsider.
I LOVED ROUGES, by George "Slim" Lewis and Byron Fish. (Seattle, Superior
Publishing Co .. 1978. 184p .. illus ., ports., facsims .. index. $14.95)
I Loved Rogues is an updated and illustrated revision of Elephant Tramp, published
in 1955. Young and old alike will eagerly read this account of the giants and the men
who handled them. Spend an evening immersed in stories ofthe perils and pleasures of
life with these not always predictable charges - you will be instructed as well as
enthralled.
POLISH AMERICANS IN CALIFORNIA 1827-1977 AND WHO'S WHO, by Jacek
Przygoda; Foreword by Doyce B. Nunis, Jr. (Los Angeles, Polish American
Historical Association , California Chapter. Loyola Marymount University, 1978.
372p ., illus .. ports ., facsims, bibliog., notes, index. paper, $10.00)
This story of Poles in California, produced with the assistance ofthe Polish American
Bicentennial Committee in Los Angeles, is a welcome addition to the accounts of many
nationalities and their contributions to our state. From the earliest days of American
colonization Poles have held important and honored posts, and in like manner their
presence and influence in California extends from the days of Spanish colonization .
Background information on the history of Poland and the continuing valiant attempts
of its people to free themselves from foreign domination adds depth and background to
the chapters on the Poles in California. There are many one to three page biographies
(often with pictures) of contemporary men and women of distinction, brief vignettes of
Polish organizations and schools, and a number of brief "who's who" listings .
GROWING UP ON BALD HILL CREEK, by Harvey M. Sletten. (Ames, Iowa State
University Press, 1977. 161p. , illus. , ports. $6.95)
Did you grow up when young ones made their own amusements, were almost never
bored and wouldn't have known what "generation gap" meant? Sletten grew up in
such a time, and although his parents were poor in material possessions the family was
rich in affection and integrity and well supplied with ingenuity and willingness to work.
Sletten's stories of boyish pranks, pleasures and occasional pratfalls will beguile the
young and awaken memories for the not so young.
HISTORY RECONSTRUCTED: The Story of Tallmann, Ianthus, Horace and Samuel
Rolfe, by Catherine J. Webb. (Albany, CA, the Author, [843 Washington St. 94706)
1978. 297p., illus ., ports., facsims ., references; index. paper, $20.00)
Her research in family history for the ongoing "Family History of California"
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(Pacific Historian Spring 1977) led Mrs . Webb to delve further into the lives of two
great-u ncles who were little more than names in the family records. Much labor in
libraries and newspaper files uncovered a surprising amount of information on all the
brothers. Numerous letters. quotations from contemporary newspapers and later
scholarly books along with facsi milies and many photographs document not only the
careers of the brothers. but the history of the early newspapers and social, economic
and political conditions in the young state. Primarily, though, History Reconstructed is
an intimate glimpse of everyday life as described by well-educated and articulate
participants.
NOT BY BREAD ALONE: The Journal of Martha Spence Heywood, 1850-1856. Edited
by Juanita Brooks. (Salt Lake City, Utah State Historical Society. 1978. 141p., ports. ,
facsims .. notes. index. $10.95)
The publishers call this one of the great Mormon pioneer diaries , so faithfully and
eloquently has Martha Spence reflected the experiences of many converts who
journeyed to Zion. She was active in the cultural and social life of Salt Lake, and shortly
after becoming the third wife of Joseph Heywood she went with him to begin a new
settlement at Nephi . Here her two children were born and here she poured out her
heartbreak when her little daughter died.
Martha was intelligent and well-educated; she taught school and used her skill as a
seamstress and hat-maker to build a family business. As a plural wife she was often left
on her own to cope with hardships and loneliness, and her diary records her struggles
to adjust to a new doctrine and a new way of life.
Mrs. Brooks has carefully annotated many obscure references in the diary and has
summarized the later years of Martha's life, allowing us to know "the end of the
story."
THE GREENGROCER: The Consumer's Guide to Fruits and Vegetables , by Joe
Carcione and Bob Lucas. (San Francisco, Chronicle Books , 1972. 242p. paper. $5.95)
Joe Carcione is well-known to thousands who read his column or hear him on the air.
This collection of his tips on 46 vegetables and 36 kinds of fruit has been issued in
paperback to tell you their histories, nutritional value , requirements for storage and
methods of preparation.
If you like Joe Carcione - you'll love The Greengrocer!
HOW DID DAVY DIE? by Dan Kilgore. (College Station, Texas A & M University
Press 1978. 48p. $5.00)
This attractively printed essay is an expansion of Kilgore 's presidential address to
the Texas State Historical Association in 1977. After a brief summary of Crockett's life
up to the time he went to Texas and the Alamo, it explores in as much detail as possible
all the known accounts of the hours before and after the Mexican capture of the fort.
Kilgore also traces the growth and changes in the legends surrounding Crockett,
demonstrating how the less romantic versions were decried and attacked. Although the
evidence points more toward capture than surrender, it seems clear that Crockett was
one of the half dozen or so who survived the battle and were summarily executed at its
close on Santa Anna's orders Sic. transit gloria - but, as Kilgore points out, the mode
of his death is far less important that the mode and character of his life.
THE NORTHEAST PASSAGE: Black Water, White Ice, by Helen Orlob.
(Nashville/New York, Thomas Nelson, 1977. 141p., sketch map, bibliog., index.
$6.95)
The search for a northeast passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific over the top of the
Eurasian continent has held as much fascination and even more danger than the
corresponding attempts to find a similar northwest passage. Orlob tells the stories of
the major attempts to prove that a strait divides Asia and America and, once it was
clear that such a route existed. to sail from the west through icy seas to pass through it.
Written for young people, Orlob's stories give an interesting history of what is now a
Soviet controlled route of major economic and strategic importance.
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BERING'S VOYAGES: Whither and Why . by Raymond H. Fisher. (Seattle, University
of Washington Press. 1977. 217p., sketch maps, notes. bibliog., index. $17.95)
The voyages of Vitus Bering to the Bering Strait and the Aleutian Islands are well
known, and for years it has been assumed that they were made for the purpose of
finding a northeast passage from Russia to the Far East. Recent studies. however,
have questioned this assumption, and Fisher examines it and the later theories as well .
Assembling all the information available on the knowledge of geography and the
maps of the period as well as archival material and relevant studies, Fisher
demonstrates that Bering's voyages were most probably a further extension of
Russia's eastward expansion . The true purpose, he feels . was to find America and
reconnoiter the coast . not to locate a passage which had already been demonstrated .
Fisher's exhaustive study will be of greatest value to the specialists, but it is well
written and will be instru ctive for even a novice - though for these a scale of miles
would have been helpful on the maps.
THE NAMING OF AMERICA: How Continents, Countries, States, Counties, Cities,
Towns, Villages, Hamlets, & Post Offices Came by Their Names, by Allen Wolk.
(Nashville/New York, Thomas Nelson, 1977. 192p., index. $8.95)
After a chapter on the states gives for each the origins of its name, a brief history and
a short list of important dates, the remaining chapters Ji st diverse names in diverse
ways. Places named for famous people are divided into chapters on presidents, famous
figures. and military men. Place names from Indian names, names from other
countries. classical names. people's names, "inspired" names, names from local
topography and unique situations and "lighthearted" names are all divided into types
and categories. Fortunately there is a good index!
Walk includes many anecdotes and tidbits of history. While The Naming of America
will be entertaining browsing for young people it will also be useful for references ,
though of course, the number of entries is quite limited.
MEXICAN WILDERNESS & WILDLIFE, by Ben Tinker. Foreword by A. Starker
Leopold. Illustrated by Doris L. Tischler. (Austin, University of Texas Press, 1978.
131p .. illus., sketch maps, tables. $9.95)
With initial assistance from the Permanent Wildlife Protection Fund, Mexico has
been more successful than its northern neighbor in protecting its wildlife. Tinker, an
American cattle rancher of Sonora . served as the first Game Warden from 1923 to 1926,
when the program was taken over by the Republic's Departmento de Forstal y Caza.
In this volume, illustrated with delightful sketches of animals and birds, Tinker
delineates the life zones of Mexico with general chapters on wildlife protection, types
of wildlife. and natural game foods, followed by chapters on the major game animals,
wild turkeys, and predatory animals. There are also a few pages on trout fishing and
antiquities. Tinker's knowledge of Mexican wildlife and his easy style ensure
interesting reading.
EXPLORATIONS IN ETHNOARCHAEOLOGY, Edited by Richard A. Go.uld,
(Albuquerque. University of New Mexico Press, 1978. A School of American
Research Book . 329p .. diagrs ., sketch maps, tables. bibliog ., index. $17.50)
The advanced seminars held by the School of American Research have produced a
number of useful compilations (e.g., The Origin of Maya Civilization) . This seminar,
held in 1975, deals with ethnoarchaeology.
The study of "discard behavior and residue formation in a variety of human
societies" - in other words , the rubbish and garbage - is only part of the science of
ethnoarchaeology. which includes not only all material remains but also "such less
obvious things as spatial relationships .. . soils, biotic elements. and other natural
features that have been altered in some way by human activities." Ethnoarchaeology,
Gould says. looks for the processes of behavior that will explain the way material
remain s come to occur where they finally do.
Part ofthe essays are case studies (e .g. "Why did the Tasmanians stop eating fish")
and part are theoretical (e .g . "Methodological issues in Ethnoarchaeology"); together
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they give a good overview of an emerging science.
THE COINAGE OF THE FIRST MINT OF THE AMERICAS AT MEXICO CITY
1536-1572. by Robert I. Nesmith. (Lawrence, Mass., Quarterman Publications, Inc.
[5 So . Union St .. 01843] 1977. 169p., illus .. plates, tables , appendix. $30.00)
The text and illustrations, including the special overlays. of the original 1955 edition
(American Numismatic Society. Numismatic Notes and Monographs no. 131) are
reproduced in full in this handsome reprint. To update the monograph , still the
definitive work on the first mint of the Americas , Clyde Hubbard has provided a short
section of additions to the catalog to include coins not known to Nesmith, and Steve
Eyer has prepared a price guide to assist in valuation. These additions and the high
quality of the reproductions make this reprint a very desirable addition to any collection
on Latin American or Spanish history and economics.
THIS LAND WAS OURS. The Del Valles & Camulos. by Wallace E . Smith , Edited by
Grant W. Heil. (Ventura. Calif.. Ventura County Historical Society [100 East Main
St .. 93001] 1977. 266p .. bibliog .. notes. index of persons. $22.50)
Camulos. part of a Mexican land grant held by the same family from 1839 to 1924,
was said to be the last of its kind. The Del Valles petitioned for and secured their grant
in spite of the unstable conditions that prevailed in the latter days of Mexican control in
California. and they successfully fended off the greedy hands of fellow Mexicans who
tried to challenge their boundaries . Even more remarkably. they managed to satisfy
the incoming Americans that their claims were valid and legal. Through good
management and perseverance they weathered hard times and prospered in good.
This book details the story of the Del Valles. the grant they called the Rancho San
Francisco and Camulos. the women they married. the children they fathered, and how
they lived and died. (Camulos. incidentally, inspired Helen Hunt Jackson's fictitious
"Ramona." and the Del Valles were plagued for years by curious tourists and false
accusations).
The end of the saga comes not ·'with a bang. but a whimper'' no natural calamity or
outside pressure brought the dissolution of the grant; internal dissention dissolved the
bonds that had held the family together.
POWERS OF NATURE. Prepared by the Special Publications Division, National
Geographic Society. (Washington. D.C., the Society, 1978. 199p., illus., [chiefly col.]
sketch maps. diagrs .. index. $5. 75)
Earthquake and volcano. wind and rain. drought and flood - from the dim past man
has had little protection from these potent forces of nature, and modern man , for all his
vaunted technology . does not fare much better against them.
The first section - "Earthquakes. Global Tremors . Drifting Continents" - is not too
reassuring - at least when we see the sketch that shows America without California.
Greenland or the Southeast it helps to know that it represents what may happen in a
few million years. not the cataclysm so recently predicted for us.
If you are inclined to underrate Nature or overrate man it will be well for you to take a
refresher course in the "Powers of Nature." It is sobering to realize that an earthquake
of 6.5 on the Richter scale releases more energy than the Hiroshima atomic bomb, a
hurricane releases enough heat energy to supply the U.S. with electricity for six
months. the equivalent of a small hydrogen bomb every second. A volcano like Kalauea
expends enough energy to supply 40% of the power used in the U.S. while it is
erupting. and it is almost impossible to estimate the power of a tornado that can pick up
80 tons.
A lightening bolt may discharge as much as 100 million volts of electricity , while
water. which strikes the earth as rain like tiny bombs , can exert a force of 30,000
pounds per square inch as it freezes to ice. And it is water - frozen or liquid, too
plentiful or too scarce - which is the greatest force of all in shaping our world.
THE GENTEEL GENTILE: Letters of Elizabeth Cumming, 1857-1858. Edited with
Introduction and Notes by Ray R. Canning and Beverly Beeton. (Salt Lake City,
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Tanner Trust Foundation of University of Utah Library, 1977. Utah, the Mormons ,
and the West. no. 8. lllp ., illus .. ports., facsims. , map on lining papers, notes ,
bibliog .. index. Edition limited to 1250 copies. $12.50)
The only thing this reader could find fault with in this handsome and well-edited
volume was the title! Of course. one could easily wish that more of Elizabeth's letters
would come to light. for this petite scion of the Boston Adams family was , besides
being an indefatigable talker and interested in everyone and everything about her, an
intelligent and exceptionally prolific writer of letters to her own and her husband's
families.
These letters throw a very human and penetrating light on the "Utah War," which
fortunately was ended before it had begun. Alfred Cumming. appointed governor for
the province of Utah, set out for Salt Lake City with other federal officials in 1857
escorted by Colonel Albert Johnson and a small army for protection, while the
Mormons harrassed the train and burned their supply wagons.
Elizabeth. who often refers to events she promises to relate later but cannot put on
paper, vividly describes the difficult march and the beauty of the country , making light
ofthe hardships of the forced winter encampment and the scarcity of food , though she
does lament the poor pack animals who starved. She reflects the tenseness of the long
wait while her husband went to Salt Lake with Thomas Kane to negotiate with the
Mormons, and the accusations and attacks on his integrity by those anxious for a fight.
Largely through Cumming's efforts in seeking a peaceful solution with Brigham
Young. who also preferred peace . hostilities were avoided and the authority of the
Federal government was accepted.
The last letter describes some aspects of life in Salt Lake City and her acquaintance
with many of th e prominent Mormon women, reporting conversations about polygamy
and other doctrin es of the church . She was warmly affectionate and enthusiastic by
nature; her cheerful disposition must have made her a welcome companion and friend.
SOMERVELL: Story of a Texas County, by W.C. Nunn. (Fort Worth, Texas Christian
University Press. 1975. 158p., illus., notes, bibliog., appendices, index. $10.00)
Although Somervell is one of the three smallest Texas counties, its citizens have long
extolled it as the most beautiful. Located in the north central part of the state southwest
of Fort Worth, it is watered by the Brazos River and by several creeks. W·hile the
terrain is often too rugged for agriculture, there is ample grazing for beef cattle and
other livestock, and there is an abundance of timber.
Somervell County is named for the brigadier general who commanded the Texan
forces sent to pursue Woll's army in its retreat to Mexico in 1842 (see "The Prisoners
of Perote" below). The site of some of the finest dinosaur tracks ever discovered as
well as other archaeological treasures, it is also the locale for the first nuclear power
plant to be built in Texas. Nunn , a distinguished professor and writer, provides a lively
and balanced account of the years between.
THE PRISONERS OF PEROTE, A Firsthand Account of the Mier Expedition, by
William Stapp . Foreword by Joe B. Frantz. Illustrations by Charles Shaw. (Austin,
University of Texas Press, 1977. Barker Texas History Center Series No. 1. 226p.,
illus . $8.95)
Texans were stunned when General Woll attacked San Antonio in 1842 and a
reluctant Houston ordered a retaliatory attack against Mexico. Had General Alexander
Somervell been able to lead all his men back after the capture and pillage of two border
towns all would have been well. Unfortunately about 300 hot bloods insisted on
punishing the Mexicans further and, inevitably captured by far superior forces, about
250 were escorted to prison. Many of the men were killed in, or because of, efforts to
escape and others died of disease, so that only some hundred and ten were finally freed
in October 1844. Stapp was more fortunate than most, since his release was granted in
May of that year.
Although Stapp's journal was published in book form the next year, reprinted in a
newspaper in 1887/88 and issued in facsimile in 1933 in what seems to have been a
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pamphlet, it has never been as widely known as that of Thomas Bell, a fellow prisoner.
This handsome edition will make available another valuable and well written account of
an episode which helped exacerbate the relations between Mexico and her erstwhile
province.
A HISTORY OF THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN PEOPLE, by Julian Samora and Patricia
Vande! Simon (Notre Dame, University of Notre Dame Press, 1977. 238p., illus.,
facsims .. tables, sketch maps, references , index. $9.95)
The purpose of this grant-supported history is to make available scholarly materials
in the field of Mexican-American studies. The authors attempt to trace the entire range
of New World history from the arrival of the Spanish to the present day, describing the
conflicts of peoples and cultures, the clash of ideals and opportunism, the always
painful process of reconciling opponents.
Students could probably profit from this text by the seventh or eighth grade,
although it would be more useful in high school. There are chapter references and
some documentation for specific statements .
The format is attractive and the type clear, but its greatest appeal will be from its
content.
GUIDE TO THE GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA, by Dorothy L.
Whitnah. Photography (except historical photos) and design by L. Linkhart.
(Berkeley. Wilderness Press. produced in cooperation with the National Park
Service, 1978. 160p. , illus. , sketch maps, bibliog. , index, paper. $4.95)
Only five years old , the GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA,
familiarly called the GGNRA, is, with Point Reyes National Seashore, the "largest
National park adjoining a major metropolitan area anywhere in the world." One reason
it is still relatively unknown is that there has been no guidebook, a lack now remedied
by Whitnah.
Two years of patient hiking and annotating were combined with photographs
recently made by Linkhart, resulting in an attractive and graphically meaningful vade
mecum for the GGNRA. There are 5 sections and 26 hikes , each containing information
on "How to get there," "Features ," and "Descriptions" (including plants and
animals) ; as desirable. there are also "Facilities," "Regulations," "Legends" (for
signs!) and a sketch map.
Get your copy early. or you may have to wait for a reprint.
INTERPRETATION: A Bibliography on Historical Organization Practices, compiled by
Rosemary S. Reese, edited by Frederick L. Rath, Jr. and Marilyn Rogers O'Connell .
(Nashville, American Association for State and Local History, 1978. 90p., index.
$10.00, AASLH members, $7.50)
This is the third of the bibliographies (see also Pacific Historian Summer, 1976 and
Spring. 1978) which the AASLH is publishing to update its earlier "Guide to Historic
Preservation. Historical Agencies and Museum Practices."
In the belief that interpretation of the museum to its visitors is as important as
acquiring and maintaining the collections, this volume explains the role of
interpretation and the many varied forms - docents , traveling exhibits, walking tours ,
audio-visual techniques , school programs, etc., etc. -it may employ.
Intended as a working tool, the bibliography is divided into logical units from the
general to the specific. Except for seminal works, most of the references are for
material published since 1945.
WELCOME TO THE PAST: 50 Historic Restorations in Southern California, by Walter
and Zona Forbes. (Long Beach , The Docents of Rancho Los Cerritos and the
Historical Society of Long Beach [4600 Virginia Road, 90807] 1977. 18p., illus.,
index, paper. $1.00, $1.26 postpaid)
This slender pamphlet will be useful both as a guide for visitors and as an example of
what can be done by local groups to publicize and facilitate visits to their own historic
sites.
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Each entry includes a brief historical statement, information on hours, fees , picnic
facilities . phone number (if applicable), address and. when desirable , freeway
directions.
History buffs and libraries will welcome this "Welcome"; historical agencies will,
hopefully, emulate it.
THE PATRIARCH OF THE VALLEY , by Emma A. Street-Hively. (Calistoga, CA,
Beverly Hively [1812 Fairway] 1977. 124p., illus., ports ., facsimile map , index.
$13.95. paper. $8.70 postpaid)
The cover title of this volume is fuller than the title page: it reads "The Patriarch of
the Valley: Isaac W. Sullivan, 1807-1891. Day to Day Living in Early Sonoma County,"
and this is. in very brief summary, the gist of the book .
Mrs. Hively has saved for posterity the record of a pioneer family - one which was
perhaps more astute and better organized than many others who left for the golden
land with little preparation and insufficient supplies.
Sullivan was forty-four when he crossed the plains with the Gilliams and married
their pretty eighteen year old Polly, the first wedding in Sonoma County among the
white settlers. Both the Sullivans and the Gilliams hold some "firsts" for the county,
but most of the book tells of warm and loving families and the work and play of days
now gone.
TREATY MAKING AND TREATY REJECTION BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
IN CALIFORNIA, 1850-1852 , by George E. Anderson, W .H. Ellison and Robert F .
Heizer. (Socorro, N.M., Ballena Press, 1978. 124p. paper, $5 .95)
Heizer states in his "Preface" that this collection of documents and comment
contains nothing new, but it does bring together information on the background of the
treaty process and the discussions and debates which led to the rejection by the Senate
of the eighteen treaties made with the California Indians in 1851-52.
In California the earlier process of sending the Indian farther West beyond the
advancing whites was finally no longer possible; the claims of the Indians to land on
which their ancestors had lived for generations were only too easily overridden by a
recent mining claim or squatter's cabin. This volume is not one to read with comfort,
but it would be well if it were widely read.
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IF you are a lover of Western H istory
IF stories about the West and the Old West spark your
imagination
IF you have a Western History Library ...
THEN you should have a subscription to the

PACIFIC IISYOBIII
The PACIFIC HISTORIAN is a quality magazine jam-packed
with exciting true stories and legends of the Old West.
The PACIFIC HISTORIAN also contains important
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